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We believe marketing brings creative passion into
any business and can be the best investment you ever
make, and, whilst we can’t always guarantee to solve
all your challenges, it’s reassuring to know our work has
been putting smiles on our clients’ faces since 1999.

Silver Bullet: your truly integrated service

Happy Christmas from Silver Bullet
@SilverBulletPR

Hello@silverbulletmarketing.co.uk

www.silverbulletmarketing.co.uk

t: 0191 261 7422

AllGirl

An
education means
I learn without limits.
Year 7 Entrance Exam - Saturday 30th January 2021.
Apply now or find out more about virtual tours at
newcastlehigh.gdst.net

With six widths available and a choice of great colours we’re confident we have just the right EVERHOT for you.

www.wdix.co.uk | 0191 482 0033

FOREWORD
Welcome to the December/January edition of Northern Insight.
2020 has been a year like no other with the effects of the Coronavirus pandemic
felt throughout the world. With the promise of a vaccine now in sight hopefully we
will slowly move into calmer waters in the first half of 2021, although the social
and economic impact will be felt for a long time to come.
We have continued to report on the resilence of the North East business
community throughout this period and I have been continually inspired and
humbled by the spirit shown by the wonderful people in our region.
Our December/January issue is packed with our popular monthly ingredients of
expert insight, critical comment and business advice and I hope all readers find
something to enjoy.

May I wish everyone a Merry Christmas and
the happiest of New Year’s!

38

Stay safe and well. See you in 2021...
Michael Grahamslaw, Publisher
mjgrahamslaw@outlook.com
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BUSINESS NEWS

ITPS WINS PLACE ON KEY GOVERNMENT
PROCUREMENT SCHEME
band of experts pre-approved to provide cloud
software and services to public sector organisations,
without them needing to go through a full tender
or competition procurement process.
The Gateshead-based company works with a
national and international client base, delivering
strategic IT consultancy, cloud, communications,
managed services and security. Its 120-strong team
are experts in tailoring public, private and hybrid
cloud solutions and providing complex programme
delivery, using ITPS’s own £4m Tier 3 data centre
facilities.
ITPS’s public sector client list already includes
emergency services, local and central government,
education trusts and housing associations across
the UK.
Andy Hunter, Operations Director at ITPS, said: “We
are very pleased to have been chosen for inclusion
in all three categories of this key government
procurement scheme.
Tech expert ITPS has won a place on the Crown
Commercial Service’s flagship procurement
framework, G-Cloud 12, which is set to help
boost the firm’s share of public sector contract
work.
The G-Cloud framework is part of the government’s
push for a cloud first approach across the public
sector, in a bid to reduce technology costs and
improve efficiency, as well as giving qualifying
SMEs the chance to bid alongside larger players.
ITPS’s appointment to G-Cloud sees it join a select

“The public sector is estimated to spend £200bn
a year buying services and G-Cloud is proving to
successfully reduce what can be a lengthy, costly
full tender procurement process for buyers, while
maintaining the quality of the partnership chain
and its services.
“Our expertise in cloud hosting, software and
support, reputation as cybersecurity experts and
track record for delivering large, complex projects
across both the public and private sector played a
crucial part in our successful appointment.”

The beginning of an exciting new transformation
of the Newcastle city centre shopping destination
is taking a phased approach with its rebranding,
commencing with the launch of its new website
www.eldonsquare.co.uk.

A leading North East legal firm is helping
vulnerable children in the region.
EMG Solicitors, at Durham and Gosforth, is among
the country’s leading Court of Protection (COP)
specialists, safeguarding the welfare of children
who may be unable to live at home.

The Legal 500 law firm has donated £500 to Silk
Elephant CIO, which supplies handmade hearts,
elephants and butterflies to critically ill, bereaved
and elderly people across the UK.

Since March 2020, the charity has grown from four
people to more than 1000 creative volunteers.
It has delivered nearing 30,000 gifts during the
pandemic, including to the USA and Europe as well
as across the UK.
The donation will enable EMG to send silk elephants
to around 40 children in the region and beyond.

Something for Everyone!
Contact General Manager, Peter Smith
For more information 0191 4132742
Email: peter.smith@tynesidegolfclub.co.uk
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Eldon Square has shared a first look of its new
branding with the launch of a new website.
Featuring a bold new logo and vibrant colour
scheme, the new Eldon Square website is easily
navigated with its user-friendly design.

BECAUSE ELEPHANTS
NEVER FORGET

The firm has now joined forces with a Manchesterbased charity to send gifts to young people
currently being supported by its COP team.

FIRST LOOK AT ELDON
SQUARE’S REBRAND
WITH NEW WEBSITE

Followers of Eldon Square’s social media channels
can also expect to see further changes shortly
including new handles and logo across Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram.
In the coming weeks, visitors may start to notice
changes in and around the shopping centre itself as
intu branding is gradually removed in preparation
for new external signage which will be installed in
early 2021. Visitors can also expect to see Eldon
Square staff in new branded uniforms.

BUSINESS NEWS

FROM SHIP’S BRIDGE
TO THE MILLENNIUM
BRIDGE AND BEYOND
A former Harbour Master and Master Mariner
has set course for new horizons using all of his
nautical experience and skills.
Captain Mike Nicholson from Newcastle has
established Shipmove, a marine consultancy
offering practical solutions for ships, ports and
people.
Mike’s latest projects required specialist navigation
input into complex civil engineering projects and
advice on the impact to port operations particularly
in respect to three proposed new bridges in the
East of England.

guidance on navigation through the Ipswich Upper
Orwell Crossing was used at the planning stages of
the proposed design.

Work is now going ahead on the Lake Lothing Third
Crossing in Lowestoft and the Great Yarmouth Third
River Crossing following navigation simulations
and input into risk assessments, whilst Mark’s

Mike’s first involvement with bridges came with the
Gateshead Millennium Bridge, sanctioning a Risk
Assessment to remove the unsightly protection
piles which were originally on the bridge.

DURHAM CRICKET CLUB
ENGAGE WITH SPORTS
MINDSET COACH
Dr Maurice Duffy is to assist Durham Cricket
Club from January 2021.

SOUTH SHIELDS GYM IS FIRST BENEFICIARY OF THE
OPEN NORTH FOUNDATION
The owner of a South Shields gym has had the weight taken off her shoulders after becoming the
first beneficiary of a Covid recovery grant and mentoring package from Open North Foundation.
Queen Street Fitness has been run for the past two years by Corrina Hills, 33, and was attracting a strong
and regular flow of customers until the pandemic.
Fearing for the future of her venture, Corrina made an application to Open North Foundation which
awarded Queen Street Fitness £1,500 cash for promotional purposes, combined with support from Amy
McGuinness, marketing lead at Turbo Power Systems, based in Gateshead.
The not-for-profit Open North Foundation is a business-led response to the Covid-19 pandemic and is
run by a board of directors, all of whom provide their time free of charge. Its primary focus is to call upon
businesses and individuals to pledge support to rebuild the regional economy.

- Commercial Rent Reviews and Lease Renewals - Schedules of Dilapidation and Condition - Rating Challenges - Tax Valuations -

Dr Duffy is globally recognised as one of the top
change and mindset coaches for his work with FTSE
100 CEOs, sports stars and politicians worldwide.
He will support Durham Cricket Club with mental
conditioning and mindset coaching.
Dr Duffy coached Australian cricket stars Steve
Smith and Cameron Bancroft following the
infamous ‘Sandpapergate’ scandal. His work has
been quoted as a main reason for Steve Smith’s
come-back in the last two Australian Ashes wins.
He is also a visiting professor at Sunderland
University, author, motivational speaker and
regular contributor to the BBC.
Dr Duffy said: “I am delighted to be able to bring my
expertise to help a club of such stature, history and
ambition as Durham Cricket Club. I look forward
to working with the players and the management
team on achieving great goals in 2021.”

BIV BOWES

INDEPENDENT SURVEYORS PROPERTY CONSULTANTS

Ellison House, 2 Osborne Road, Jesmond,
Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2 2AA.
www.bivbowes.com
Tel: 0191 462 6 264
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“TOMORROW WILL BE A GOOD DAY”
In the famous words of Sir Captain Tom Moore, who has inspired us all
in 2020, we have adopted the slogan above as our catchphrase for our
future vision of the property market.
There is no doubt that the majority of 2020 has been an “annus
horribilis” the horrors of which will be reflected upon for many
years to come.
In such testing conditions, the housing market did eventually
flourish towards the summer and we experienced exceptional levels
of demand within a short period of 3-4 months. This condensed the
housing market into a hot cauldron of surplus buyers with not enough
sellers, leading to price rises in many locations. The market is now
cooling down and we look forward to a more sensible and realistic
supply and demand in the early part of 2021.
We as a company have done our very best to work alongside charities
and with those who have been magnificent supporters throughout the
pandemic. We are delighted to put on record our very grateful thanks
to the NHS personnel throughout the country as well as many other
key workers, who have rallied around the general public to support us
in our day to day living. This includes essential shop workers, farmers,
public transport, the police and fire services, as well as many others,
for which we are extremely grateful… thank you!
In 2021 we hope the vaccines that are being announced will be
administered and many of us will be eventually able to return to some
form of normality from Spring next year.
The housing market will continue to provide an area of great focus,
as so many people need a fundamental shelter and place to live, but
it is interesting to see how the demands of the housing market have
changed and altered so dramatically during this pandemic. The desire
for outdoor space, such as balconies, terraces and small garden areas,
has become increasingly popular and important. The focus on country
village life, supported by fast speed WIFI and 5G networks

will become increasingly important to buyers as more and more of us
are working from home.
We have a great number of very exciting new home developments
that are coming to the market in 2021, some of which have been
delayed through the last quarter of 2020 including the anticipated
scheme of Sycamore Square, set back from North Avenue in the
heart of Gosforth, where 37 new homes will be developed and
released in 2021.
The front cover of this magazine highlights the newly converted
Regents Plaza, within Regents Village in Gosforth, where there are 70
newly created luxury apartments including two new penthouse floors,
immediately available for sale.
The Jesmond Assembly scheme for those over the age of 60 is also
going to prove extremely popular and unique in its offering. Centred
in the very convenient area of Eskdale Terrace, this tremendous luxury
living will be appreciated by many.
We have potentially 20 more new home sites coming to the market,
so there will be a great diversity of housing accommodation to be
constructed within the next year.
My team has become increasingly flexible for those of us who wish to
work from home but are still able to provide excellent communication
and service to all our clients. Our focus remains on our head office on
Gosforth High Street, where we have invested a significant amount
of money to improve and update the building, so we are as safe and
secure as possible. We welcome our clients in 2021 and look forward
to a time of much improved security and safety for our customers,
who undoubtedly want to ensure that their home move is carried out
as efficiently as possible.
We wish all our clients a very safe and happy Christmas
and New Year for 2021!
Duncan Young, Chairman
E-mail: duncan.young@sandersonyoung.co.uk

REGENTS PLAZA, GOSFORTH

ALL IN A YEAR
SANDERSON YOUNG ARE PROUD
AND EXCITED TO BRING TO THE
MARKET SOME OF THE REGION’S
PREMIER NEW HOMES SCHEMES
IN 2021, CONTINUING ON OUR
SUCCESS OVER THE PAST YEAR.
DESPITE THE PANDEMIC, WE HAVE BEEN EXTREMELY
ENCOURAGED AND INSPIRED BY OUR DEVELOPER
CLIENTS AND THEIR TENACITY AND COMMITMENT TO
BRING MUCH NEEDED NEW HOMES TO THE NORTH EAST.

WWW.SANDERSONYOUNG.CO.UK
JESMOND ASSEMBLY

SYCAMORE SQUARE, GOSFORTH

GARDEN MEWS, BLAYDON

RIDGE GROVE, STANNINGTON

We look to the new year with optimism and excitement, whilst
reflecting on one of the market’s most difficult years, hoping
that 2021 brings positive news and a greater sense of
normality for us all.
At a time when our home has never played such a prominent
part of our everyday life, we have all had time to reflect on
what our personal and family requirements are. New homes
provide energy efficiency, an ease of maintenance and modern
design to maximise outside space and home office working
capabilities. Working with some of the region’s most
accomplished developers, the quality of Sanderson Young’s
new homes portfolio is truly outstanding and attracts a wealth
of local and national buyers.
If you are considering a move we would be delighted to
discuss your requirements and illustrate the benefits of our
new developments on offer.
If you have a land, development opportunity or new homes
enquiry please contact Amy Brice MRICS on 0191 2233500 or
amy.brice@sandersonyoung.co.uk

NORTH FARM, RENNINGTON

WWW.SANDERSONYOUNG.CO.UK

OAKFIELD GROVE, BLYTH

ASHCROFT GRANGE, MORPETH

BUSINESS INSIGHT

Northern Insight meets...

GEOFF
MACLAUCHLAN
Managing Director,
Kingsmere Finance Directors

Describe what you do.
Many people are familiar with outsourcing functions
such as HR, IT and marketing, but they’re less likely
to think of accessing a finance resource in this
way. I’m an experienced finance director providing
financial management help to businesses either on
a project or consultancy basis. This may be because
the business can’t afford its own resource, an existing
finance team is struggling with its workload, or a
“fresh pair of eyes” is needed.
What is your business background?
I qualified as a chartered accountant with KPMG with
spells in manufacturing, distribution, and advertising
before being appointed as Finance Director of a
large law firm in Leeds/Bradford. After three years,
I wanted a break from being an accountant, so I
went it alone and started a distribution business, a
franchise covering the North East, which I ran for
over 20 years. However, people kept ringing me up
asking me to help them with various problems and
projects. I realised that I missed this type of work,
so I became a full-time “part-time Finance Director”.
What attracted you to being your own boss?
Having watched other people do it and with a latent
entrepreneurial urge, I was keen to see if I could make
a go of the franchise myself, which I did, turning it
into one of the largest of its kind in the country. It
was hard work in the challenging retail sector, but
the experience means I know what it’s like at the
sharp end when talking to the businesses I now help.
What’s the difference between what you
do and a business accountant?
We fulfil two almost entirely different roles, and I tend
to work closely with my client’s existing accountants.
They generally look at the history of their client’s
business, providing a set of accounts and tax return
at a specific date. They’re very good at what they do,
but they rarely have board level commercial expertise
and experience. I focus on where a business is today
and where it is going in the future. Most external
accountants are in touch with their clients once or
twice a year. However, a part-time Finance Director

Geoff Maclauchlan

has an ongoing relationship with at least monthly or
even weekly contact through regular phone calls and
catch ups. I provide commercial analysis, awareness
of the wider business environment, and often, most
importantly, am a sounding-board for the chief
executive or managing director. Running a business
is a very lonely place at times, and to have someone
who can provide an informed and objective strategic
overview, as well as bounce ideas off, is a valuable
resource.
What projects are you currently working on?
I’m working with a variety of businesses, either on
an ongoing or a project basis, including a large hotel,
law firm, software company, soft furnishing designer,
equestrian operation, commercial dry-cleaners,
building project, holiday accommodation provider,
industrial distributor, community sports club,
children’s mental health charity and a commercial
ironing business. I am also helping three start-ups
to raise funding. I have recently been appointed to
the Investment Board of the North of Tyne Rural
Business Growth Service. So, life is busy and varied.
Describe a typical day for you.
The attraction of what I do is that it doesn’t exist.
One day I can be working with a £7million turnover
operation, the next day with a £100k micro-business.
The range of problems differs from business to
business, from day to day. So, it’s a real variety of
work and it keeps things interesting.

How do you like to relax?
I do some choral singing. I follow obscure rock
bands from all around the world. Whilst not exactly
relaxing, I am a long-term sufferer/supporter of
Newcastle United, and I like watching many sports.
I also enjoy getting out to the countryside or to the
coast with my family, ending up having a nice meal
somewhere.
What’s your favourite aspect of life in
the North East?
The fact that you can quickly get from Newcastle
City Centre to the coast and a range of stunning
scenery of all different types. The region is a “village”
when it comes to business, there is a real sense of
community. I enjoy building relationships with those
with whom I regularly come into contact.
What do you find the most rewarding
about your job?
I know what it is like to set up and then run a
business. Making an impact on the bottom line of
a business, regardless of its size, together with the
knock-on effect in terms of confidence and ambition
for the people that sit behind the business, is
extremely rewarding. It’s not the size of the business
that matters, it’s the size of the problem. I look at
what’s keeping the management team awake at
night and can hopefully provide pragmatic support
if they are feeling overwhelmed, particularly in the
current climate.

For further details visit www.kfdl.co.uk or contact Geoff at gm@kfdl.co.uk
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SALES ACADEMY TURNS ONE AFTER
SUPER SUCCESS OF FIRST YEAR
During these times we are all looking for something to celebrate –
but when a fledging enterprise reaches its first significant milestone;
it should be shouted from every rooftop!
The Just Williams Sales Academy, based in
Stockton on Tees, celebrated its first birthday at
the beginning of November, marking an unusual
but exciting year for the business. Offering
a wide range of Sales and Marketing courses
– both face to face and online – the Academy
has now had over 1,000 sessions accessed
and is helping deliver its continued goal of
‘professionalising the sales industry’.
Managing Director of Just Williams, The Academy’s
parent company Jessica Williams said; “It’s been a
huge year in more ways than one! We have been
thrilled to have been able to deliver effective faceto-face training before the impact of Covid, but our
ability to flex to an online market so soon has been
exciting too”.
“Sales is often seen as a ‘dirty word’, with some
salespeople giving others a bad name with

unethical tactics or private agendas. But The Just
Williams Sales Academy was borne out of the
desire to professionalise Sales; and to start breaking
down the stigma that is sometimes attached to it”.
In a world where everyone has been forced into
virtual environments, The Just Williams Sales
Academy has eased the difficult conversations
about continued development for staff across the
Tees Valley; offering accessible, interactive – and
above all else – effective training in a challenging
business climate.
Head of Delivery for Just Williams, Emma Storey
said; “I love what The Academy is achieving. The
feedback we have had from learners has really
validated the need for this sort of training and
helping salespeople either succeed or grow has
been a real pleasure to be a part of.”

For more information on The Just Williams Sales Academy, and the training it offers please contact the team on 01642 955862 or visit
www.justwilliamsltd.co.uk/sales-academy
16
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TORRO TRIUMPH IN YEAR OF ADVERSITY
Michael Grahamslaw talks to Billy Johnson, Co Founder and Director of leather
lifestyle business TORRO about the challenges faced in 2020.

In a sentence, how would you describe the year 2020?
2020 has been an unpredictable rollercoaster of a year which
has significantly touched everyone, I don’t think any industry
has escaped some form of impact.
How have you adapted to the Coronavirus Crisis?
It’s been tough, international freight prices have almost
doubled. One of our biggest challenges has been to control
inventory and movement of goods internationally. Previous
sales trends and forecasts have gone out of the window with
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extremely volatile random peaks due to excessive online
shopping during lockdown. Responding without overstocking
and predicting demand has become a daily job in comparison
to ‘normal’ times.
What are some of your favourite products this year?
The team did a fantastic job to launch our biggest ever range
of iPhone cases in time for the 12 launch this year. In addition,
some of my personal favourite new TORRO products of 2020
are the AirPods Pro leather covers, our new MacBook sleeves
and the big hit was the Leather Apple Watch straps.

BUSINESS INSIGHT

How has remote working changed
product popularity?
We have seen our website traffic and revenue
double. Obviously, lockdown has forced more
people into shopping online than going to
traditional stores. The challenge is to predict how
the tends will play out in 2021 to ensure we
capitalise on the growth whilst not overextending
by misjudging the excess traffic that may settle
down one normal retail service resumes.
What are you currently working on?
We are continuing to launch new lifestyle
accessories and extend the range to meet customer
demand. In addition to this we are working on new
website features to reward brand loyalty as well as
expanding US operations which have doubled in
2020. We are also preparing for Brexit, it’s amazing
how, what was the most hyped challenge of 2020
is being dealt with and managed without the
supplementary media doom and gloom.
Which regional businesses have you admired
in their responses to the pandemic?
All of the independent shops and hospitality venues.
I cannot imagine the stress associated with being
told to close, adapt the stores, cancel bookings,
limit access and then close again. I appreciate
this is not a regional problem but having many
friends in the region who run these businesses, I
am very much admire the individual and collective
responses I have seen.
To which business accessory should I treat
myself for Christmas?
A monogrammed A5 leather notebook appears to
be the gift of choice so far, we literally can’t make
enough of them.
What will 2021 bring for TORRO?
We aim to continue to build steadily in our pursuit
to becoming the world’s go to leather lifestyle
accessory brand. The team continue to make
marginal gains doing the basics well and it’s always
incredible to reflect back on 12 months and see
how much this achieves overall.

For further information visit the website
torro.co.uk
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ACCESS TO EDUCATION
Education is one arena that has suffered greatly throughout the 2020 Pandemic.
Here, experienced practitioner, Scott Biggs, explores the industry for Northern Insight
looking at the challenges that will be faced in the sector going forward.

“Education has always been a given in our lifetime in the UK.
There has rarely been a time when schools were closed and
children could not access education. However, with the recent
impact of the 2020 pandemic, the education profession has
had to be resilient alongside public key workers.
“Teachers have faced over 30 different guidance documents and
announcements since February, with over 100 coronavirus updates
for the sector, meaning teams have had to be agile to tick the right
boxes. Many of these updates happened days before the new term,
which caused a frantic reactive challenge for a sector that is well
known for proactive planning.
“It has been great testament to the entire sector that this guidance
was developed and put into practice so quickly to keep pupils and
staff safe. The resounding agreement is that despite what unions
say, staff just want to do their jobs!
“Even though each school is unique with its own priorities, each
one is passionate about helping children and if staff have to rethink
certain logistics to do that, then we will. But for now, there are
clearly three large challenges that we face.
“Firstly, we have to tackle the learning lost during Lockdown
1.0. During this time, schools had to quickly create sessions that
children could access online or create work booklets to be sent
home.
“Schools had to assume most parents would support their children
if the information and methods were distributed by the schools.
There was of course, no guarantee that the work was being
implemented correctly at home.
“And on return to the classroom there were varying numbers and
restrictions imposed which had an impact on the quality of lessons
being taught.
“Studies now show there is around a 3 month delay to where the
children are relative to where they should have been. The challenge
now is to ensure that our children ‘make up’ for this lost time.
“To tackle this, primary schools have redesigned timetables to
focus on each pupil’s core learning in maths, reading and writing
to speed up progression and close the gap. But to balance that and
to ensure the children aren’t rushed, there needs to be a long term
planning structure, constant analysis, assessments and an approach
that acknowledges that there are no quick fixes to correcting the
loss of education.
“The second challenge lies in providing ongoing remote learning
for children who need to isolate due to infection or exposure to a
Covid-infected individual. Teachers are expected to have immediate
solutions for these children to continue their learning from home
for up to 14 days; sometimes longer if multiple infections affect
a family.
“The DfE have expectations that include the provision of high
quality online tools, video’s, educational resources and other online
resources. Offline tools are also expected to be provided including
printed resources, textbooks and workbooks for those who do not
have online access or are too young to undertake online access
without full parental interaction.

“Planned, well sequenced curriculum assignments with clear
explanations are important along with a regular gauging of how
well the pupils are progressing. Schools are having to ensure
teachers are able to adjust the pace or difficulty of what is being
taught, and it must be acknowledged that this creates a level of
work that means these teachers need their own support from
senior leaders, head teachers, heads of year and bodies including
Ofsted.
“Investment in technology is needed, alongside clear expectations
to be set for each child. Teachers should have options available to
them and should use informed personalised planning. The schools
which are the most successful at this have invested in interactive
platforms such as Google Classroom or Microsoft Teams and have
a policy in place outlining teacher to pupil expectations, along with
the offered support and guidance from DfE and Ofsted.
“The third and currently most discussed challenge is of course in
managing mental health and wellbeing for pupils, staffs and the
wider education community. The emotional rollercoaster of the
pandemic has affected us all, and it is critical that school leaders
acknowledge the impact not just on pupils but on staff.
“Many have suffered losses, experienced the disease first hand,
felt financial insecurity, vulnerability, been subject to domestic
violence, abuse or neglect during lockdown. Hunger has been
high on the country’s radar during half term for children and we
progress into the colder, winter months. On top of this, there are
of course the stresses associated with social distancing including
losing friends, networks and support structures , which is incredibly
impactful for all ages.
“The changes in school including wearing masks, separation
from other year groups, strict formation of bubbles and even the
layout of the classroom causes stress for all involved. School may
not be the safe, warm learning environment it used to be and
school leaders need to recognise the signs for those who may be
struggling, putting in place processes and support structures to
provide the time and opportunity for these issues to be out in the
open and discussed.
“There should be routes in place for staff and pupils to access
support and counselling in the form of listening should be
encouraged at every level so people are heard. Bespoke plans
should be put in place for anyone identified as struggling, and
indeed some schools have appointed a member of staff that solely
concentrates on this.
“Ultimately, schools, senior leaders, PTA’s, teachers and pupils
should not shy away from talking about these challenges
originating from the pandemic, acknowledging the changes we are
all now facing and how it makes us feel.
“Open communication should be encouraged at every level, with
schools facilitating the needs of teachers and of pupils to learn,
develop relationships and follow routines and structures that keep
us all safe.”
Scott will be back in February’s edition discussing challenges in the
education sector and some meaningful ways forward.

Contact Scott on scott@intrinsicintegrity.co.uk or you can visit intrinsicintegrity.co.uk
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The Big Interview...

Scott Biggs
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‘Light of the 5th’
from Lord of the Rings
Oil and gold leaf
100 x 100cm

Fantasy lockdown
Following on from last month’s feature on artist and
designer Jay Johnstone, we thought we’d take a
look at some of his intriguing Tolkien inspired art.
jaystolkien.com

‘Out of the Fire’
from the Hobbit
Oil and gold leaf
on ’live edge wood’
100 x 25cm

IN
CONVERSATION
WITH...

JOHN BEHAN
A Director of Team Valley-based
office technology company, SOS
Group Ltd, with clients from
local start-ups to the IAAF World
Athletics Championships.

In a sentence, how would you describe the
year 2020?
A tough but enlightening experience.
How has your company adapted to the
Coronavirus crisis?
We invoked our Disaster Recovery Plan and Business
Continuity Plan straight away. That worked pretty
much perfectly from day one and was a great
affirmation of both planning and use of technology.
We adopted more of the mobile applications we
have at our disposal, using the Amazon WorkSpace
system and unified communications to achieve a
seamless home office work environment.
What are you currently working on?
By the time this article goes to press we’ll be in the
middle of our Stage 2 audit for ISO 9001 and 27001,
very demanding indeed. We’re also driving forward
staff training to ensure we have the best qualified
and most capable team possible when we reach the
‘other side.’
What have you learnt about yourself
this year?
I’ve pushed my mental and physical endurance
very hard and, so far, I’m still in one piece! I’ve also
learned that people can be both incredibly resilient
and incredibly fragile at the same time. A peculiar
paradox indeed.
How have you found remote working and how
has this affected your team?
Remote working is something I’ve previously been
very used to, so I slipped back into it very easily. I
actually find I’m more productive. As a team, it’s
been more of a challenge though.
We’ve coped well but I missed the daily personal

interaction with team members and customers.
During the first lockdown, we had virtual coffee
mornings three times a week to maintain some
contact and this was particularly valuable for staff
who lived alone or were working from home. We
learned a lot of new facts about each other that
we may never have discovered otherwise, hobbies,
interests, skills etc.
Which regional businesses have you admired
in their response to the pandemic?
For me, it’s the unsung heroes who often go
unnoticed and unappreciated, the bin men, delivery
drivers, bus drivers etc.
It goes without saying that every NHS worker
deserves a huge amount of our collective gratitude,
but I think we should also recognise the value of
teachers. After having to home school children, our
staff frequently commented on how much more
they appreciate the job teachers do.
What's the best piece of business advice
you've been given this year?
Be positive. Take time out and silence the noise of
social media and the news, which can tend towards
focussing only on negative stories. There are always
aspects of positivity to find. Step away and allow
your mind to relax.
Have you developed any positive personal
habits as a result of lockdown?
Exercise. I managed to get back into my cycling in
particular throughout the summer months. A 10 mile
cycle before breakfast two or three times a week was
a brilliant release.
My golf, too. I didn’t get any better but at least I
could focus my frustration into something a little
less stressful.

www.sosgroup-ltd.co.uk
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And of course, spending more time with my partner
and our dogs was a real bonus. She’s such a source
of strength and inspiration to me and our dogs just
make me smile.
Has 2020 been the toughest challenge
of your career?
I think so. While there have been many challenges
over my working career, the challenges faced this
year have been so much more diverse. Often as a
result of factors we couldn’t control or influence in
any way. We just had to adapt and stay agile. It’s
been essential to be proactive, not to sit back and
wait for change, but make the change and drive the
change.
We’ve learned a lot about our business and staff that
might otherwise have gone unnoticed.
And we’ve been aware of the challenges facing
our local community organisations, too, and have
continued and adapted the support we offer.
It’s always been a focus for us and this year we
celebrated donating £250,000 to charities, talented
young individuals and community organisations
since SOS Group launched 18 years ago.
What will 2021 bring for yourself and
your company?
On a personal note, hopefully a little less pressure
and a little bit more predictability! As for our
business, we’ll keep driving forward and making our
decisions decisively and positively, even when they’re
difficult.
We’ll maintain our positivity and look to grow our
business. Even though there are challenges there are
always opportunities, you just have to see them. If
this year has given us anything, it’s a renewed focus
to succeed.

Improve Productivity with
Better Access to Information.
ENTERPRISE CONTENT MANAGEMENT WITH GLOBALSEARCH®
Manage content more efficiently by taking document processes digital! GlobalSearch
enterprise content management software solves everyday business challenges by
delivering the tools to capture, retrieve, share, archive and manage your business
information when you need it most.
GlobalSearch document management software delivers a range of benefits
including heightened collaboration, compliance, cost reduction and security.

Reduce the cost and effort of database
setup with pre-defined solution templates
that eliminate manual paper processes.

Gain instant access to your data
from anywhere through a web browser,
improving collaboration across
departments and locations.

Extend document processing with
automated capture and intuitive document
workflow, keeping all of your business
processes moving forward.

Immediately retrieve documents with
advanced search capabilities using
keywords, index fields, and more.

Maintain compliance with secured
document storage, while also controlling
individual permissions to view, access and
edit files.

Ensure business continuity and eliminate
unsecured paper files, in case of theft or
unexpected natural disasters.

GlobalSearch has flexible options and scalability from essential document management to
enterprise-class functionality, offered on-premise or in the cloud. Contact us to learn more.
< SCAN THIS QR CODE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON SOS GROUP

SMART DECISION-MAKING STARTS NOW!
E info@sosgroup-ltd.co.uk | T 0345 230 8080 | W www.sosgroup-ltd.co.uk
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FLEXIBILITY IS THE KEY
The Covid-19 pandemic is threatening to change the way we work in the future, but the
North East Business & Innovation Centre (BIC) is well prepared, offering it’s tenants flexible
workspace and support to meet all their future needs.
Here, three BIC tenants share their experience of the support and guidance the organisation offers...

Beverley Ashton, River View Clinic
“I signed my lease with the BIC four days before
lockdown. The staff have been amazing, and I believe it
was the best business decision I’ve ever made to join the
BIC. I have felt 100% supported by everyone from the
beginning.
“In the future I’m hoping to be an integral part of the
business networks created at the BIC. In my short
time here, I have received lots of business advice and
information regarding local grants available to support
businesses due to COVID-19.
“I know I’m going to love it here, I’ve come home, my
gut feeling tells me I’ll continue to grow my business
and be part of BIC for a very long time.”

Adam Walker,
Hubspoke Marketing Ltd
“Business Central is a key part of
our business. It is our home. Whilst
there are challenges with distancing
and public health guidance, it is
important for us to have our space to
get those ideas flowing. We do work
remotely, which is great, however
we have missed our office during
lockdown. Having a base here is great
for us, we have got some ambitious
plans and it is the perfect setting for
us moving forward.”

Kate Allison,
Insure Business Services Ltd
“We are delighted to have
many tenants at the BIC as
long term clients and there
is a real buzz and community
feel which is infectious. It’s a
great place to network and feel
supported too. The office space
and the site in general provides
a great professional feel which
is important for Insure Business
Services Ltd as we often have
client meetings on site.”

Like all businesses, the BIC faced unprecedented challenges when the UK
went into full lockdown. But the team across the organisation’s three
sites in Sunderland, Darlington and Washington, adapted quickly and
continued to provide much needed guidance and support to its tenants.

This support proved wide-ranging and included keeping tenants up-to-date
with funding, providing free storage space to those companies that needed to
house excess stock, and lobbying local councils for discretionary support for
those individual tenants that were excluded from the Small Business Grants.

www.ne-bic.co.uk
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Mullen Stoker Management Team, l-r:
Gary Stoker, Carol Mullen, Keith McAllister, Stephen Green, Julie Frost, Faye Allan, Neil Mullen.
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RIDING THE STORM
It’s been a turbulent year for businesses everywhere
as the global coronavirus pandemic brought many
sectors to a standstill and left thousands of people
out of work as their employers were unable to
sustain their employment.

However, some companies were able to ride the storm and even emerge
stronger than ever, despite the ongoing challenges that are facing us and
are likely to do so well into 2021 until a vaccine for the virus is rolled out
and the virus is brought completely under control.
Mullen Stoker is one.
The chartered accountancy firm, which is based at Mandale Business Park at
Belmont in Durham, managed to secure several new clients and expand its
workforce during the months of lockdown and is now looking ahead to a new
year which company directors hope will be their best yet.
Mullen Stoker – which celebrates its 10th birthday this year - was founded by
Neil Mullen and Gary Stoker in 2010 and now employs 14 people.
It has built up an impressive portfolio of clients, from sole traders and large
corporates to footballers and famous faces from the world of TV.
And despite the unprecedented circumstances which have blighted the globe
for the majority of 2020, the company has brought on board several new
businesses – leading to the appointment of three additional team members.
Neil Mullen believes the company’s growth during the months of lockdown
have been in large part down to the proactive approach Mullen Stoker has
taken to keep businesses up to date with financial announcements and
changes which affect them.
Neil said: “2020 has been, and remains, a tough year for many businesses,
however we’re fortunate enough to have been busier than ever, securing a
number of new clients which is fantastic. Especially as this year marked our
tenth year in business and when coronavirus took hold, we didn’t know what
the year would look like.
“The furlough scheme definitely helped as many of our clients were utilising
the support available and were relying on our help to keep their accounts in
order.
“We also took the approach to be proactive in sending out relevant updates
and information which we knew would be useful for businesses and the
feedback we got was that this really helped. I think our clients appreciated us
taking the time to keep in contact with them when many were struggling to
see a way through the pandemic.”
To support client growth, the company has expanded its workforce, with the
third appointment due to start in the coming weeks. There are also plans to
further recruit in the early stages of 2021.
And now, as Mullen Stoker looks ahead to the next ten years in business,
Neil, Gary and fellow director Stephen Green are targeting continued growth,
which could include opening a second office in the north of the region and
expanding outside of the North East.
Neil added: “In the ten years since we launched, our growth has happened
organically, in the main down to recommendation and word of mouth, and
we’re now at the point where our reputation as one of the North East’s
leading chartered accountants is firmly cemented.
“Our challenge now is to build on that, increasing our brand across the region
as we take the next step on our business journey. We’ve emerged from the
coronavirus lockdown in a stronger position and with the team we have in
place, we’re confident that our ambitious plans for growth will be achieved.”
Mullen Stoker also offers clients in-house IT services which enhances the
overall business offering and that is an area of the business the directors are
also looking at investing in.
Gary Stoker said: “The IT services we offer are definitely a USP for the business
and something we’re keen to build on. Having the skills in-house to offer clients
technology and software expertise, in addition to the accountancy support
we’ve built our business on, means we can ease the burden many businesses
face when it comes to managing their internal processes efficiently.”

mullenstoker.co.uk
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Glen Bolton
Glenn enjoys his role working with
professional sports people. He boasts
15 years of experience and is also a
specialist in later-life financial planning.

Peter Grieves

Gary Oselton
He’s a father to three grown up children
and has spent more than 30 years of his
career in wealth management. He’s also
the only member of the board with a Blue
Peter badge.

Dan Smith
Joined the company in 2013.

James Richfield
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Dan’s planning currently
extends to his own wedding
after twice cancelling because of Covid.
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15TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS
A lot has happened since 2005. Tony Blair was the then Prime Minister, Crazy Frog
topped the charts and the big decision about your mobile phone was whether to
buy a Nokia 6230i or opt for the latest Sony Ericcson. Neither of them could take
pictures and the only twitter you heard came from birds!

The frog has never appeared since, thankfully. Nokia don’t
make phones these days and Tony Bair left office a long
time ago but 2005 also saw the arrival of a new North
East business that has stayed the test of time.
TMP Wealth Management, formerly known as The Morpeth
Practice is a senior partner practice of St James’s Place Wealth
Management. It was set up by Peter Grieves and James
Richfield who chose Morpeth in Northumberland as their base
and are celebrating their 15th year.
It’s easy to describe the pair as chalk and cheese. Peter loves
football, you’ll find him on the golf course or in a country pub
with a log fire. James is a rugby man and you’re more likely to
find him in the country or sliding along the dance floor on his
knees! In theory, these guys are poles apart. In practice, they
go together like strawberries and cream!
The pair are equally at home dealing with a modest pension or
handling the finances of one of their many sports professionals,
business owners and entrepreneurs. Everyone gets the same
welcome and service, whatever your background!
They have decided to celebrate their 15th year with a name
change for the practice and the addition of three new directors
onto the board. The business will now simplify its title to TMP
Wealth Management and welcome Gary Oselton, Dan Smith
and Glenn Bolton to the board.
The trio bring more than 60 years of experience with them
and it’s expected the move will push the success of the
business even further.

Why the name change?
James: Our business began in Morpeth and we’re proud of
that, but we now extend beyond Northumberland, across the
UK and internationally. We have clients in Europe and the
Middle East. Our telephone number is only one digit away
from the local doctor’s surgery and sometimes callers get the
wrong “practice”. We can help with finances but not fungal
nail infections.
The name TMP Wealth Management is designed to create
that link between the 15-year growth from the foundations of
the business to an exciting and fresh new brand for the future.
What will the new directors bring to the business?
James: A huge amount. More than 60 years of experience.
We’re really pleased with the way all three have developed
over the last few years. They bring energy, enthusiasm and a
much broader range of opinions to the board. It will be great
to have differing views on the same objectives.
What does it mean for clients?
Peter: Succession planning for finances is vital and it’s equally
as important within a business. We have a duty to our clients
to have similar plans in place. Having people who’ve lived and
breathed our values and culture will enable us to drive TMP
Wealth Management forward. Clients can rest assured it puts
us in great shape to grow organically and that it’s very much
business as usual.

How has the business grown in the last 15 years?

What does it mean for you two?

Peter: There’s now nine of us in the advisor team. We also
have 11 support staff and even have advisors based in the
South East of England now too. We manage in excess of £275
million pounds of client assets and we've got around 1500
clients we look after. So in the last 15 years we’ve seen some
exponential growth.

James: Sharing some of the responsibilities of running the
business and decision making allows Peter and I more chance
to do the things we enjoy within the business. We still relish
client interactions and delivering exceptional service and
advice personally. The changes bring a better balance in our
time spent doing that.

www.tmpwealthmanagement.co.uk
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WANT TO RETIRE IN 2021?
Now is the time to start planning.

What better time to look at new
beginnings than the new year?

Will COVID-19 impact people who are
looking to retire in 2021?

The holiday period is a good time to reflect on
the current year and look ahead to the next one.

We’ve found people are more eager to retire
because they’ve had a taste of a different
lifestyle during in lockdown or while on furlough.

It’s also an excellent time to start thinking
about your retirement.
Our financial adviser, Luke, talks through
everything you need to know if you want to
retire in 2021.
What are three things people should think
about if they want to retire in 2021?
Don’t just look at your pension, savings and
investments, spend some time thinking about
what you want to do more of with your time.
Think about what it is you want to do and then
think if you’ll have enough.
Next, think about the reasons why you’re
wanting to retire. Do you want to do more of
your hobby or maybe see more of your family?
This is so helpful when you come and see an
adviser, and you already know what you need
from your pension.
Finally, look at what makes you happy. When I
ask clients this, it’s often a lightbulb moment
for them. It seems like an easy question, but the
answer is really useful for both the client and
adviser.

If you’ve got the money ready in your pension,
then there’s no reason COVID-19 should stop
you from seeing an advisor.
We’re still following strict safety measures in
the office to give clients some peace of mind.
We’re also continuing with virtual meetings,
which have been a big success for us this year.
With the markets seeing a recent boost, we
should focus on the long term rather than it’s
current effect.
When is the best time to speak to an
adviser in 2021?
Really, any time is a great time to start planning,
but the earlier the better. We’re generally rushed
off our feet because people have been with their
family over Christmas and thought ‘I want more
of this, I’ll retire.’
Typically, we’d say you’d need at least two to
three months to go through the process. So, if
you start in January, there’s a good chance you
might be retired by Easter.

Luke Watkinson, Financial Adviser at Joslin Rhodes Lifestyle Financial Planning. JoslinRhodes.co.uk 033 0133 3035 hello@joslinrhodes.co.uk
Investments can go down as well as up, you may not get back what you invest.

GOVERNMENT EXTENDS £1 MILLION TAX BREAK TO
STIMULATE INVESTMENT BY UK BUSINESSES
As the Budget originally scheduled for Autumn has been postponed
until Spring 2021, the Government has recently made a number of
announcements regarding tax. This includes the extension of the
Annual Investment Allowance £1 million temporary cap until 1
January 2022, in order to stimulate investment and support business
confidence.
The Annual Investment Allowance (AIA) is a tax relief for businesses on
the acquisition of plant and machinery that gives full tax relief in the year
of purchase. The announcement means that businesses, including UK
manufacturing firms, will be able to continue claiming up to £1 million in
same-year tax relief (100% capital allowances) through the AIA for plant
and machinery assets acquired until 1 January 2022.
The cap was previously due to revert to £200,000 on 1 January 2021; now
it will only fall to £200,000 on 1 January 2022 (unless extended again).
Other announcements made include the introduction of new measures
to tackle promoters of tax avoidance, including tougher sanctions and
additional HMRC powers, which will be consulted on in the Spring.
Alongside this, the government has published draft tax legislation of a
range of new measures, including the Plastic Packaging Tax.
Tim McElwaine, Tax Senior Manager at UNW, said: “Businesses will
welcome the extension of the temporary £1m AIA cap, perhaps
particularly at a time when recent news about vaccines has reduced some
of the uncertainties about the future, allowing businesses to plan ahead
with more confidence.”
If you would like further guidance on this topic, please do not hesitate to contact Tim McElwaine, Tax Senior Manager,
at timmcelwaine@unw.co.uk or on 0191 243 6067.
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Fingers crossed that 2021 will
see improvements all round
It may just be the ideal time to publish or refresh your own magazine, brochure, website
or corporate identity. We’ve been assisting businesses with their communication needs
for over 10 years and would love the opportunity to help yours.

PUBLISHING | DESIGN | MARKETING | PR

Telephone: 01661 844 115 www.offstonepublishing.co.uk info@offstonepublishing.co.uk
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Dr Emma Black

NEGATIVE INTEREST RATES
PROVE POSITIVE
Here Dr Emma Black, MD of Cascade Cash Management, reassures
Northern Insight readers…

What are Negative Interest rates and what do
they mean for savers?
In 2008, the Bank of England reduced the UK’s
Bank Rate to a historic low of 0.50%. Intended as a
temporary measure, economic challenges since have
prevented the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC)
from being able to meaningfully increase interest
rates over the last twelve years.
At the start of the year, Boris Johnson won approval
for the terms of the UK’s withdrawal from the
European Union and markets anticipated a series
of rate rises over the coming years. Talk of a new
virus coming from the Far East gradually increased
throughout February and markets began to price
in global supply chain disruption. Little did anyone
realise the extent of the impact this virus would
exert on financial markets, not least for savers.
With Lockdown 1.0 came a series of social
restrictions, economic support packages and two
cuts to the official Bank Rate on 11th March and
19th March to a record low interest rate of 0.10%.
Speculation that the Bank Rate could be lowered
further has simmered since with further fuel added
in October 2020 when the Bank of England wrote
to financial institutions seeking to understand their
operational readiness should a negative official
Bank Rate require implementation. While Governor
Andrew Bailey has stressed their use is not an
inevitability, he has indicated that they are within
the toolbox. So why are negative interest rates under
discussion and what does it mean for your savings?
The idea of negative interest rates is counter-intuitive
when we consider the fundamental rules of banking.

When normal conditions prevail, savers should
receive positive compensation when they invest
into a bank’s deposit suite while borrowers should
pay a reasonable interest rate on loans received. But
when normal conditions don’t prevail, as we have all
endured in 2020, then the normal rules of banking
may not apply.
Negative interest rates have not been used before in
the UK but have been employed elsewhere in Europe
and Japan. Switzerland’s interest rate currently sits at
-0.75% and Denmark’s is at -0.60%. The European
Central Bank has held interest rates at -0.50% since
2019 and over in Japan, the current deposit rate is
-0.23%, up from a record low of -0.51% in 2016.
Turning interest rates negative is built on the notion
that lower interest rates will encourage the lending
activity of private banks while also reducing the
value of the country’s currency thereby making
inward investment attractive providing support
for the country’s export market too. The lower the
interest rate in a country, the cheaper it is to borrow
incentivising stronger spending today as opposed to
tomorrow and so this helps in theory to stimulate the
market. Households and businesses tend to increase
the amount they borrow in such an environment and
lower rates on savings incentivises people to invest
as opposed to save.
Over the past decade, interest rates have remained
low to support spending and jobs here in the UK
but the coronavirus outbreak has served to further
disrupt the market exacerbating the pressures on the
economy. Critics of negative interest rates say that
they serve as a tax on the banking sector denting
profits and reducing financial resilience. Savers

More information is available at www.cascade.co.uk
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undoubtedly lose out as rates on cash would fall to
further all-time lows and many economists believe
that low productivity growth in the UK is also as a
result of prolonged near-zero interest rates since
2008.
Our view is that savers should prepare for near-zero
returns on cash for an extended period. While it is
arguable whether or not negative interest rates will
be called upon, it is expected for the base rate to
remain between zero and 0.10% for the foreseeable,
at least until markets have stabilised. The prospect
of a vaccination programme will certainly help
market confidence, and this in turn may postpone
any decision for the Base Rate to move into negative
territory.
We also feel that while rates will be low, rates circa
1.00% should likely continue to be available from
some of the challenger banks. These providers tend
to have healthy net interest margins and often
lend into niche categories. While they will likely not
entirely overshoot the market so as to stem their
inflows, we do feel that opportunities will remain in
this space. New providers, such as Zopa Bank and JN
Bank, continue to enter the market and we feel that
they will continue to need to offer positive returns
for savers to be incentivised to move away from the
comfort zone of the big six providers.
It’s important in this climate to ensure that you
remain aware of the rates you are earning while you
are in cash. Professional cash management helps for
you to keep this awareness so do let us know should
you have any queries that we can be of assistance
in answering.
Dr Emma Black, and her team, specialise in delivering
an independent and transparent cash management
service created to generate enhanced cash returns
and increased protection on deposits through a
unique online portal.
The Cascade team of eleven administer cash
savings on behalf of clients and depositors, who can
also use the online portal to administer their own
savings. Partners including IFA’s, solicitors, attorneys,
accountants and many more, can also self-brand the
product for presentation to their own clients.

The one stop shop for

all your Accountancy needs!

ReadMilburn
& COMPANY

“The Coastal Accountants”
71 Howard Street, North Shields, NE30 1AF

0191 257 0355 info@readmilburn.co.uk
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NEW
OPPORTUNITIES
TO MAKE
COMMERCE
HOUSE YOUR
BUSINESS
OPTION
Commerce House in
Middlesbrough has released
new, exciting opportunities to
snap up an office in the luxury
business community.
guidelines to make the building safe, and have
hand santiser, safety screens, signage and policies
in place to protect tenants, visitors and staff.

The five newly available options include a two
desk, a five desk, an eight desk an 11 desk and
a 12 desk office space, all which come ready to
move into complete with furniture, high speed
broadband, fully maintained and serviced site
which includes cleaning within office suites
as well as communal area and a manned
reception.

“Because of that, and the fact that you have
control over your private workplace behind your
office door we are a sensible and safe choice for
companies who don’t want to work from home
as it isn’t viable or sensible for their business
performance.”

The building which was refurbished to an
extremely high standard just a few years ago is
in the desirable TS1 postcode and provides virtual
tenancy, hot desking and has a fabulous Business
Lounge and Boardroom for meeting purposes.
Commerce House has its very own onsite
facilities manager, Christine Huntington, who not
only manages the team and the building, but also
oversees the tenant’s requirements to ensure a
seamless service. She said: “Commerce House is
simply a stunning building to run your business
from. It has been likened to a five-star hotel due
the quality of finish throughout the site, from
entering Reception, Boardroom and Communal
areas such as the business lounge, kitchens, and
WC’s. Our tenants all say how impressed their
clients are and how it has given them a boost in

In the heart of Middlesbrough, Commerce House
is a well-established building with lots of parking
opportunities around it, situated right next to
the train station, therefore ideal location for
commuting.

productivity, making their companies even more
successful.
“We have focused very much on the current

Meeting space, which is for use by tenants and
outside companies who pre-book, includes the
Business Lounge and the Chairman’s Board Room,
both of which are set up and laid out with social
distancing in mind. Christine concluded: “This is
very rare opportunity to snap up an office space
that is as safe as working from home. They won’t
be around for long, so if you are interested, please
do get in touch to arrange a socially distanced
viewing as soon as possible!”

More information is available on www.commerce-house.co.uk
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STUNNING OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE!!
Commerce House, an iconic Grade II listed building
ideally located in the heart of Middlesbrough, has a
range of office space now available in its
outstanding Business Community.
With enviable facilities, Commerce House offers the
perfect opportunity for a head office,
satellite office or to expand operations within the
prestigious TS1 postcode.
Located directly opposite the train station making it
a perfect location for commuting.
Impressive fully furnished serviced office space
Amazing boardroom AKA “The Chairman’s Room”
Fabulous Business lounge
Hot Desking Facilities
Virtual Office Services
All complete with cutting edge technology !

www.commerce-house.co.uk
01642 917 116
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A NORTH EAST
FINANCIER
NAMED
NATIONAL CASH
MANAGEMENT
WOMAN OF
THE YEAR
The MD of Cascade Cash
Management Ltd has been
named as the Women in Finance
Cash Management Woman of
the Year 2020.

Dr Emma Black has held the position of MD at
the Fintech company for over five years now
and in that time has transformed the savings
business through some of the most challenging
times ever seen to our economy.
Recognised in the awards for her tenacity, clear
ideas and determined ability to put the clients
at the centre of all her team does, Emma sits in
a figure of just 15% globally where females are
finance leaders.
Run by Finance Monthly, the awards celebrate
progress in gender balance, recognising finance
experts that consistently go above and beyond
what is expected of them, despite the challenges
in the industry.
Emma said: “It is a true honour to receive this title.
I’d like to dedicate it to the Cascade team and
to the women in the North East who deserve to
be recognised for the difference we make to our
industries every day.
“Cash Management, and the treatment for savings,
has real challenges at the moment, not least the
potential for a below zero base interest rate. We
have really had to think on our feet throughout
2020 to ensure we continue delivering a fantastic
service for our clients. At Cascade we not only
deliver the very best that savers can hope to
achieve from their cash holdings while they are in
cash, but we also help them to protect it under the
Financial Services Compensation Scheme, which
has helped many people this year to get peace of
mind amidst so much uncertainty.
“Using our portal, which we call our little piece
of magic, we can diversify a portfolio of savings
within seconds, and we can help secure our client’s
cash safely and robustly. That is a very attractive
proposition at the moment for those who do not
want to invest in such an uncertain market! And

Dr Emma Black

now to be recognised for that service, is just the
icing on the cake.”
Cascade Cash Management (Cascade) is an
independent and transparent service created to
generate enhanced cash returns and increased
protection on deposits through professional cash
management.
The Cascade team can administer funds through
their unique portal on behalf of clients or depositors
can use the portal to manage their own savings
with the dedicated support of Cascade. Partners
including IFA’s, solicitors, attorneys, accountants
and many more can also self-brand the product for
presentation to their own clients.
Over the last few months Cascade has responded

proactively to the pandemic, showing its resilience
in a tough market place thanks to a team that
has it’s eye constantly on the future, investing in
financial technology, staff and new avenues.
Dr Emma Black concluded: “This last two years has
been amazing for the awards and the recognition
we have received. Just a few short months ago
we were named as Start Up of the Year in the
Great British Entrepreneur Awards. This all goes to
reassure new and existing clients of the quality of
Cascade, the team and the service we offer!”
To view the awards Women In Finance Awards 2020
publication please visit: womeninfinanceawards.
finance-monthly.com/winners-edition/ where you
will find Dr Emma Black throughout the publication
and gracing the cover.

More information on Cascade is available at www.cascade.co.uk
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Paul Hardingham, Director of Innovate Mortgages and Loans

SELFEMPLOYED?
Arranging a mortgage should
not be a full time job.
According to the Office of National Statistics,
the self-employed market has increased from
3.2 million people (12.0% of the labour force)
in 2000 to 5 million (15.3% of the labour force)
in 2019. For many it is the conclusion of a
dream but applying for mortgage finance does
bring with it barriers that they will not have
been exposed to when in an employed position.
Many lenders view the self-employed with caution,
even more so in these Covid 19 times, which can
be very frustrating for those looking to move house
or remortgage.
Whether you are a fixed contract worker, sole
trading barrister, partner in a dental or GP
practice, member of an LLP or a limited company
shareholder, your income will be scrutinised closely
and the level of mortgage borrowing available
varies wildly between differing banks.
I am often approached by clients who think they
are unable to get a mortgage or have been told
that their dream home is out of reach but in many
cases a solution can be found by taking a few
simple steps.
For example, lenders approach the self-employed
in several different ways:	
Number of years trading – most lenders look
at the last 2 – 3 years accounts, but some
lenders will consider an application with just a
single year of accounts.
Income of Limited Company Shareholders
– whilst most lenders underwrite by assessing
salary plus dividends, a few will consider salary
plus share of net profit. This can make a huge
difference to the borrowing level available
as not all self-employed people draw the full
level of income that they could do in order to
manage their tax liabilities.

	
Most recent years accounts – for a growing
business, a lender which bases its mortgage
decision on the most recent years income
rather than an average of the past two or three
years can be a significant advantage.
	
Contractors – a growing number of people now
work on a contracted basis rather than being a
permanent employee. Specialist lenders, often
not available on the High Street, have huge
experience in this sector.
As can be seen above, due to the differing ways in
which lenders assess self-employed income, how
much can be borrowed varies according to how the
lender considers income and one approach will be
better for some, whilst a different approach will be

better for others. In addition, most lenders will now
request business bank statements for both pre and
post Covid-19 lockdown (1) just so that they can
see that the business is returning to normality.
Tailored mortgage advice for this portion of the
mortgage market is perhaps more important than
any other sector. Local, face-to-face, independent
mortgage advice can smooth the process so my
final message is do not despair if your first port
of call says no...we are ready to take your call and
offer assistance!
If you would like to see what our clients have to
say about us we have in excess of 180 Google 5*
reviews on-line and on our website from satisfied
clients (www.innovateml.co.uk)!

Paul Hardingham and Tony Ibson are Mortgage and Protection Advisers at Innovate Mortgages and Loans. Both have over 20 years of experience
advising individuals and businesses across the North East of England. They can be contacted for bespoke advice at paul@innovateml.co.uk or
tony@innovateml.co.uk or call 0191 284 3723.
Your home is at risk if you do not keep up repayments on a mortgage or other loan secured on it.
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MAINTAIN YOUR
RETIREMENT FOCUS
Research has revealed that almost a fifth of people
aged 50 or over believe their retirement will be
affected by the pandemic.
Of these, a quarter say they have not been able to retire due to their
finances, a fifth have had to use some of their retirement savings whilst
out of work and a tenth have retired sooner than expected due to
redundancy.
Playing catch up
Separate data shows employees in certain industries, who were already
struggling to save into a pension, could be particularly hard-hit and face a
lifetime of ‘playing catch up’ with their retirement savings. More than a quarter
of those working in travel and the arts have not yet started saving into a
pension, while two-thirds of retail workers are concerned they would soon run
out of money if they did retire.
The impact of auto enrolment
It’s not all doom and gloom, however. Thanks to auto-enrolment, more than
10 million people have saved into a workplace pension, and those putting
away the minimum has reached a record high. However, there are signs the
positive impact of auto-enrolment is starting to wane, with almost half of
22 to 29-year-olds still not doing enough to prepare for later life and many
potentially facing retirement poverty.
It’s all about you
It’s never too early or too late to get your retirement plan on track, whatever

stage you’re at and whatever sector of the economy you work in.
If you’re younger, don’t allow any dips in income to impact your pension
contributions if at all possible. Small, frequent contributions throughout your
life add up and make a difference to the quality of your retirement. If you’re
older, you may be considering postponing retirement or if you lose your job,
you might choose to retire earlier than you had originally intended. If you still
have a job but your savings have been impacted, delaying retirement to give
yourself more time to prepare may be an option.
Don’t rush into making life-changing financial decisions
Of course, it all depends on your individual circumstances. The key takeaway
is that for many people, decisions about their retirement, now more than
ever, have been driven by the financial impact of the pandemic, rather than
personal choice. We want you to be able to call the shots, to be in control of
your retirement and to have options. Whatever your circumstances, we’re here
for all your financial planning needs.

www.prismaticwealth.co.uk
The value of investments can go down as well as up and you may not get back the full amount you invested. The past is not a guide to future performance and past performance may not necessarily be repeated.

PRISMATIC WEALTH
Providing private and corporate clients with
bespoke, tailored financial solutions.
With over 30 years experience as financial planning specialists, Prismatic
Wealth have the expertise to assist you with life planning, retirement planning
and investments.
Retirement Planning:
Pension Planning
Defined Benefit Pensions
Pension Consolidation and Transfers
Pension Drawdown and Annuities
Self Invested Personal Pensions
(SIPP)

To speak to us contact:
Tel: 01642 661600
Email: enquiries@prismaticwealth.co.uk

Life Planning:
Estate Planning
Protection Planning
Reaching Retirement
Pensions and Divorce

Investment Services:
Investment Planning Advice
Investment Review

Prismatic House,
26 Falcon Court,
Preston Farm Business Park,
Stockton-on-Tees,
TS18 3TX

www.prismaticwealth.co.uk
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L-R: Peter Rutherford, Denise Graham and David Hughes
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GOODBYE AND GOOD
RIDDANCE TO 2020?
We are due to exit “Lockdown II” when this article is to
be published. Hopefully, we have exited, and we can
look forward to a near normal Christmas. I am not sure
that will be the case, however, we can but hope.
This year has been unlike any other in living memory. Who thought they
would live through a pandemic after all? Very sadly, not everyone has.
You would be forgiven for believing that it has been impossible to have made an
investment return in 2020. Certainly, cash has been a disaster with deposit rates
at an all-time low and banks being rumoured to be bringing in charges for current
accounts.
You would also be forgiven for thinking that the historic levels of Government
borrowing have made Gilts worthless too.
Also, surely the stock market is a basket case with the FTSE 100 index having been
almost 7,700 points at the beginning of the year but currently (as at the time of
writing) trading at just over 6,000 points. That is a fall of around 20%.
You would be forgiven for believing that it must be impossible to obtain a positive
return in such an environment. Many wealth managers will point to the paragraphs
above and nod sagely that years like this come along from time to time and you
just have to grin and bear it.
However, this is not the case. It does not have to be like this. At the time of writing,
ALL our clients who have been invested with Rutherford Hughes Limited since the
beginning of the year are well ahead, many even with double digit returns!
How is it that a small wealth manager and IFA in the North East can produce such
outstanding returns?
The answer is that our process is well thought out, is not UK centric and uses
active managers, rather than track an index. Index trackers are cheap but reflect
the composition of the index. Here in the UK that means that you have significant
exposure to oil companies, banks and airlines. Precisely where you do not want
your money in the current climate.
We are not just one-year wonders. Our pure equity portfolio would have about
doubled your money over the last five years. Our more defensive portfolios have,
naturally, produced lower but still excellent returns.
There are some caveats to add. Specifically, I must remind you that past
performance is not a guide to future performance and the value of investments
can fall as well as rise. A good example is 2018 when the last few months of the
year wiped out the gains made earlier. However, the key to successful investing is
holding on for the longer term. Also maintaining the ability to recover from equity
market falls is essential. Multi-asset, absolute return and property funds will not
provide this. Keep calm when others are panicking. It is often a buying opportunity.
Next, you should ensure that your investments are as tax efficient as possible,
whether that be pension or ISA or other tax wrapper.
Finally, may I wish everyone a Merry Christmas and a happy and healthy New
Year. I will keep my fingers crossed for 2021.

If you would like more information, or would like to discuss your own
position, then please do not hesitate to contact me or my colleagues,
David Hughes and Denise Graham. Peter Rutherford is a director at
Rutherford Hughes Ltd. He can be contacted on 0191 229 9600,
peter.rutherford@rutherfordhughes.com  
Tax advice is not regulated by the FCA and legislation is subject to change. Past performance is not a guide to future
performance and capital is at risk. Rutherford Hughes Ltd. is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority. Rutherford Hughes Ltd company registration no: 10431722. Country of registration: England. Office &
Registered Office address: Collingwood Buildings, 38 Collingwood Street, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 1JF.
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HOW TO
ACCELERATE
GROWTH DURING
A PANDEMIC
Jack Spoor, business advisor at Robson
Laidler explains how you can give
yourself – and your business more
space, money and time.
Robson Laidler Accelerator launch

Now more than ever being a business owner can
be overwhelming. You may feel like you have
cashflow pressure, no business strategy, low
revenue or profit, people problems or generally
feeling exhausted.
The coronavirus pandemic has certainly become a
heavy weight to bear. We have worked with some
of the region’s most successful business owners to
relieve this strain and given them more freedom
across three main areas: headspace, finance and time.
So, how exactly do we do this?
First of all, free up headspace.
Bupa Global’s Executive Wellbeing Index, concluded
more than three-quarters of business leaders
(78%) have experienced poor mental health
during the pandemic and experts are warning that
tighter COVID restrictions could spur a new wave,
exacerbated by pressures on business, the economy
and reduced personal freedoms.
How can we therefore reduce this stress? Consider
the following:
Do you have a plan? – We allow business owners
to regain control by putting together a solid one page
plan that addresses both personal and business goals.
We ask where are you now, where do you want to be
and how will you get there? We then lay foundations
to reach those goals and achieve growth. By putting
this down on paper you immediately alleviate this
from your head and we then make each goal realistic,
achievable, and designate accountability.
Are you giving yourself the right tools to allow
you space to grow? Armour yourself with the
right resources to allow you to make key business
decisions. Our e-learning and coaching platform
the RL Fellowship is our new subscription service,
which gives business owners and their staff access to
custom courses, tools and diagnostics. You can take
control of your own learning at your own pace.
Do you play to your strengths? Motivational
Mapping activities can identify, nurture and report
on the intrinsic motivation of a business owner
and their team and find strategies to help raise
engagement, encourage teamwork, and improve
individual and business performance.
Do you practice mindsets? Look at models such
as OARBED – above the line and below the line
thinking. The above the line behaviours are the OAR
part – this is how we should behave when working
within a successful team. OAR stands for ownership,

accountability, and responsibility. The BED part
explains below the line behaviours, which will affect
the team negatively. BED stands for blame, excuses,
and denial. Having a positive mindset gives you so
much more headspace to grow ideas.
Stay accountable – a business coach or mentor
should check in with your monthly or quarterly to
ask you whether you have achieved your goals and
ensure you are held accountable. If you have no one
to answer to, they will not get done.
Secondly, free up finances.
Financial freedom is about understanding your
finances in real time and using that knowledge to
reach longer term goals.
How can you improve your financial freedom? Ask
yourselves the following:
Do you leverage the right technology? The
adoption of online accountancy and financial
software and apps can drive efficiencies and give you
real time data to allow you to plan more effectively.
Invoice and debtor follow up automation tools can
also help you get money quicker.
Do you have the correct access to finance?
There are several funding agencies and government
grants to help make money work for you. But don’t
fall into the trap of getting a business loan and
mistaking this cash in the bank for profit – it all has
to be paid back. A sound business advisor can not
only help you with the application process but will
help you plan for this recovery.
Have you done a cashflow management and
forecasting analysis, so you are aware of your
business’ health and address any corrective
action? A financial projection can help you strategize
where you want to be and how to get there.   
Do you know when it’s your financial
independence day? Wealth creation and retirement
planning come hand in hand. Financial planning
advice can help you understand how much money
you need to make and save now to have the future
you desire.
Lastly, regain time.
In a world where we feel we are trying to beat the
clock, lack of time can impact our motivation and
consequently affect our business performance.

How can we therefore work smarter with our time?
Ask yourselves the following:
Are you practising proven time management
techniques? Looking at principles such as the ‘four
quadrants of time’ can help you identify what and
where you should be spending most of your time,
what can be delegated and deleted from your mind.
Are you utilising cloud-based accounting and
financial software and apps to help you drive
efficiencies? We recommend Xero accounting
software and the following app stack that integrates
automatically; Receipt Bank, Go Cardless, Stripe,
Chaser and Square. You really do have to try them
to believe how much they really can save you time,
mind and money.
Are you wearing too many hats in your
business? Many businesses suffer from lack of clarity
around their team’s defined roles. This can result in
the business owner wearing too many ‘hats’, and
therefore having very little time to spend on strategic
activities. An Organisational Review will give you
a functional organisation chart, visually defining
departments, functions, roles and responsibilities. We
can help you to structure your business so that it’s
sustainable, scalable, and saleable.
Have you developed a Life Organiser to provide
peace of mind and save time in future? This
ensures your affairs are in order and can minimise
stress for your loved ones in the event of disability
or death. Covering a raft of personal, financial,
property, insurance, and business details, these are
documented and stored securely.
Could you outsource? Virtual FD services are
available for businesses that have grown to the
point of needing more in-house financial strategy
and support or who are looking to cut costs and
replace their FD. An outsourced Finance Director can
provide guidance, advice, planning, forecasting and
accountability. It’s the perfect solution for an MD
who finds themselves trapped in day-to-day financial
decisions that are holding them back. You benefit
from onsite industry expertise without having to
commit to a salary. Whether you’re growing too fast
or not growing fast enough, a virtual FD service buys
you the time you need to concentrate on what you
do best – leading your business not managing your
finances.

If you’d like to find out more about Robson Laidler’s accelerator services, email ba@robson-laidler.co.uk to arrange a call to discuss what areas
of your business needs attention and action. Download a free one-page action plan template at www.robson-laidler.co.uk/accelerator
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The team at Rothco Wills & Estate planning
understand how big a decision this is for you. It is
not a decision that anyone really wants to make,
but may be the most important decision that you
make in your life, not only for you, but for your
children and your children’s children.
Our team don’t just encourage you to make a Will;
they look at the bigger picture, taking into account
your current financial & asset position, and where
you are likely to be later in life.
So, we look at Inheritance Tax, Care Fees, Capital
Gains Tax, Business Tax & Preservation, Property
Trusts, Family Trusts, Gift Trusts and Power of
Attorney, as well as the performance of your
current financial products.

Give us a call to see
how we can help...

WILLS & ESTATE PLANNING
6 Linnet Court, Cawledge Business Park,
Alnwick, Northumberland

0777 6000507
rothcowills@gmail.com
www.rothcowills.co.uk
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THE
IMPORTANCE OF
UNDERSTANDING
Steve Plaskitt, Partner at MHA
Tait Walker gives his expertise
on agreeing corporate deals and
how comparisons can be made
with the recent US elections.

The recent US Election and its aftermath have
shown that it is important not just to get your
campaign right but to understand the rules of the
election and to agree them on all sides before the
voting and the counting can start, so that we may
all understand quickly and smoothly the final
result.
This has similarities to how corporate deals are
struck and documented and the rules that deal with
any fall out afterwards.
Firstly, the US Election is by its nature divisive as
there can be only one winner and the way that
aggressive personal campaigns were reported by the
media widened divisions. As an outsider looking on
from the UK, it seemed that both sets of supporters
could not find common ground on what was an
agreed truth during the campaign.
Secondly, the rules that oversee the election process
appear to have been misunderstood and are different
in many states, so the intervention of the courts was
required to clarify this. All of this does little to resolve
the confusion and allow a divided nation to move on
and work together.
In a corporate deal, establishing the truth is a vital
part of the process and gives comfort to both the
buyer and the seller that there is nothing being
hidden from either party. It is achieved throughout
the due diligence and disclosure processes. These
reinforce goodwill between teams that will often
have to work closely together afterwards.
This goodwill is established by a rigorous process of
financial, legal and commercial due diligence where
the buyer reviews the company accounts, asks
detailed questions of the seller and undertakes their
own investigations and calculations to seek to check
key assumptions about how the businesses can work
together afterwards.
The due diligence process may typically take around
three months with any findings openly discussed
between both parties, further investigated and
if necessary, the proposed deal price should be
amended or greater protection should be conceded

Steve Plaskitt

to the buyer. Occasionally one party will walk away
from the deal if differences cannot be resolved. The
seller should walk if they are confident that they
have other potential buyers, whether trade buyers or
a management but out team, who are waiting in the
wings or if they have a better realistic alternative e.g.
to stay with, commit to and grow the business.
At the same time as the due diligence is proceeding
the legal contract that explain all the rules connected
with the deal are being drafted and negotiated
typically in a Share Purchase Agreement (“SPA”).
This covers not only the price paid for the business
and when it is paid and but also:
- the warranty and indemnity clauses that give
protection to the buyer if the seller has given
any misinformation; and
- the accounting rules that govern the
preparation of any completion accounts.
Warranty and indemnity clauses are where the seller
makes contractual promises which if they later prove
to be false after the deal has completed, allows the
buyer some remedy and compensation, the quantity
of which is decided through the courts or explicitly
agreed with the sellers in the SPA.
Furthermore, a lengthy disclosure process before the
deal is signed allows the vendors to record in writing
any specific issues that may impact the warranties
e.g. the exceptions to these promises given in the
SPA. This disclosure letter is important to protect the
sellers as it is very difficult for them to be sued after
the deal for matters that were properly disclosed to
the buyer.
Completion accounts are often important to agree
the final deal price and typically there is an amount
of the price held back for a two month period to
allow time for the accounts to be prepared, reviewed
and agreed and for the final settlement payment to
be paid.

Completion accounts are determined by the
accounting policies stated in the SPA. These are
generally the policies that have been used in its most
recent accounts to the extent that they agree with
the UK’s generally accepted accounting policies and
also specific accounting policies that will have been
included in the SPA to avoid any misunderstandings
at a later date.
Very rarely there will be misunderstandings and
to the extent that these cannot be agreed in an
amicable manner by the buyer and the seller, then
an accounting expert would be required to be
appointed to determine the final position. Again, all
of this is documented in the SPA.
Fortunately fall-outs after the corporate deal has
been concluded are rare and the good corporate
finance adviser and the legal process would
seek to eliminate or minimise the potential for
disagreements. However where the price being paid
is not paid all at completion, and perhaps where there
is an earn out, inevitably there are cases where the
buyer may be reluctant to pay further consideration
particularly if their business has not performed as
they had been led to believe before the deal.
Increasingly. an aggressive, misleading or adversarial
approach to corporate deal making is becoming
out of favour and a collaborative, thorough and
transparent approach between the parties is seen as
better for all sides as it establishes a ‘common truth’
and builds the goodwill to ensure that the combined
businesses can work together more smoothly and
flourish.
Only the courts and time will tell how the polarised
positions of both Republicans and Democrats will
evolve and how America will work together and I, and
many others in the UK, will follow this avidly as it
will undoubtedly have an impact on the UK’s trading
relationship with the USA, with our UK economy
post Brexit and eventually on North East companies.

Steve Plaskitt is Partner at MHA Tait Walker Corporate Finance and has helped numerous businesses with company sales and
growth strategies. He has twenty-five years of experience in the North East deals market. For more information please call 0191 285 0321 or
email steve.plaskitt@taitwalker.co.uk
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BREXIT – TIME IS RUNNING OUT
The end of transition is almost upon us. As this will happen over
Christmas, realistically there are only several weeks left to make final
preparations for the management of many businesses.

The Government is concerned to ensure that
businesses are making all the preparations
necessary. Alok Sharma, the Secretary of State
for Business, makes some key points which
we’ve reflected on below.
1. Government Guidance
The Government has developed an interactive
tool to help businesses identify areas where they
may need to take action before transition. We
encourage any business with any links at all to the
EU, EEA or Northern Ireland to utilise it if they have
not done so already.
2. Free Government Webinars
The Government augments its transition website
with webinars covering sectors that may be

particularly affected by Brexit. These cover
Chemicals, Manufactured Goods, Services and
Investment, Retail, Automotive, Materials and Other
Materials, Electronics and Machinery, Consumer
Goods, Life Sciences, Construction, Aerospace and,
holders or users of Intellectual Property.
3. End of Free Movement and Immigration
in 2021
It should not come as a surprise to anyone that free
movement of people within the EU comes to an
end for the UK on 31 December 2020. Important
points from this include:
a) If you employ EU or EEA citizens in your
business and you expect them to remain on your
UK workforce after 31 December 2020, have you

confirmed that they have successfully applied for
the right to remain.
b) We have noticed that some businesses
employing non UK domicile workers have allowed
them to return home to their country of origin
during the pandemic while remaining on the
UK payroll. We envisage companies employing
personnel without the right to remain might also
do the same. Businesses should understand that
employees of UK companies working overseas may
well result in complex multinational income tax,
social security and corporation tax implications for
the employee and employer if they do so. Please
contact us if you have employees working overseas
and you have not undertaken suitable analysis in
relation to their tax and social security position as
well as the employers own tax profile.
4. New Points Based Immigration System
From 1 January the UK will apply a new points
based immigration system that will apply to EU/
EEA and Rest of the World citizens alike. As is the
case now for Rest of the World employers will need
to be registered sponsors and obtain permission to
employ foreign citizens in the UK. The penalties for
non-compliance are substantial and in some cases
may result in criminal prosecution. Further details
of the scheme can be found here.

For further advice, please contact us at advice@taitwalker.co.uk
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BAH HUMBUG
By Cyd Smith, CS Accounting

30 November 2020. It was a cold, misty damp night as
40 year old Ebony Misere pulled down the grubby shutter over the
door of her struggling bookshop in Huddle Lane; a street
of small independent shops that she remembered had
once been a lively thriving community.
She had spent most of the day behind closed doors,
bringing her accounts up to date and working out how, or
if, she could make a profit when she re-opened. Tonight,
the row of shops was quiet; most of them closed by
Lockdown 2. Arriving home, she decided on an early night.
She awoke suddenly at 11:00, to find a ghostly shape hovering
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at the foot of her bed. ‘Who are you?‘ she screamed. ‘They
won’t see me’ said the figure ‘Do you not recognise me?’
Ebony peered at the apparition. ‘Uncle Joseph?’ she said, not
quite believing what she saw, ‘but you’re dead!’. ‘Dead and
doomed to walk this earth in these chains as a punishment
for my lack of compassion and humanity’ he said, giving the
chains a rattle just to make his point.

BUSINESS INSIGHT

...continued from previous

Ebony only vaguely remembered Uncle Joseph, he had been
her grandfather’s business partner in the little bookshop
she now owned – Maley & Misere – his name still on the
faded shop front. She remembered him as a grumpy old
man who was only interested in making money and didn’t
care for anyone else. Joseph Maley rattled his chains and
brought her back to the present. ‘Tonight, at midnight, you
will be visited by three spirits’ he said. ’Take heed of their
message, for they will show you the error of your ways and
save you from becoming as I have’. Then he was gone. ‘What
a cheek!’ thought Ebony ‘I’m not like Uncle Joseph at all, he
was a miserable, miserly old man who never cared or helped
anyone’.

On the stroke of midnight, the first spirit arrived. ‘I am the
spirit of Christmas Past, come with me’ said the figure.
Ebony was soon standing in front of the bookshop as it had
been over thirty years ago. Her grandfather was in the shop,
surrounded by happy chatty customers and even some of the
other shopkeepers popping in with plans for Christmas in ‘the
street’. ‘That gives me an idea’ thought Ebony.
She scarcely had to time to consider what she had seen,
before a second spirit appeared. ‘I am the spirit of Christmas
Present’ it said ‘come with me for I have much to show you’.
Ebony found herself back in front of her own little bookshop.
It was Christmas Eve and the shops were just closing up for
the holiday. She looked at the rest of the street. ‘To Let’ signs
hung over the closed doors of shops not able to trade for
so long this year and other shops were obviously struggling
to keep going. There were no merry Christmas parties in the
local pubs and restaurants, no crowds of shoppers, only a few
decorated shop windows brought some light to the street.
‘It would be lovely to have some of that Christmas spirit’
thought Ebony.
The spirit faded and a dark cloaked figure appeared from
the mist. It pointed a bony finger and Ebony saw the years
flying by. Suddenly she was back in front of the bookshop on
a dark, wet Christmas Eve afternoon. The paint was peeling,
the yellowing books sat covered in dust in the window and a
battered for sale sign hung above the door. Looking down the
rest of the street, she saw only empty boarded up shops, no
happy smiling faces and no excited children.

bookshop window was starting to look a lot like Christmas.
Ebony was so full of life, they hardly recognised her. ‘We can’t
get everything done before we re-open’ she said, ‘and I have
a shopping list for when we do from the local shops, but let’s
do what we can’.
The end of lockdown dawned, and Ebony was at the bookshop
very early. By 8 o’clock the shutters were up and the new look
shop was ready to greet customers. A tray of freshly made
mince pies arrived from the nearby bakery ‘just to celebrate
re-opening’ and as soon as her fellow traders opened Ebony
was out shopping. Christmassy flowers from the florist to go
into the window display, candles and decorations from the
gift shop, cards to wish their customers a ‘Merry Christmas’
and a special deal for if they spent over £15 and came back in
January. Each one had a little card to let her customers know
where they had been bought. Inside the shop, the books were
properly arranged on the shelves, cookery books stood open
at recipes for mince pies and yule logs, craft books at ideas for
cards and crackers and newly published novels languished in
a ‘relax after Christmas’ section. Next to the newly acquired
seating was a children’s book section, with stories of Santa
and reindeer and snowmen just waiting to be picked up.
As she went to close up shop on Christmas Eve, she thought
about the whirlwind three weeks. The street had taken on
a new life. The shopkeepers had all rallied round to give the
street a Christmas ‘makeover’. The shops had been busy
following their new collaboration and the shoppers had
turned out to support all the friendly, brightly decorated
independent shops. And there were so many plans going
forward as the whole street worked together. ‘What’s that
song that Grampy used to sing?’ thought Ebony. ‘Ah yes,
you’ve got to keep the customer satisfied.’

When she got home, Ebony went straight to her bookcase
and pulled down an old leatherbound book from the top
shelf. The inscription read ‘ To my beautiful Ebony. With Love
Grampy’. She turned the page and read the first line ‘Marley
was dead, to begin with’. ‘I reckon he knew a thing or two did
Mr Dickens’, thought Ebony.

Ebony looked pleadingly at the spirit. ‘Am I too late’ she asked
‘Can I do something to change things? I can re-open the shop
in two days, please please tell me that I can change Christmas
this year’. ‘These things are yet to come’ said the spirit. ‘If you
truly want to change then you have a chance to do so’. Ebony
hardly slept. So many ideas were going through her head, and
by 7 o’clock the next morning, she was in the shop.
Realising the amount of work that had to be done, Ebony
called her two part time employees back off furlough.
Somewhat reluctantly, they agreed but when they got to the
bookshop, they couldn’t believe what they saw. Everywhere
had been cleaned, there were piles of books just waiting to
go back onto the shelves, there was a space in the middle
of the shop for some seating arriving tomorrow and the

Cyd Smith

www.csaccounting.co.uk
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THE RIGHT WAY
TO SELL ONLINE
By Paul Armstrong,
Senior associate solicitor in the
specialist corporate & commercial
team at Hay & Kilner Law Firm,
Newcastle.

One of the many consequences
of the Covid-19 pandemic has
been the increasing numbers
of retailers who have been
unable to open their doors and
have seen their turnover drop
significantly starting to sell
online.

Figures from the Office for National Statistics
found that, in July this year, the value of all
online retail transactions was 52.9% greater
than it had been in the same month last year.
Online food sales showed the biggest sectoral
increase, with a year-on-year rise of 108% while
household goods and non-food sales increasing
by 79.3% and 58.6% respectively over the same
period.

Paul Armstrong

don’t meet their responsibilities), but also from a
customer service point of view.

are you providing that the purchaser receives the
items they’ve purchased?

By the end of September, online sales made up
27.5% of all retail sales in the UK compared with
20.1% reported in February.

Customer expectations are increasingly based
on their best online shopping experience and if
you’re not at least getting close to providing this,
the likelihood of gaining repeat business from a
loyal customer reduces significantly.

While it’s pretty straightforward these days for
anyone to manage the logistics of setting up
and selling their goods through a website, the
legal responsibilities that go with doing so can be
somewhat less so.

From a legal point of view, online retailers need
to be as transparent and precise as possible about
all aspects of the sales process and to make
this information clearly and easily accessible to
anyone visiting their site.

If you’re collecting personal data to allow for
purchases to be completed, as you almost
certainly will, GDPR regulations require that you
have an explicit privacy policy in place explaining
how you hold, secure, use and dispose of this
information.

Any businesses selling online must ensure that
their online presence and sales processes comply
with the rules governing distance selling and
e-commerce, as well as the applicable rules for
dealing with consumers.

For example, if someone is making a purchase
from you, what is and is not involved in doing so?

Not only is this essential from a compliance
standpoint (and there are a range of sanctions
that can be imposed on online retailers who

On deliveries, how quickly can the customer
reasonably expect to receive their goods, who
will be making the delivery and what guarantees

Who is paying for delivery and/or returns, what
right of return do you offer and are any applicable
taxes and duties included in the price?

Covering all these points comprehensively and
with the clarity they require will help to minimise
the risk of issues arising which could impact on
both your commercial returns and, perhaps even
more importantly, your reputation as an online
retailer that can be trusted.
There is clearly a lot to be gained from building an
effective online sales presence, especially in the
present circumstances, but there are also many
legal and logistical pitfalls for new entrants to
the market to avoid along the way and it makes
commercial sense to take expert advice on how
to do so.

For further information and advice, please contact Paul Armstrong at Hay & Kilner Law Firm on 0191 227 6741 or
via paularmstrong@hay-kilner.co.uk
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SWINBURNE MADDISON LLP CELEBRATES LEGAL 500
SUCCESS ACROSS ALL SECTORS OF THE FIRM

Leading Durham law firm, Swinburne Maddison LLP, is celebrating another successful year in the Legal
500 – a directory of all the leading law firms across the UK – after receiving rankings in seven categories
of the 2021 edition, covering all major practice areas across the firm: Commercial Litigation, Commercial
Property, Corporate and Commercial, Employment, Family, Private Client and Property Litigation.

“It is also testament to the strength of our relationships and the support
we receive from our clients and professional contacts, some of whom have
trusted us with their legal work for several decades. Swinburne Maddison is a
firm which has always placed client care and service excellence at the centre
of everything it does, and we will continue to do so, whatever the next 12
months throw at us!”
A number of the firm’s Associates and Partners were also singled out for
individual recognition.
Partners, Martyn Tennant and Victoria Walton, and Head of the Family
team, Kath Hill, were acknowledged as Leading Individuals, recognising their

Kath Hill

Commenting on the results, Partner and Practice Manager, Carolyn Beal, said:
“Having already been named one of the region’s top scoring firm’s for client
service in April this year, it is immensely gratifying to receive this further
recognition by the Legal 500, particularly after all the hard work, commitment
and unity shown by our team during this unprecedented year.”

Victoria Walton

Martyn Tennant

Within the latest rankings, the firm was delighted to secure another Top
Tier position, this time in the Family category, bringing their total number
of Top Tier rankings to three, thanks to the Corporate & Commercial and
Commercial Property teams retaining their positions from last year.

experience and leading roles within their respective teams, as well as their
wider recognition by market peers.
Partner, David Low, was singled out as a Next Generation Lawyer in the
categories of Commercial Litigation and Property Litigation, indicating the
significance of his contribution to these teams and the outstanding client
endorsements received, and Managing Associates, Abigail Zuk and Gillian
Moir, along with Associates, Mike Ward and Natalia Lalas, were named Rising
Stars in their respective fields.

www.swinburnemaddison.co.uk
Natalia Lalas

Mike Ward

Gillian Moir

Abigail Zuk

David Low
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NEW SAR
GUIDANCE
PUBLISHED BY
THE ICO
Charlotte McBride, Associate
Solicitor at Collingwood Legal
looks at three ‘must know’
points that come out of the
Information Commissioner’s
latest guidance on handling
Subject Access Requests.

Stopping the clock
Businesses usually have one month to respond to a
Subject Access Request (SAR). However, there can be
times when clarification is needed before a response
can be provided. For example, if someone requests
“all the information you hold about me.”
Where an organisation seeks clarification from the
individual this ‘stops the clock’ on the time limit to
respond to the SAR and this only resumes once the
clarification is received. The ICO’s updated guidance
states that clarification should be requested
“promptly” so that the organisation can focus on
searching for the information the individual wants at
as early a stage as possible.
There are two important points businesses should
note about this mechanism:
	Any extension to the time limit is counted in
days, not hours. Therefore, if clarification is
requested and received on the same day, the
clock will not stop.
	The clock is only stopped when clarification is
sought about the information requested, rather
than something like the format of the response.
Businesses should be careful not to assume
that just because they have contacted the data
subject that the time limit to respond to the SAR
will automatically be paused.
When is a SAR “manifestly excessive”?
An organisation may refuse to comply with a SAR
(either wholly or partially) where the request is
“manifestly excessive”. This is one type of exemption
to complying with a SAR but any reliance on it will
need to be justified to the individual making the
request in terms of how or why their request is
considered to fall in that category.
The ICO’s latest guidance provides some detail about
what “manifestly excessive” means. In addition
to considering whether the request is clearly or
obviously unreasonable, the guidance suggests the
following points should also be considered:

the nature of the requested information;
	the context of the request, and the relationship
between the organisation and the individual;
	whether a refusal to provide the information or
even acknowledge if the organisation holds it
may cause substantive damage to the individual;
the organisation’s available resources;
	whether the request largely repeats previous
requests and a reasonable interval has not yet
elapsed; or
	whether it overlaps with other requests
(although if it relates to a completely separate
set of information it is unlikely to be excessive).
Importantly, the guidance highlights that a SAR
is not excessive simply because a large amount
of information is requested. Any reliance on this
exemption will need to be justified to the individual
making the request in terms of how or why their
request is considered to fall in that category, so
careful consideration will be needed.
What is a ‘reasonable fee’ to charge?
Organisations can no longer automatically charge
a fee to comply with a SAR although a “reasonable
fee” may be charged for the administrative costs
of complying with a SAR if it is either manifestly
unfounded or excessive or, if an individual requests
further copies of their data following a request.
A standard £10 fee used to apply but when an
organisation is determining a “reasonable fee” to
charge under the current regime, some of these
factors could be considered:
	assessing whether or not the organisation is

www.collingwoodlegal.com
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processing the information;
	locating, retrieving and extracting the
information;
providing a copy of the information; and
communicating the response to the individual.
The ICO’s guidance suggests that organisations
should ensure that they charge fees in a reasonable,
proportionate and consistent manner. It would
be good practice for organisations to establish an
unbiased set of criteria, available on request, for
charging fees which explains:
	the circumstances in which it would charge a fee;
	its standard charges (including a costs breakdown
where possible e.g. the costs per A4 photocopy);
and
	how it calculates the fee – explaining the costs
taken into account, including the costs of any
equipment or staff time.
Given the various factors to be considered and
the transparency required around those charging
arrangements, organisations may prefer to only
charge a fee when they are faced with the most
excessive of SARs to avoid falling foul of the ICO’s
prescriptive guidance.
Clarification rather than change
Many of you will be breathing a sigh of relief that
the latest guidance does not change the existing
rules you have been working to, but the guidance
does offer some helpful clarification and practical
guidance on some key points you’re likely to come
across when handling SARs and is worth familiarising
yourself with.

“Excellent response times and
business acumen alongside
pragmatic and practical advice.”
Legal 500 Guide to Law Firms 2019

Our lawyers are experts in employment
law. We work with employers and senior
executives and take a personal approach
to achieve results for our clients.

T: 0191 282 2880

www.collingwoodlegal.com
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PROPERTY DISPUTE
WITH YOUR EXPARTNER?
Unfortunately, when relationships breakdown
it can result in disputes arising in relation to
the occupation, ownership and the sale of
property. Each relationship is different which
is why it is important that you obtain expert
advice on your situation.
Most commonly, situations arise for unmarried couples who live
together, known as cohabitants, who have separated and wish
to either sell the property, or one party wishes to “buy out” the
other person’s share of the property. You may consider you are
entitled to more than 50% of the share of the property and we
will need to review the title deeds on the property to advise
you. If parties are unable to settle property disputes between
themselves, or through negotiation with their solicitor, the court
can make a decision as to who the legal and beneficial owners of
the property are and in what proportions they own the property.
This type of claim is not related to matrimonial law and cohabitants
do not have the same rights in terms of property claims as married
couples or civil partners. It is a commonly held myth that when
a couple live together for a certain amount of time that they
subsequently attain a ‘common law marriage’, but this is incorrect.
This also means that these types of property claims are not limited to
couples and can apply to relatives or anyone else who may have an
interest in a property.
You should also consider obtaining legal advice upon separation if you
have lived with your partner in their home and contributed towards
renovating their property or towards the mortgage repayments.
You need to know whether you are entitled to any of the equity in
the property which is known as a beneficial interest. By contacting
Sweeney Miller, we can go through the discussions you and your
partner had in relation to the property and whether you can establish
that interest.
There are a number of considerations made by court including the
intentions of the parties, the purposes of the trust of land, whether
there are any welfare issues (such as any children living in the
property) and the interests of any secured beneficiary. Generally, the
court will look to settle the claim in the fairest way and will try and
achieve justice in its decision making but it will, of course, only act
within its powers to do so. The court will consider all of the relevant
factors when making their decision.

Rebecca Cresswell

As the division of property in this type of claim is based on each
individual’s financial contribution, you will need to provide us with
financial disclosure to prove the contributions you have made
towards the property if this is in dispute. So that we can start working
on your case straight away, we recommend that you gather all of
the relevant documentation to support your position so that we can
review them and advise you. Alternatively, if you would firstly like a
discussion about your potential interest in a property, we can arrange
an initial consultation with you for a fixed fee.

That said, at Sweeney Miller, we try and achieve the best result for
you without the need to involve the court as this should be a last
resort. Our main priority is to help you to move on with your life to
start again.
Each case will need to be examined on its own facts, however you can contact our team on 0191 568 2050 or
alternatively you can email rebecca@sweeneymiller.co.uk for specialist legal advice.
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NORTH EAST
LAW FIRM
WINS BEST
OF THE YEAR
IN NATIONAL
AWARDS
A leading North East based law
firm has been recognised as the
best national Small Firm at the
Law Society’s Excellence Awards
- the highest accolade for law
firms in England and Wales.

Emmersons Solicitors has been announced as
the winner at the annual awards ceremony,
which was held virtually for the first time due
to the Covid-19 pandemic.
The firm specialises in a range of legal services
which include supporting local businesses with
commercial property law as well as local families
and business people with family law, wills and
probate and conveyancing. The firm was placed
within the Small Business category, which was
determined by the Law Society.
The event shines a spotlight on the achievements
of solicitors in England and Wales. Professionals
and their firms are recognised across a range of
categories covering all areas of legal practice and
business. Jacqueline Emmerson, who launched the
firm in 1998, said: “This is a fantastic achievement
for us as a firm and is an outstanding recognition
of all of the hard work which our team consistently
dedicates to our clients. We are very proud to have
achieved this prestigious accolade from the Law
Society.”

Emmersons Directors Michael Robinson
and Jacqueline Emmerson.

legal support across a range of requirements and
life couldn’t come to a halt. We wanted to ensure
we were there for our clients and are proud to have
achieved that.”

“Being recognised nationally out of so many other
firms also proves that our region is a great place
for business and professionalism. I am truly a
champion for the North East – there is so much
opportunity and talent and I am passionate about
putting the North East on the national map”.

The accolade was awarded following a string of
wins for the firm, which in recent years has seen
managing director Jacqueline presented with
a Lifetime Achievement Award at the Wearside
Women in Business Awards as well as awards for the
firm’s established Corporate Social Responsibility
strategy.

“It’s obviously been a challenging time for
everyone, but in the early stages, we really
dedicated ourselves to adapting the business
and providing a sustainable service despite the
pandemic. Lockdown didn’t stop people’s needs for

Law Society of England and Wales president Simon
Davis said: “2020 has been an extremely challenging
year for the profession and the public. Solicitors
have gone above and beyond in order to keep
individual and business clients out of trouble, often

at risk to their own mental, physical and financial
health. At the Law Society Excellence Awards, we
come together to celebrate outstanding success”.
“There are more than 9,000 firms and 190,000
solicitors in England and Wales, so to win an
Excellence Award is an extraordinary achievement.
Congratulations to all the winners and those
shortlisted.”

For more information please visit www.emmersons-solicitors.co.uk or call 0191 284 6989.
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Conveyancer
tina.shaw@hindle-campbell.co.uk
0191 296 1777
www.hindle-campbell.co.uk
8 Northumberland Square, North Shields, Tyne and Wear NE30 1QQ

Clear practical legal advice
Solicitors providing expert legal advice for...
you

your family

your business

Hindle Campbell Law
8 Northumberland Square North Shields NE30 1QQ
Tel 0191 2961777

Hindle
Campbell
law

www.hindlecampbell.co.uk

Hey You!
Have You Made
Your Will Yet?

Do You Have Children?
Will they be properly looked after
if anything happens to you?
Do you know that if you don’t make a Will your
children may miss out financially? Do you have
children from more than one relationship? If so,
they may not be fully protected if you
predecease them.
If you have a Will and are unsure if it will meet
your needs, or you need to know why you need
a Will, then let us help you. We can assist you
to plan ahead for the benefit of your children.
Why not ask us for a no-obligation
FREE WILL APPRAISAL.
Contact us now on:

0191 284 6989 or
je@emmersons-solicitors.co.uk
Home visits are often available.

emmersons-solicitors.co.uk
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BUSINESS INTERRUPTION INSURANCE JUDGMENT:
CAN YOU NOW CLAIM?
It’s about time there was some good news for businesses. Litigator Ailsa Charlton, of leading North East
commercial law firm Muckle LLP, explains.
the UK’s highest Court, the Supreme Court. This
appeal is expected to be considered by the New Year.

If your business has been interrupted due to
COVID-19 and you’ve been struggling to claim on
your insurance under the business interruption
insurance clause, here’s some potentially positive
news!

What does this mean for businesses?
The judgment means we now have guidance on
which claims are covered and that will have the
effect of both reducing the number of disputes, as
well as helping to resolve some individual disputes.

The global coronavirus pandemic has caused
substantial loss and distress to businesses, with
many under serious financial strain and struggling to
stay afloat.

This is welcome news for business owners, many
of whom have suffered greatly over the last six
months. COVID-19 has had a catastrophic effect on
businesses of all sizes, and many found themselves
without help from their business interruption
policies and insurers.

The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) brought a
test case to resolve the lack of clarity and certainty
for many policyholders making business interruption
claims.
Eight key insurance companies took part against the
FCA to clarify whether 21 policy wordings, affecting
potentially 700 types of policies, 60 insurers and
370,000 policyholders required the insurance
companies to make payment in light of the current
circumstances.

had their business interruption claims turned down
during the pandemic.

The judges examined the specific policy wordings
that cover business interruption. They ruled mainly
in the favour of policyholder. Importantly, the ruling
might pave the way for your business to recover
some losses under your business interruption
insurance policy.

The High Court ruled on a representative sample
of 21 policy wordings by eight insurers and found
that most, but not all, provided cover. The test case
is a landmark victory for the FCA and highlights how
regulatory intervention can help businesses and our
economy.

Why is the test case significant?
The High Court judgment is good news for businesses
because it could remove a sizeable number of barriers
to successful claims, as well as clarifying those that
might be unsuccessful.

The national total lockdown was an unprecedented
situation that posed undoubted problems for
businesses, including those here in the North East –
and one that posed understandable interruption for
business insurance contracts.

The ruling means that insurers may now have to pay
out to hundreds of thousands of British firms that

The judgment is subject to appeal, with the majority
of the insurance companies choosing to appeal to

Ailsa Charlton

We should also be mindful that the next steps will be
dependant on the outcome of the appeal process. At
this current time, it may be that insurers are delaying
pay-outs on disputed claims until there is further
guidance. So keep an eye out for the appeal outcome
in early 2021.
A beacon of hope for businesses
Despite the ongoing appeal process, it’s great to see
the FCA and court step in to provide a much-needed
lifeline for businesses, especially SMEs which have
been most adversely affected.
However, it’s not one size fits all and whether
businesses are now eligible for a claim will depend
both on their policy wording and the specific impact
of the pandemic on the business.
Business owners who think they may have a claim or
who have had previous claims turned down should
seek professional legal advice.

Muckle LLP has one of the North East’s leading commercial dispute resolution teams, ranked top in the region by Legal 500 UK.
The firm never charges for initial inquiries so feel free to contact Ailsa Charlton, dispute resolution solicitor, on 0191 211 7735 or
ailsa.charlton@muckle-llp.com for help and advice.
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time to recover

Make things easier on your business and recover your B2B debts
through our professional and effective debt recovery team.
No recovery. No fee. No hassle.
Call 0191 211 7777 email advice@muckle-llp.com to learn more
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RECENT APPOINTMENTS

FAB FOUR WIN
PROMOTIONS AT HAY &
KILNER LAW FIRM
Four members of the team at Hay & Kilner
Law Firm are moving up the career ladder
after earning promotions with the Newcastleheadquartered practice.
Sara Malik, Sophie Moss and Ben Jackson, who work
in the firm’s dispute resolution, clinical negligence
and corporate & commercial teams respectively,
have all been promoted to associate solicitor roles,
while Kerry Kelso has moved into a senior associate
position in the practice’s family law department.
Jonathan Waters, managing partner at Hay &

Kilner LLP, says: “The quality of service that Kerry,
Sara, Sophie and Ben provide to their clients and
their contributions to the firm’s success mean
they all thoroughly deserve their promotions, and
we’re looking forward to seeing their continuing
development in their new roles.”

MHA TAIT WALKER WELCOMES NEW RECRUITS TO ITS TEESSIDE OFFICE
MHA Tait Walker has welcomed four new
recruits as part of its continued investment
into the region.

CDS RECRUITMENT
GEARS UP FOR FUTURE
GROWTH
South Tyneside-based CDS Recruitment is
supporting its strategic growth with an internal
promotion and a new appointment.
CDS Recruitment is gearing up to move forward
with its business strategy in 2021 and the recent
changes reinforces the company’s ambition to
scale up through strengthening its infrastructure
and resources.
As part of the company’s strategic growth plans,
Carla Braund has been promoted to Associate
Director, while Neil Kitchen has joined the firm as
Training Manager.
A key member of the team since 2011, Carla
joined the firm as a Recruitment Consultant before
progressing to Head of Engineering. With over
20 years’ experience in recruitment, Carla was
appointed Associate Director to help shape the
future of the company as it continues to grow.

The firm, which has been working with clients
across Teesside for more than half a century,
recently moved to more than 6,500 sq. ft of space
on Massey Road, Stockton-on-Tees.
The new recruits are joining the team in a mix
of roles from AAT Apprentice to Business Services
Executive, where they will be mentored and
supported throughout their training contract and
given the experience of working within different
teams across the practice.
Andrew Moorby, Managing Partner of MHA Tait
Walker, said: “It’s fantastic news to welcome

SILVERBEAN AND AGY47
APPOINT REBECCA MCDONALD
AS HEAD OF PEOPLE AND
DEVELOPMENT
Newcastle-based global affiliate marketing
agency Silverbean and sister agency, digital
marketing specialist AGY47, have announced
the appointment of new head of people and
development, Rebecca McDonald.
Rebecca’s appointment comes after CEO, Neil
Robbins, decided to take further steps to ensure

these new recruits to the MHA Tait Walker team.
As a firm we are investing heavily to attract new
talent and provide the bespoke training necessary
if we are to provide the specialist accounting
advice needed by emerging new industries such
as green energy, which will be significantly
important to the region in the future.
the companies are leading the way in the North
East with methods to recruit the best talent and
develop all of their people.
In her role, Rebecca will ensure there is an increased
emphasis on employee growth, development and
learning, feeding into the agencies’ focus on a
culture that significantly benefits both its clients
and its employees. With private healthcare, annual
charity days, personal progression plans for each
employee and more already in place, Rebecca’s
appointment will bolster the agencies' strong
offering for their staff.

LLOYDS BANK APPOINTS DIRECTOR FOR NORTH EAST
Lloyds Bank has appointed Steve Harris as
regional director for Yorkshire & the North
East, as it works to champion the growth of
SME and mid-corporate firms across the region
and support them to continue to navigate,
and ultimately recover from, the impact of
Covid-19.
Steve brings more than three decades of
experience in corporate and commercial banking,
before joining Lloyds Bank in 2011.

Steve said: “Supporting the UK’s SME and midcorporate businesses is critical as they look to
bounce back from the impact of Covid-19 – and
tailored support from a trusted banking partner
will be key to their success. The region is home
to some of the most resilient and innovative
businesses in the country, and I’m looking forward
to building on the strong client and professional
relationships we have to drive further growth and
recovery.

Recruitment done
the right way
Fred Howie
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David Taylor

For further information visit the website
www.howiewhite.co.uk

sintons.co.uk

Trust
Sintons
For expert legal advice

Law firm of the year
Northern Law Awards 2019

0191 226 7878

@SintonsLaw

sintons-llp

Personal & Family | Business | Healthcare
Sintons LLP is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority.
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Bryony Gibson

IT IS TIME TO PRIORITISE MENTAL
WELLBEING
Bryony Gibson, managing director of Bryony Gibson Consulting, talks about
why supporting mental health at work has never been more important.
It is well known that work is good for mental
well-being, but inadequate working conditions
and an unsupportive environment can also
have a significantly negative impact on our
psychological health, hindering our ability to
perform well and remain productive.
Often a vicious cycle, the chief causes of workbased depression, stress and anxiety relate to
the type of employment carried out, managerial
contexts, employee skills, and the support they
have available. Harassment and bullying, limited
involvement in decision-making, inflexible working
hours, and poor communication leading to unclear
objectives also play a considerable role in harming
people’s wellbeing; and that is in a typical year.
Regrettably, 2020 has been anything but typical
and I suspect the ONS statistics of 1 in 7 people
experiencing mental health problems in the
workplace, and 1 in 8 sickness days being linked to
mental health conditions will increase in the wake
of furlough schemes, home-schooling, cancelled
holidays, self-quarantine, redundancies, lockdown,
and a raft of people being forced to work from
home.

Everyone’s experience will be different, with the
impact depending upon the industry you work in,
the role you have, and your circumstances. One
certain thing, however, is that the new challenges
we continue to face will create new pressure for
people at a time when achieving a healthy work-life
balance has become much more of a blur.
It is in times like these when employers must
step up. Whilst also a very difficult time for many
businesses, companies have a duty of care to do
all they reasonably can to support their employees’
health and wellbeing.
Organisations need to quickly adopt new processes
and technology across their business, as well as
investing to ensure people have the right working
space, particularly at home. This means completing
risk assessments and providing the resources
people need, rather than assuming they can safely
work remotely.
Creating a culture where people can talk openly
about mental health is also important, as problems
are less likely to build up, reducing time off and
improving morale. Training and support to raise
awareness of the commonality of the issue, with

well-documented action plans in place to support
anyone with mental health concerns will also help
to ensure people feel supported when they are not
feeling great.
With so many people working from home, falling
team camaraderie is another obvious weakness,
indicating leaders should be encouraging their
teams to carry on collaborating regardless of where
they are based, coming together regularly to share
ideas, stay in touch and feel included in the wider
operational side of the business.
When speaking to clients and candidates, the
majority of people are now searching for a mixture
of office-based and home working which, if done
well, can offer an opportunity for people to plan
their work around their personal needs. This not
only supports mental well-being but often leads to
improved productivity and loyalty.
In an always-on world, it has never been more
important to find a positively balanced ‘work-life
integration’. It’s a continuous work in progress and
I for one have a lot to learn in terms of creating
a distinction between being on and off the clock;
something I suspect I’m not alone in right now.
What I have found, however, is that it is often the
little things that make the biggest difference to
how I feel. So, whether it’s reducing pressure by
simply allowing yourself or your team the time to
complete their weekly life ‘errands’, or recognising
the right time to encourage a friend, family
member, or colleague to take their foot off the gas
before they burnout, the difference we can all make
will be enormous if we simply remember to speak
out, take time to listen to others, and be kind to
each other and ourselves.

Jobs. Advice. Expertise.
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Blending our specialist knowledge, experience and enthusiasm,
EMG Solicitors offer clear, professional legal advice.
It’s the way we deliver our advice that sets us apart.

Praised for its “highly skilled”
and “extremely responsive”
attitude and its “approachable,
friendly and professional” team.
“Sound advice and puts customers
at the front of everything it does”
while displaying “knowledge
which is second to none.”
The Legal 500 2020 - The Clients Guide to the Best Law Firms

•

Free 30 minute initial consultations for all new clients

•

Face-to-Face meetings available with safety measures in
place*

•

Telephone/Video appointments available

•

Online/video ID checking and verification

•

Regular communication with your legal team via telephone,
email, video and conference calls

•

Secure electronic document sharing facilities

•

Easy payment options
Durham Office

Gosforth Office

EMG Solicitors,
Abbey House,
Abbeywoods Business Park,
Durham, DH1 5TH

EMG Solicitors,
Croft House, High Street,
Gosforth,
Newcastle upon Tyne, NE3 1NQ

T. 0191 500 6989 F. 0191 500 6990 E. enquiry@emgsolicitors.com
www.emgsolicitors.com   
Free client parking
*Correct at time of print. Face-to-Face meetings only available in line with Government advice and must be pre-booked.

“ We provide the legal support
our clients require in order to
achieve anything from their basic
needs to their wildest dreams,
and anything in-between.”
Emma Gaudern, Managing Director
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Lizzie Withington

Nick Salloway

Nadine Hudspeth

ENTREPRENEURS’ FORUM ANNOUNCES THREE
PARTNERSHIP DEALS
The Entrepreneurs’ Forum has announced a trio of new partnerships designed to strengthen links
with the North East business community.
Customer experience agency Qrious has
become a corporate partner of the Forum while
Northern Accelerator and Gateshead College
have become collaboration partners.
Jonathan Lamb, chief executive of the
Entrepreneurs’ Forum said: “We are delighted
to welcome these three organisations to key
partnership roles, allowing each the opportunity
to share their valuable knowledge and experience
with our network.”
Corporate partners are committed to supporting
the Forum’s members and other entrepreneurial
businesses to gain the necessary competence
to grow their businesses and create jobs, while
collaboration partners are organisations able
to share expertise in specific areas, including
apprenticeships, leadership development, student
placements, finance and innovation.
Newcastle-based Qrious, which uses technology
and design to create innovative services and
product experiences, is the Forum’s seventh
corporate partner – joining Diamond Group, Ward
Hadaway, Brewin Dolphin, The Encore Group,
Narrative and Hilton Newcastle Gateshead.
Nick Salloway, Managing Director of Qrious, said:
“The Entrepreneurs’ Forum has an exciting vision
for the future, and it has the talent and diversity
within its membership to make a real difference
as the regional economy continues to change and
evolve.
“We’re delighted to be working in partnership with

the Forum’s team to support ambitious North East
businesses with the important challenge of building
new operating models that will see them thrive in a
digital-first world, and we hope our contribution as
corporate partners will help drive positive change
for the Forum’s members and their businesses.”
Jonathan Lamb added: “Qrious is an ambitious
and innovative business whose aim is to inspire
and enable businesses to compete and thrive in
a rapidly changing digital world. They represent
everything our corporate partnership stands for
and we’re looking forward to working with the
Qrious team on helping our members to realise
their digital ambitions.
“Meanwhile, our collaboration partnerships with
Northern Accelerator and Gateshead College will
allow us to support more North East entrepreneurs,
both aspiring and established, to create and grow
their businesses.
“All partnerships demonstrate the importance of
collaboration to succeed and the announcement
of our new corporate and collaboration partners
marks an exciting period of growth for the Forum.”
For Northern Accelerator and Gateshead College,
the collaboration partnership with the Forum will
allow their students and spin-off businesses to
connect with established business leaders through
mentoring or at inspirational events.
They join existing collaboration partners Tees Valley
Combined Authority, North East Local Enterprise
Partnership, University of Sunderland, Newcastle
www.entrepreneursforum.net
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University, Teesside University and Northumbria
University.
Nadine Hudspeth, director of marketing and
communications at Gateshead College, said:
“We are all about making sure our students and
apprentices are the best prepared for work and the
way we deliver our curriculum is designed around
this, we call it ‘education with employment edge’.
“Working in partnership with the Forum enriches
our offer, gives students and staff access to
employers and entrepreneurs who are at the sharp
end and who can really inspire, challenge and open
students’ eyes to what is possible and how they can
best prepare themselves for the future.”
Lizzie Withington, Company Creation Manager
at Newcastle University, and part of Northern
Accelerator’s project team, said: “Northern
Accelerator has significantly increased the rate
at which North East universities are creating
high potential commercial opportunities from
academics’ world leading research.
“Our partnership with Entrepreneurs’ Forum
will give our academic entrepreneurs access
to experienced entrepreneurs and business
leaders in the region, sharing valuable knowledge
and feedback. There’s also the potential for
Entrepreneurs’ Forum members to join our pool
of talented executives who may one day work
alongside an academic to lead a spin-out business
themselves.”

MINCOFFS.CO.UK

Straight talking,
hard working and forward thinking.
Since 1948.
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...A NOT FOR PROFIT SOCIAL ENTERPRISE...

#Inclusion by Default
...2020 AWARDS...
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Connect, Support and Promote - #Inclusionbydefault
Introduction to #Inclusionbydefault...
We never imagined that our largest ever
planned event in the history of Asian
Business Connexions (ABC), bringing
together over 350+ individuals from across
the North East and Tees Valley, would have
to be cancelled. But no one would have
imagined 2020 the way it turned out to be.
From the collapse of the economy, to the highest rises in poverty
and exclusion, the year has become one of the worst recorded in the
history of mankind. Yet, despite all of the negativity there has been
some good which has come from this year.

heartfelt congratulations, I hope that each of the finalists and award
winners are encouraged to continue in their endeavours to make an
impact and go on to achieve even greater things.
I am immensely proud of the amazing talent we have in the North
East and next year ABC looks forward to shining an even bigger and
brighter light when we get the chance to do so. In the meantime, I
would like to thank everyone that helped make the ABC Awards such a
success, and all of those individuals that have pledged their support to
the #Inclusionbydefault Campaign. Thank you.
I do hope you enjoy this feature, as it demonstrates goodwill,
hope and positivity. Somethings we don’t see very much of right
now. Stay safe and God Bless.

Everyone pulled together as we were all forced to lock down. With
a number of individuals going over and above the call of duty, whilst
others just kept doing the amazing work they have done in their
everyday lives.
The sole purpose of the ABC Awards is to shine a light on the
incredible talent within our North East, and this year more than ever,
we needed to make sure that the ABC Awards went ahead. And we
weren’t alone. We received over 100 nominations that resulted in 30+
finalists from across the public, private and third sectors, our largest
number ever. Each and every finalist a potential worthy winner.

From scaling down the size of the physical event to adhere to
Government guidelines, to eventually entering into Lockdown 2.0,
we were forced to host our celebrations online. However, the scale
of support and encouragement from organisations and individuals to
make sure the event went ahead was extraordinary.
Ironically the shift to digital and being forced to host the event
virtually, meant that our awards ceremony was the most inclusive
event we have ever hosted, as we broadcasted across the globe. On
Thursday 26th November hundreds of people tuned in and joined the
celebrations. Our very own AWEsome (Asian Women Enterprising) had
judged the awards, and I know their job was incredibly hard.
But there had to be award winners in the competition, and I am
delighted to say that each and every winner demonstrates the
incredible skills, talent, generosity and selflessness that sets them
apart. Making them worthy of winning a prestigious ABC Award. A

For more information, visit www.abconnexions.org
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Ammar Mirza CBE Chair and Founder of Asian Business Connexions

In parallel, we launched the Dr Nas Khan OBE and Spice FM People’s
Award’s, alongside one of the most ambitious campaigns ever #Inclusionbydefault - which aims to help make the North East the
most inclusive region in the UK by 2025.
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Connect, Support and Promote - #Inclusionbydefault
We are ABC...
Our mission is to connect, support, and promote the Asian and wider business communities. Looking to start a
business, have an existing business or just want to talk business, we can help. We have access to a range of funding
opportunities even in these austere times, and can help you potentially secure grants, loans, or even investment.
Plus, as an inclusive action-orientated organisation, membership is open to everyone - you don’t have to be Asian!

Connecting

Supporting

Promoting

ABC is the first point of call for all
Asian businesses and others wanting
to engage with them, locally, nationally
and internationally.

With our help you could find funding
that is available to a whole host of
businesses.

We offer a range of services - PR and
Marketing, including website and
advert design, Accountancy, Legal all
in association with the SME Centre of
Excellence

Receive regular invites to the hugely
popular, sell-out AB-Curry Club events,
business seminars and much more.
Exclusive discounts from other member
businesses.
Access to discounted business services
worth thousands.

Business running efficiently?
Make use of our free business health
check!
ABC-Expo where businesses can
showcase their services and products.
Expert support and advice on developing
your business to its full potential.

Receive PR, Advertising, Marketing and
Business services worth £500 Free when
you join!
Discounted rates and exclusive
opportunities for promoting your
business in print, online and on air.

Be one of the first to hear about
funding, tendering and training
opportunities.

ABC will celebrate the work ethics, achievements and cultural diversity of the Asian
and wider business community. By establishing a network built upon trust and social
inclusion, ABC will ensure that the representation of the Asian and wider business
community is fair and equitable.
KEY FACTS...
A survey by the Institute of Asian Professional (IAP) found Asians-who make up 4% of the UK population - accounted
for 10% of economic output.
Within the North East, where the lowest proportion of the Asian population is found and where entrepreneurship
is low, Asian entrepreneurship is three and a half times as great as the British white population.
The Asian economy accounts for approximately £60bn every single year, or 13% of annual turnover in the capital.
The UK’s Asian population has an estimated disposable income of £32bn.

For more information, visit www.abconnexions.org
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...2020 Award Winners...
Independent Award

Arafat Rashid

Dr Rashpal Singh

Business Award

Peoples Choice
Award

Jimmy Tsang

Project Santa

“I was thrilled to find out that I had won the Public Sector Award and
honoured to be nominated alongside so many inspirational people making
a real difference. I am very proud to be from the North East and to contribute
to making it a fantastic place to live. It was humbling to see ABC Awards
recognising so much talent within our region as we don’t always get the
chance to showcase all the North East has to offer. Well done to all those who
were nominated and to my fellow winners.” Zoë Hingston

Public Award

Waheda Khot

Zoë Hingston

“We are overwhelmed in the fact we won the
Spice FM’s Peoples award. it’s the peoples
generosity that has allowed us to continue.
This year with Covid, we have seen our
numbers go up dramatically, and the full
team are working hard to put a smile on
each child’s face.” Project Santa

Professional Award

Naomi Oosman-Watts

For more information, visit www.abconnexions.org
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Dr Ramdas Senasi
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...2020 Award Winners...
Dr Nas Khan OBE Award

3rd Sector Award

...Finalists...
Arafat Rashid.............................Cream Curls
Dr Abdul Kadir Yousaf.............Deputy Chair of the North East
Regional Council of the British Medical
Association
Dr Ramdas Senasi....................Consultant Radiologist
Inspector Zoe Hingston.........Northumbria Police
Jimmy Tsang...............................Proprietor of Tsang Foods
Krishan Kant Attri....................British Army
Ramanathas
Kumareswaradas......................Manager of Young Asian Voices (YAV)
charity
My Delhi Newcastle................Restaurant
Naomi Oosman-Watts...........Deputy Director of Careers Service,
Newcastle University
Newcastle Hindu Temple......Newcastle Hindu Temple
Nida Muzaffar............................Chair of Peace of Mind
Project Santa.............................A project that for the last five years
has been delivering presents and food
parcels to childen in the West End via
schools
Promila Sehgal..........................Business woman

Shuley Alam

Ram Kumareswaradas

Lifetime
Achievement
Award

Ranjana Bell MBE......................A relentless advocate for people’s
human rights. She has been a special
needs teacher; a Race Equality Officer
for a local authority; and an Equal
Opportunities Officer for a University
Rosie Lewis.................................Deputy Director of the Angelou Centre
Sangeeta Chopra......................Director of Namaste Taste of India
Shiv Pabary MBE.......................Dentist
Shuley Alam...............................Former Chief Executive of Compact for
Race Equality in South Tyneside

“I was thrilled and
became emotional
when my name was
announced by Hon.
Mr Ammar Mirza
CBE. I am grateful to
the selection panel and
ABC organisation for
appreciating the selfless
work carried out by people
in the North East.“

Spice FM.......................................Radio Station
Tiah Ali.........................................Charity work for the elderly & NHS
workers throughout the lockdown
Waheeda Khot...........................GCSE history teacher at Outwood
Acklam, Middlesbrough
Mohammed Javed....................Councillor, represents Parkfield &
Oxbridge Ward
Naweed Hussain.......................Councillor, Linthorpe
Yaqub Mughal and
Parveen Mughal........................Oxbridge Care
Dr Rashpal Singh......................Cosmetic doctor

Krishan Kant Attri MBE

Tan Ellahi.....................................Entrepreneur

Krishan Kant Attri MBE

Sharuna Sagar............................Journalist

For more information, visit www.abconnexions.org
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Award created in honour
of entrepreneur and
philanthropist Dr Nas
Khan OBE

“There could be no better winner than Shuley Alam, who dedicated her
life to promoting equality and tolerance in her community. Even while
battling cancer she remained absolutely committed to the cause, rooting out
prejudice, tackling disadvantage and creating a community which is all the
better for having Shuley as part of it. She will be hugely missed, but always
remembered. We are delighted to name her as the winner of the first-ever Dr
Nas Khan OBE Award.”

An award in memory of one of the region’s leading entrepreneurs and
philanthropists has been created, which recognises the outstanding
achievements of those who are dedicated to achieving community
cohesion and equality in the North East.
Nas Khan arrived in Britain from Pakistan at the age of 14 unable to
speak English, but worked his way up through Jennings Motor Group before
becoming its owner in 2005, overseeing its development into of the region’s
most successful businesses.
As well as his business achievements, Nas was known for his commitment
to charities and the North East community, and also established his own
Emaan Foundation, which was dedicated to building a village in Pakistan for
a community devastated by earthquakes in 1999 and floods in 2010.
Nas, awarded an OBE in recognition of his business and community work,
sadly passed away in 2018 aged 58.

Dr Nas Khan OBE

Now, the Dr Nas Khan OBE Award has been established as part of the Asian
Business Connexions (ABC) Awards, which acknowledges the outstanding
efforts of those who are dedicated to supporting their own communities.
The ABC Awards, now in their 11th year, showcase and reward the
dedication and vast contribution of the Asian community in the health,
economic and social wellbeing of the North East.
Shuley Alam has been named as winner of the inaugural Dr Nas Khan OBE
Award, in recognition of her work as founder and CEO of Compact in Race
Equality in South Tyneside (CREST), until her death in July at the age of 46
after a long battle with cancer.
After a career in the civil service, Shuley founded CREST in 2004 to address
systematic racism and to help BAME groups integrate into society through a
range of different projects.
In the 16 years since its formation, CREST has attracted widespread praise
for the positive impact it has had on disadvantaged BAME communities and
racial equality in the area.

Shuley Alam

Sohail Khan, son of Nas Khan, said: “I am honoured that my father’s work
and dedication has been remembered through the creation of the Dr Nas
Khan OBE Award. As a community champion and an advocate of equality,
tolerance and cohesion, I know he would be so pleased that the outstanding
efforts of others are being rewarded in his name.”
Ammar Mirza CBE, chairman and founder of Asian Business Connexions,
said: “Nas was a fantastic man who was loved and respected in equal
measure for the huge contribution he made to the North East community.
By creating this award in his memory, we are ensuring that outstanding
efforts and commitment to achieving fundamental values will always be
associated with the work of Nas Khan.

For more information, visit www.abconnexions.org
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AsianBusiness
Business Connexions
Connexions 2020
Asian
2020

Business support can
be confusing – but the
North East Growth Hub
is here to help.
We provide access to:
• A team of highly experienced Growth Hub Connectors who provide
bespoke guidance on support and finance options for you and
your business
• An online directory of business support, guidance, finance options
and events available in the North East
• A network of business owners who have been in the same position as
you – people who can help solve your problems and maximise new
opportunities.
The North East Growth Hub
Backing business to create #moreandbetterjobs

Startup businesses: 0300 456 3565 Existing businesses: 0191 561 5468
@GrowthHubNE

/northeastgrowthhub

North East Growth Hub

Northeastgrowthhub.co.uk

Connect,Support
Supportand
and Promote
Promote - -#Inclusionbydefault
Connect,
#Inclusionbydefault
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Asian Business Connexions 2020
Asian
Business Connexions
Connexions 2020
Asian
Business
2020
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THE RIGHT DEAL,
THE RIGHT WAY.
Proud supporters of Asian Business Connexions
At Great Annual Savings Group (GAS), we deliver millions of pounds of savings
for our business customers every year on their variable costs, including utilities,
telecoms, payment services, insurance and much more.
What’s more, we do this in the right way.
Our inclusive staff base will double over the next 18 months and we now work
with more than 10,000 businesses around the UK and Ireland.

How much could we save you?
0800 130 3514
www.greatannualsavings.com

#InclusionByDefault

Connect,
Supportand
and Promote
Promote - -#Inclusionbydefault
Connect,
Support
#Inclusionbydefault
Connect, Support and Promote - #Inclusionbydefault
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Asian Business Connexions 2020

Everyone is
welcome

Here at Newcastle University, we’re committed to developing a culture
that is positive, inclusive and supportive. Always.
People and societies are at our heart, demonstrated best by our diverse
colleague and student community collaborating every day to make
the world a better place. But we also reach out from campus, working
together with organisations to develop meaningful partnerships,
powered by respect, trust, and transparency,
Discover more about who we are and how you could be a part of it.

ncl.ac.uk

Connect, Support and Promote - #Inclusionbydefault
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Connect, Support and Promote - #Inclusionbydefault
Do you want to join THE most inclusive membership
organisation AND grow your business at the same time?

...Membership Features...
Ensure your voice is heard – we lobby on
your behalf around issues such as equality,
diversity and inclusivity
Access to £000’s worth of discounted
services and products – through your
membership discount card
Create a strong, diverse North East
business community
Support & develop your business

Access to global expansion trade missions
Access to help & support around
BME recruitment & talent
Database of available executive/
non-executive candidates
Development of long-term
business relationships

JOIN NOW AND START GROWING YOUR NETWORK OF CONNECTIONS
www.members.abconnexions.org or email: chris@abconnexions.org

For more information, visit www.abconnexions.org
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Asian Business Connexions 2020
Asian Business Connexions 2020

IN D U S T RY LE ADERS I N HEA LT HC A RE,
HOSPI TAL I T Y & L EI SU RE

G A I N F O R D H O U S E, PI C KTR EE L A N E , C H E S T E R L E S T R E E T , C O D U R H A M , D H 3 3 S R

Connect,
Supportand
and Promote
Promote - -#Inclusionbydefault
Connect,
Support
#Inclusionbydefault
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Michelle Rainbow

FUNDING ON OFFER FOR NORTH
EAST EMPLOYERS TO HELP YOUNG
PEOPLE INTO WORK

Organisations of any size are eligible to apply,
as long as the placements they are creating help
young people to become more employable, for
example by helping them to develop their skills in
the workplace, by providing support with interview
preparation and CV development, or by providing
careers advice and help with goal-setting.

New funding from government is on offer to help employers in the
North East create work placements for young people who might
otherwise be at risk of long-term unemployment.

The funding on offer includes 100% of the relevant
National Minimum Wage for 25 hours a week,
plus associated employer National Insurance
contributions and employer minimum autoenrolment pension contributions. There is also
£1,500 per job placement available for support and
training.

North East Local Enterprise Partnership

Applications are now open for the Kickstart
Scheme, which offers employers of any size, and
operating in any sector, funding to create new,
six month job placements for young people
who are currently receiving Universal Credit.
Michelle Rainbow, Skills Director at the North East
Local Enterprise Partnership, explains: “The aim of
this new scheme is to help young people to gain
the skills, confidence and experience that they
need in order to go on and find work once they’ve
completed their placement.
“It’s not just a short-term measure – in the

North East we really want to provide high quality
placements which will not only give young people
experience of the workplace, but that will give
them valuable opportunities to learn and progress.”
Businesses that want to create 30 or more
placements can apply directly to the Kickstart
Scheme via Gov.uk.
For those that plan to create fewer than 30
placements, the North East LEP will apply on their
behalf, grouping applications to create clusters of
high quality placements across a range of sectors
in the North East.

Employers can spread the start date of the job
placements up until the end of December 2021.
“We know that young people, many of whom have
finished school, college or university during the
pandemic, are facing a difficult time and might
have seen their plans for the future turned upside
down,” added Michelle Rainbow.
“That’s why programmes like this are so important
and why we are working with North East employers
to help give the next generation the best possible
start, at one of the most difficult times any of us
have seen.”

Find out more about the Kickstart Scheme at www.northeastlep.co.uk/kickstart
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GOVERNMENT FUNDED WHP JETS SCHEME
MOBILISES LOCAL TALENT

FOR EVERYTHING

readyforeverything.co.uk

Reed in Partnership is bringing the recently announced extension of the DWP’s ‘Work
and Health Programme: Job Entry Targeted Support’ (WHP JETS) scheme – to businesses
across the North East, Yorkshire and areas of Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire.
Supporting local people into local jobs, their
new recruitment and training service, which
is fully funded by the Government, provides
job-ready candidates across a variety of
industries, including:
Logistics, transport and distribution.
	Professional, business and
financial services.
Manufacturing.
Creative and digital.
Health and Social Care.
Construction and more.
WHP JETS candidates have found themselves out
of work due to Covid-19 and are highly skilled
assets for local businesses. The expert team at
Reed in Partnership have bolstered their existing
competencies with the latest relevant industrybacked training to ensure that they are ready to
hit the ground running.
3 steps to success
Reed in Partnership has created a stepped process
to ensure that businesses and individuals alike are
supported to achieve their potential.
Step 1 – The business explains their specific
recruitment needs and Reed’s recruitment
managers work closely with the business to
understand organisational and recruitment
requirements to underpin business planning and
resourcing.

Step 2 – Development of a large talent pool.
Advisers identify suitable candidates from the
WHP JETS pool and ensure they have the right
skills and qualities for each role. When it comes to
screening, interviewing and induction, the team
can do as much or as little of this process as an
organisation needs and they can also support
with interview arrangements, such as venues,
administration and Covid-19 compliance.
Step 3 – Recruitment and review. Reed in
Partnership will keep in touch to see how new
employees are progressing and what more they
can do to help. It may be that support can be
provided for further skills training or arrange
a plan to help with the next recruitment cycle.
Each individual is carefully monitored to ensure
progress is tracked and support is given where
needed.
Each element of the scheme has been carefully
designed to support and assist businesses
through the difficult operating period businesses
find themselves in at the height of the Covid-19
pandemic.
Fully funded business support
As part of the Reed Group, the WHP JETS team has
a wealth of experience of working with employers
of all sizes, across multiple sectors. Moreover, this
government-backed scheme represents a huge
cost saving for companies who could otherwise
spend on average £4,500 on a recruitment
agency – they can access the same service and

support through WHP JETS, but for free.
Tailored training programmes, expert sectorspecific guidance and support (also provided at
no cost to the recruiting organisation) ensure
candidates and employers are carefully united to
underpin business needs.
Not only is the WHP JETS scheme fully funded
by the Government, employers can be proud
of the fact that they are underpinning business
objectives whilst supporting their local
communities.
They’re ready, are you?
“I have been thoroughly impressed with my
experience with Reed in Partnership. I had been
job-hunting after a series of fixed-term contracts
ended and knew I needed a career change into
a more stable industry. However, it was difficult
to know where to turn for advice and Covid-19
meant that the job market was extremely limited.
When I was contacted by Reed in Partnership
it meant the world to me to have someone
supporting me through a really challenging time.”
Said a successful WHP JETS candidate.
Gain access to thousands of skilled individuals
in your area through the fully funded WHP
JETS scheme. For more information, visit
www.readyforeverything.co.uk, email hello@
readyforeverything.co.uk or call 0800 025 3058.
WHP JETS is commissioned by the Department
for Work and Pensions and part-funded by the
European Social Fund.

For more information, visit www.readyforeverything.co.uk, email hello@readyforeverything.co.uk or call 0800 025 3058.
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DEAR SANTA
I have been a good employer
this year, but I am not asking for
much this year, because quite
frankly I just want to forget
about 2020. I do however
have high hopes for 2021 so I
am asking for a bit of reindeer
sparkle dust to get me through
the HR challenges.
So you can understand, I have jotted down a
few, whilst indulging in a baileys and mince
pie:
Working from Home: The team have
adjusted well to working from home but miss
the collaboration and the company of their
colleagues. We can’t afford the rental costs to
have an office big enough for everyone to social
distance, that may only be used for dropping in or
meeting clients. Working from home permanently
is not our preference. It’s a dilemma.
Furlough: It’s been a life line Santa, but the
government are reviewing the scheme in January
and we may then need to contribute to the
employees’ wages.
We are planning different scenarios for when the
scheme ends. Costing redundancies, considering
further short time working, looking at diversifying.
We have held off with redundancies but I fear
that this may be needed when furlough ends.
Employment Law change: Santa, this is an area
that keeps me awake. I struggle to keep up and
I’m worried that I miss something;
	A new immigration scheme from 1st January
means that there will be a new points-based
system. EEA nationals arriving in the UK from
1st January will need to comply with the same
visa requirements as other non-UK nationals.
I need to work out how this affects our
recruitment and consider if we need to apply
for a sponsor licence.

Jayne Hart, Director, The HR Dept Newcastle

	National minimum wage rates increase from
1st April 2021 although we don’t know yet
what the increase is. It’s also a possibility that
the national living wage is due to reduce from
25 to 23 years old from 1st April 2021. This
needs to be confirmed.

	An increase in continuous employment break
from one week to four weeks.

Its all going to add to our overheads. We need to
look at our pay structure as the gap is closing with
higher paid staff due to NMW increases. We are
going to review even if we can’t necessarily make
any increases just now.

	Extension of shared parental leave to
grandparents, we have an older workforce so
this could really impact.

Now Santa, if that isn’t enough, word on the
street is that there are more changes that are yet
to be given implementation dates;
	Extended redundancy protection for new
www.hrdept.co.uk
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parents (protection will continue for six
months after they return).

	Workers able to request a more stable
contract after 26 weeks’ service (we use zero
hour contracts so that’s one for my radar).

Just the thought of this has made me pour
another Baileys and eat my third mince pie. So
Santa, all I ask for Christmas 2020 is a little magic
reindeer sparkle dust to support me through 2021
and help my business recover.
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INNOVATION AT A RATE OF KNOTS
By Paul Jennings, Chief Executive of North P&I Club

Shipping is one of the world’s oldest industries. Yet, it’s continually innovating.
From the steam engine that replaced sails to the steam turbine, which
was created here on Tyneside by Charles Parsons, through
more modern developments such as sonar and GPS.

When North P&I Club first began, 160 years ago, shipping
was a more dangerous occupation – with losses frequent
as more maritime traffic began to transport coal and
manufactured goods.

GlobeView has helped our seafarers quickly identify key data
from the World Health Organisation – allowing them to make
important decisions and keep vessels operating under difficult
circumstances.

The SS John Bowes was one of the world’s first steam colliers,
built by Jarrow’s Palmer Brothers & Co, and launched in 1852.
The iron-hulled ship was considered the height of technology
at the time, with ballast tanks into which water was pumped
instead of the more primitive sand ballast used in the wooden
ships that came before it.

If you look at GlobeView today you’ll see it’s bursting with
information that tells you everything about the path of
hurricanes in the Indian Ocean, through pandemic restrictions
imposed on ports in the Azores islands, and to possible delays
at the Port of Vancouver due to the discovery of Asian Gypsy
Moth – a highly destructive forest pest.

Despite the SS John Bowes’ relative advancement, it had none
of the modern navigational tools that ships now enjoy. Instead
its captains relied on charts – most likely produced by Francis
Beaufort’s Hydrographic Office, which was setting the world
standard for charts used by merchant ships.

The technology is just one example of the new digital era in
which the maritime sector now operates. Scores of cuttingedge innovations are revolutionising the way we transport the
goods that are essential to everyday life.

Today, ships carrying all manner of raw materials and goods
across the world use a plethora of technologies such as radar,
automatic tracking aids, global positioning systems and digital
navigational charts to get from port to port safely.

You’ve heard of autonomous cars? Well, the first autonomous
ships are being trialled at sea. New digital instruments and
artificial intelligence has enabled this to happen. Although,
we’re some way off the majority of shipping moving this way
and seafarers are still absolutely key to safe operation.

With more sophisticated understanding of the environment,
including how weather systems impact conditions and how
forecasting can give us advance warning of threats, shipping
operators have many more tools at their disposal.
That doesn’t mean the maritime industry is standing still.
Far from it. There is continuous research and development of
tools that make sailing across oceans increasingly safe.
For 160 years North P&I’s mission has been to enable our
members to trade with confidence, and that’s why we champion
maritime innovation.
Last year, North launched a new digital tool to keep seafarers
and ships safe from threats such as extreme weather, piracy and
war. GlobeView is an interactive 3D map that gives mariners
real time information to help them avert danger.
It was developed in collaboration with UK-based geospatial
intelligence company Geollect and launched in February in
response to ship operators’ constant requirements for up-todate, verified information.
The tool has been shared by the International Group of P&I
Clubs – a collective of thirteen member clubs, including North
P&I, that provide marine insurance for around 90 per cent of the
world’s ocean-going shipping.
More recently it has played a key role in helping crews to
navigate the complex web of country-specific port restrictions
brought about by coronavirus. In October, the coronavirus
tracking tool won a prestigious international maritime award.

In Norway, the first electric container ship has been developed
to move chemicals and fertilizers between ports on 13km route
– a test bed for the future of this technology.
And security is another area which the maritime sector is
focused on. Accidents, financial loss, industrial espionage and
reputational damage are all risks associated with cyber-attacks.
Shipping operators are vulnerable as on-board systems are often
linked and reliant on satellite and internet connections which
can be targeted. In some cases, cyber-crime is used to exploit
operators, facilitating the smuggling of drugs and weapons, and
human trafficking.
Our cyber expert team at North P&I, led by Loss Prevention
Director, Colin Gillespie, helps members prevent and avert
cyber-attacks using the latest insights and technology from
the digital world. Earlier this year we partnered with the cloudbased tool HACyberLogix, which allows operators to build a
detailed understanding of their cyber vulnerabilities, and how
to address them in line with international regulations.
To help protect our own company from cyber-crime North’s
CIO, James Holmes, is active in the region’s tech sector and
we’re a member of Dynamo – the body responsible for
representing and growing the region’s technology economy.
This ever-changing environment demands constant attention
when 90 per cent of the world’s trade is at stake. We’ll keep
innovating to protect it.

www.nepia.com
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LOCKDOWN 2.0
AND WHAT WE
CAN EXPECT ON
THE OTHER SIDE
Frankly, January can’t come soon
enough. I’m sure I’m not alone in
wanting to see the back of 2020,
keen to start a new year with
hope of vaccine efficacy and an
end to lockdown restrictions.

As I write this – and several weeks before you
read it, I can only hope that we have emerged
from lockdown 2.0 and are heading into a
brighter, more positive future.
We know there is a lot to be positive about when we
look ahead to what’s planned in Newcastle and the
investment that is in the pipeline for the city.
Our optimism and hope is tempered by our
knowledge of how tough it has been for business.
Businesses, especially those in customer-facing
sectors of retail, leisure and hospitality have been
hard hit. After the prolonged shut down and a stop/
start opening in autumn, many would be hoping preChristmas trade would make up for lost business.
Traditionally they would also be building reserves to
see them through the quiet months of the new year.
Lockdown has brought into sharp relief the urgent
need for all of us to support high street businesses
in the run up to Christmas and beyond. We need, as
individuals and groups, to do all we can to support
these businesses, especially independents, keeping
in mind the mantra; ‘use it or lose it’. Without our
support, we risk a post-pandemic city-scape filled
with empty retail spaces and the loss of independent
shops, restaurants and leisure venues which give
Newcastle its unique personality, vibrancy and global
appeal.
Even before the 2nd wave and lockdown, the UK
had the third highest level of online shopping in the
world, surpassed only by China and South Korea.
Perhaps inevitably, online shopping became even
more powerful and pervasive during the height of
the pandemic. Analysts noted a peak in activity in
June when online sales accounted for one third of all
UK retail sales.
We have always encouraged people to make use of
the city’s independent stores and restaurants but
now more than ever these businesses need your
support. Local shopping is for life and not just for
Christmas.
We all need to support independents in every way
we can. We have been encouraging people to follow
local businesses on social media, like and share their
posts, buy from them during lockdown via click and
collect, take-aways and local delivery services. Buy
gift vouchers for when they reopen, for yourself and
as gifts for others. If you’ve got money to spend shop

Adrian Waddell, Chief Executive, NE1 Ltd

local, spend and show your support in whatever way
you can.
We need people to pledge to make it Newcastle first;
a Newcastle-Birthday, Christmas, Diwali and every
other celebration in between, not a faceless Amazon
one...
Throughout the first and 2nd lockdowns, NE1 has
continued to apply pressure on the Government to
use the time to plan a route out of lockdown and
restrictions. We know that lockdowns don’t solve the
problem, they merely buy us time. The focus now
needs to be on reopening the economy and mapping
out a plan for exiting lockdown and looking to the
future.
Sitting just below the surface of battling the
crisis there is a mass of regeneration activity in
the city. Even in the midst of lockdown, plans
have been moving ahead on a number of multimillion pound development schemes which will be
transformational for the city. Central to this is the
long-awaited redevelopment of East Pilgrim Street.
After a 20 – 25 years hiatus work has finally started
on the site. Over the next three to five years, the
whole site is scheduled to be redeveloped delivering
a massive boost to the city centre.
Plans to increase residential density are being rolled
out, bringing more people to live in the heart of
the city. Transforming the city centre into its own
residential neighbourhood will support more, small
independent businesses catering for rising numbers
of local, residential customers living alongside the
university campuses, commercial office space and
the RVI all contributing to a vibrant and colourful

www.newcastlene1ltd.com
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city centre. Newby’s £250 million residential and
mixed used development on the banks of the Tyne,
on the site adjacent to the Utilita Arena, is one of
these developments creating an urban village with
thousands of new homes. There are also plans to
convert Cale Cross House, overlooking the Tyne
Bridge, from office to residential accommodation.
To support this urban redevelopment and with the
backdrop of Covid, we need to develop a city with
exceptional outdoor open spaces allowing people to
live, work and play safely in the city centre. Work
is already underway to revitalize the city centre
including giving pedestrian prioritization around
Blackett Street and its links to the city’s main retail
core.
These plans will upgrade our public realm making it
a priority for the whole city. Millions of pounds have
been released by the Government through the ‘Get
Building’ fund to help finance this important work.
The positive impact of public realm redevelopment
and the investment opportunities it creates should
not be underestimated. Take NE1’s Bigg Market
regeneration project, supported by the National
Lottery Heritage Fund and Newcastle City Council.
As well as winning design awards, the public realm
transformation has given confidence to private
investors and property owners to invest in their
business interests in the area which in turn unlocked
some £75 million of actual and planned investment.
Current travails aside, there are strong signs of a
continued renaissance in Newcastle and ample
reasons for positivity about the future. Here’s to
2021 and optimism for the future.
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TRANSFORMING
BUSINESSES
THROUGH
TEAMWORK
North East based AuxinOKR is
a consultancy that practices
what it preaches. Transparency
and teamwork are essential to
delivering successful OKRs and
the firm starts with itself before
coaching others in its methods

Great companies and organisations are usually
built around great leadership teams – a group of
people all aligned and focussed on an overarching
vision.
They, in turn, rely on teams of people around them,
all working to reach a series of business objectives.
When all the different parts of a company are
aligned and working to a clear vision you have the
perfect environment of a management framework,
or methodology called OKRs (objectives and key
results). Everyone understands the objectives and
has an agreed set of key results that help attain these
goals.
AuxinOKR, a leading UK business coaching specialist,
not only helps companies with their OKR strategy
and execution but applies the same methodology
to itself. This has never been more important as
the consultancy grows and expands its network
of specialist associates around the country and
overseas.
The founding leadership team of Peter Kerr, Mark
Richard and David Anderson all come from different
business backgrounds from the corporate world, the
start-up and SME environment to tech companies.
Peter Kerr, managing director of Auxin OKR,
explained: “Auxin has been around for many years,
running as a small, successful generic business
support consultancy. But after reviewing our own
objectives a couple of years ago we sharpened our
focus and invested time in understanding OKRs.
“As a result, we completely transformed and changed
our model, and started reaching outside of the North
East to win work with larger and more corporate
clients.

Mark Richard

“By embracing and applying what we preach, it’s
reassuring to see the positive impact OKRs can have
on any size of business from the ambitious startups, to scale-ups and ultimately the large, global
corporates. We’re working with them all.”
Few business coaching and management
consultancies have the expertise to advise on this
style of goal management system; within a fairly
short time AuxinOKR has become one of the leading
exponents in the UK. National and international
blue-chip organisations, along with tech startups have turned to AuxinOKR for support in the
development and implementation of this goalsetting management process.
New clients include Admiral Group, Zuhlke,
Crowdforce and Chargebee. During the past 12
months AuxinOKR has been working with Legal
& General, Which? Rolls-Royce, and South African
banking group Absa.
AuxinOKR’s Mark Richard explained: “Having applied
OKRs to ourselves and through working with
companies who have embarked on their own OKR
journey, we are constantly developing and refining
our approach.
“We help companies see value where they haven’t
previously. We guide our clients down exciting
new paths, never taken before by them or their

competitors. Much of the focus and effort in
succeeding with OKRs is teamwork. Getting people
excited, inspired and motivated and enjoy working
together to achieve outstanding results.”
During the summer, Auxin OKR recognised it needed
to enhance its own skills-set and appointed three
highly experienced business coaches as associate
consultants. The new associates are Oliver Deacon,
a former finance director at Microsoft; Piero Alberici,
a former export director at premium soft drinks
company Fentimans; and Philip Crocker, a former
banker and an internationally recognised coach. He
started his career in HSBC in London and then Paris
before moving into commercial property services,
integrating technology and people to enhance
performance.
Already all three have been involved in OKR projects
for major clients. Mark Richard explained: “When
we’re in coaching sessions you often start to get
involved in wider aspects of a business, beyond the
simple delivery of OKRs. Culture and workplace
training and personnel matters often arise, and this
is where some of our associates have stepped in.
“Piero and Philip have hard business skills, but
they also have the softer people skills and an
understanding of how to get people feel involved and
empowered through the OKR process.
“It’s important that the whole workforce feels
ownership; they believe in the business, understand
its goals and where it is headed. Philip has been a
great help with me on coaching with Absa.”
Elsewhere, Oliver Deacon, with skills in tech, data
and finance has been involved in the coaching with
Which?

Oliver Deacon

Philip Crocker

Piero Alberici

www.auxinokr.com
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AuxinOKR is steadily building its own portfolio
of skills within the team and aims to extend
the network of associates in 2021 by recruiting
specialists in South Africa, India and the Netherlands.
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HOW DOES TAURUS MAKE YOUR BUSINESS
MORE PROFITABLE FOR 2021?
30 years of experience in New Metering Connections,
12 years buying energy for local businesses like Walkers
Opticians and Belasis Dental Practice.
10 years trading and 7 years as the No.1 Most
Recommended UK Business Energy Brokerage on
FreeIndex.co.uk
Thanks to our customers reviews and testimonials
www.taurusutilityconsultants.co.uk/testimonials
• We know the markets.
• We know when to renew and on what terms.
• We get you the best deal by negotiating for you with all business
energy & utility suppliers; based on your specific requirements.
• We get you discounted prices you can’t.
• Guaranteed to beat your supplier or ‘Brokers’ quote
• Outsource your Energy & Utility Procurement to Energy
Managers and Procurement Consultants
• How does it work?
Steve Dobson

Fran Dobson

www.taurusutilityconsultants.co.uk/how-it-works

Looking for a Renewables Solution?

Don’t think your contract is due to end soon?
Worry not – Taurus Utility Consultants will get you the best rate, when market rates are at
their lowest, and extend your contract NOW!

IN THE DARK
ABOUT YOUR
UTILITY
BILLS?

Send us your
bills and we’ll
shine a light on
your 2021
utility savings!

Did you know we also do New Utilities Connections & Site Works?

advice@taurusutilityconsultants.co.uk

www.taurusutilityconsultants.co.uk

01325 978 697 or 0191 477 2244
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L-R: Richard Townsend and Peter Moore

A YEAR IN REVIEW

Michael Grahamslaw talks to Peter Moore, Director at T3 Security.

In a sentence how would you describe
the year 2020?
The year we added the words Pivot and Furlough
to our everyday vocabulary and when toilet roll
became the nation’s most valuable commodity.
How has your company adapted to the
Coronavirus crisis?
We have had to become far more adaptable and
trialled new ways of working and introduced
innovative new services. Prior to the pandemic we
were essentially just a manned guarding company
and these services just weren’t cost effective for
companies with little or no cashflow so we have
introduced some new more flexible services
including mobile patrols, CCTV monitoring and 24
hour control room services which can be tailored
to suit our client’s needs. These new services have
proved to be enormously popular.
What are you currently working on?
We continue to do a lot of work with the NHS
including the North East Nightingale Hospital,
The QE and the RVI. In addition we are involved
with the Malhotra Group on their new Three Mile
Inn and Alnwick Care home developments, we
have been providing security cover for the Port of
Blyth and Fenwick. We have also recently began
working with Kapex Construction on their fantastic

development at Mitford, and with four government
tenders in the final decision stages there is certainly
a lot going on.
What have you learned about yourself
this year?
I learnt that I am far more adaptable to change
than I thought, during the first stages of lockdown
it would have been very easy to just sit back and
accept what was happening and just take a break,
we did quite the opposite we really dug in and
used the opportunity to transform and adapt the
business to fit the current market.
How have you adapted to remote working
and how has this affected?
We were already prepared for remote working as
a business, most of our management quite often
work remotely due to the nature of the business. A
number of our office team worked remotely during
the beginning of the pandemic but most were keen
to come back to the office.
Which regional businesses have you admired
in their response to the pandemic?
My old school friend Pete Watson of Atlas Cloud
has done really well with assisting businesses to
work remotely and enabling online working. The
leisure sector have been phenomenal in the way

they have adapted their venues in such a short
time frame to make them Covid safe in particular
The Apartment Group with their innovative Beach
Box site in Jesmond and Tommy Byron with his
ever extending beer garden at Market Shaker.
Have you developed any popular personal
habits as a result of lockdown?
I am a strong believer in self discipline and I have
made sure throughout this period I have continued
to get up every morning at 5.30am to train and
keep myself physically and mentally active. This
undoubtedly has helped improved my mindset
and I feel much better equipped to deal with the
challenges we currently face.
Has 2020 been the toughest challenge of
your career?
It’s no secret that I love a good challenge and this
has certainly been the biggest learning curve in my
career but at the same time it has been immensely
satisfying and rewarding.
What will 2021 bring for yourself and
your company?
Naturally the hope will be for the economy to
recover from the pandemic and for life to go back
to some semblance of normality. We will continue
to drive the business forward with the aim of
sustaining further growth.

For further information visit the website www.t3security.co.uk
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Hi everybody,
my name is

Ziggy!

I am a Cocker spaniel who has been going everywhere with my
Dad Brian, who is a builder, for the last 10 years. Because of
that I feel I have a pretty good knowledge of the construction
industry!
In fact he thinks so much of me he recently bought me a new
Joules body warmer with the company logo on.
He has also got me a new apprentice Cally – but more of that
later.
I thought that I could pass on the benefit of my knowledge and
experience for those of you who are experiencing any problems
with their homes.
So in future I will be available monthly to help you with your
problems.
We can help you with all your building and property maintenance!

Please send me your building queries through facebook - @WDLne, website:
wdlnortheast.co.uk or through my Dads good pal Michael Grahamslaw at
Northern Insight on mjgrahamslaw@outlook.com

OFFERING
TAILORMADE
PROTECTION FOR
TODAYS WORLD

KEEPING YOUR VENUE AND YOUR CLIENTS SAFE
For further information contact us at:

6 Brenkley Way Blezard Business Park Seaton Burn Newcastle upon Tyne NE13 6DS
0191 2844730

info@t3security.co.uk

t3security.co.uk
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JOIN IN - DON’T MISS OUT
Northumbria House in Killingworth opened their tech hub in May 2019 and have a total number of 11
units to rent. Due to the success of Northumbria House, there are currently only two spaces left!
These spacious offices are available to any
freelancers or startups who are looking to rent
some desk space. Both rooms can hold one to
two people.
Tenants have access to office space, desks and
meeting rooms and have the opportunity to
work with like-minded businesses. You will have a
designated office that will provide you and your
team with space you need to work effectively and
you could be sat at your desk in as little as two to
three days!
We aim to accommodate those individuals and
businesses that do not want to commit to a longterm agreement and we offer some fantastic
benefits alongside:
Private Meeting rooms.
Easy Fob Access.
Free Car Parking.
Break-out space.
Fully Furnished Kitchen.
Check out our amazing reviews to see what our
tenants think of their space here at Northumbria
House:
“We have been in Northumbria House for nearly a
year now and we love it! The location is great, plenty
of parking spaces for our clients, the atmosphere is
very friendly, the kitchen area is very modern and
there is space for client meetings outside of our
own office. The staff are excellent and very helpful
and made our move into the building very easy. We
had our own furniture but you do have an option
to rent a furnished office. As more companies are

moving in we are building our own little business
community which is great as we are all supporting
each other and can share our experiences. I would
highly recommend coming to view the offices at
Northumbria House.”
Is your business looking at getting back to an office
safely in 2021? Northumbria House Office space
offers that opportunity. It has been great welcoming
new businesses into Northumbria House recently,
ensuring a safe working environment and we
welcome anyone who is interested in viewing.
“We moved into Northumbria House in March
2020, it is exactly what we wanted, in walking
distance to our house, plenty of parking facilities
for our clients and reps. We have a lovely office with
two windows which let in plenty of daylight. There’s
a great kitchen facility, everyone is very friendly,
making a lovely atmosphere to work in. Marks
out of 10 would be 11.” Brian Hicks - H Building
Consulting.
Starting from £300pm! What else is on offer?
	Furnished/Unfurnished office depending on
your preference.
24/7 Access and CCTV system.
	We are just a short walk to a local supermarket
and a three minute drive to the local Gym and
Business Park Facilities.
Interested to find out more? We offer simple,
manageable monthly instalments with no
unexpected or additional costs so get in touch
with our Office Manager, Melissa Maughan to
arrange a viewing.
melissa@ronaldjamesgroup.com
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WHY DONALD GOT TRUMPED
As I’m writing this, Donald has lost, but is clinging on and not displaying a modicum of class by
conceding to Joe and Kamala. I hope by the time this article is published, he has come to terms with it
and is ‘doing the right thing’ by the American people.
Because ‘doing the right thing’ is incredibly
important when you’re a leader’. Being a good
role model is crucial. I spent most of my career
in very ‘masculine’ industries - construction,
engineering, IT... where I saw some excellent
examples of leadership and some incredibly
poor ones.
I wondered how on earth some of these people got
to occupy very senior roles, when they were clearly
out of their depth and utterly incompetent. It was
obvious they were struggling. They hid behind a
mask of arrogance and used the tactics of blame,
holding on to important information to seem more
powerful and being brilliant at managing up. The
“I’m more important and powerful than you” style
of leadership.
I thought this style of leadership was dying out,
sadly this isn’t the case. It occurs when confidence
and competence are confused. Where compassion
and empathy are regarded as weakness. These
types of managers are generally despised by the
people they manage. Are you going to do your

best for someone who doesn’t value you? Who
bullies you? Who sets you and your co-workers
against each other? I would very quickly lose my
motivation to do a good job for them.
When faced with these bosses it is very easy to
become seduced into behaving in similar ways.
Because this is the culture they create. They wear
you down to their level as ‘doing the right thing’ all
the time is exhausting.
I was asked recently what we do about these
leaders. And I mistakenly said - they are not worth
the effort it takes to change them. On reflection,
my answer was wrong. These are the people who
need the most help. Imagine what it would be like
in organisations (and governments) if we could
help these leaders understand there is a much
better way to do things, an (arguably) easier way
to get the best out of people.
As we say in our fifth Article of the Work Pirate
Code:

We trust that everyone is doing their best.
	We do what we say we will do and if we can’t,
we will ask for help.
We are kind to each other and to ourselves.
	When things go wrong, we address it head on we don’t let problems fester and cause us more
problems in the long-run.
	We have no idea what people are dealing with
in their personal life - so we choose to be
compassionate, empathetic and nice.
Surely this is what we want in our leaders? We
believe in a world where everyone feels happy at
work, empowered to strive towards their potential
and free to create better ways of working.
About Work Pirates
We’re like the A-Team. But for organisations.
We design and deliver compassionate
programmes that unshackle your talent and
leave happier, more productive workplaces.

We use our best judgement.

Find out more at workpirates.com or get in touch with Michelle at michelle@workpirates.com
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CHRISTMAS EMERGENCIES

By The Pet Doctor, Doctor Sarah Elizabeth Stead. Owner of Sore Paws Winlaton & Newton Aycliffe.

It’s easy to get caught up in the hustle and bustle of Christmas and leave our mischievous pets to their
own devices. That is why Sore Paws Veterinary Clinic work tirelessly through the festive season to keep
your pets safe from any Christmas hazards
looking. Any kind of metal or glass will never be
healthy to ingest, and decorations such as tinsel
can cause serious blockages in the digestive
system. If you notice your pet being more lethargic
than usual, not eating properly, or if you see any
vomiting and diarrhoea, it’s likely they have eaten
something they shouldn’t have. If you do suspect a
foreign object has been ingested, your pet will need
immediate medical attention, so it’s important to
try and keep those decorations out of reach or
make sure you opt for pet-friendly ones.

It’s the most wonderful time of the year, and
we all know how easy it is to get caught up in
the festive frivolity of Christmas. Amongst all
the celebrating, the last thing anyone wants
at Christmas is an emergency trip to the vets.
Unfortunately, Christmas can be a period full of
tempting dangers and hazards for our pets, so
it’s important we know how to keep them safe.
Whilst you might be tempted to let your pet
indulge on the festive feast with you, chewing on
bones and eating too many fatty leftovers will do
more harm than good. Gastroenteritis is a serious
risk to pets and occurs as a result of eating rich
or fatty foods. With symptoms such as vomiting
and diarrhoea, it’s definitely something you want
to avoid on Christmas morning. That’s why it’s
advised you try and keep your pet on its usual diet.
There are plenty of pet-friendly treats available on
the market that are just as good, or if not better
than the usual trimmings, so your pet can still be
part of the festive fun.
Christmas decorations are another tricky hazard to
manage, with curious dogs and cats alike pawing
at the tree until the baubles fall off. Ingesting a
foreign object becomes a huge hazard for pets

when you have sparkling lights and glistening tinsel
lying around; they simply cannot help themselves.
Dogs can eat tinsel like we eat spaghetti, and can
be mischievous enough to eat it when no one is

If you do find yourself in a Christmas emergency
with your pet, you can rely on Sore Paws Veterinary
Clinic in Winlaton and Newton Aycliffe to provide
the best care for your loved one. Sore Paws are
a family-run business, who pride themselves in
providing personal, individualised care at affordable
prices. So don’t hesitate to call if your furry friends
get up to mischief during this festive period, as
Sore Paws are always here to help and coming
soon is our 24-hour service. Watch out for more
information.
See you in the New Year guys – and lets hope
2021 is kinder to us than 2020 was! Have a safe
and wonderful festive period. Sarah x

Sore Paws: Winlaton, 0191 414 4233. Newton Aycliffe: 01325 308 000
Email: enquiries to sorepawsvets.winlaton@outlook.com www.sorepawsveterinaryclinic.co.uk
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PLEXUS INNOVATION POISED TO ASSIST MORE IN
REGION FOLLOWING SIGNIFICANT INVESTMENT

L-R: Ian Murray and Steve Todd.

A Durham based remote technology company is poised to assist in important compliance issues
and reporting for even more care homes and social housing providers, following a significant
investment into the company.
North East Venture Fund (NEVF) which
is supported by the European Regional
Development Fund and managed by Mercia,
along with the Finance Durham Fund, established
by Durham County Council and overseen by
Business Durham have announced a new funding
round worth £400,000 into Durham based Plexus
Innovation.
The funds will mean the owners Ian Murray and Steve
Todd can focus on growing the team, accelerating
the development of their next generation products
and boosting market penetration with its ‘musthave’ GUARDIAN® technology.
GUARDIAN® is a remote, automated measurement
and alert system that focuses on environmental data
including temperature. Designed and manufactured
in the UK by Plexus Innovation, GUARDIAN® is
already making a huge difference to those who have
invested in the technology.
Ideal in reducing the risk of Legionella and ensuring
temperature in water or refrigeration units is at
an optimum level to protect health, GUARDIAN®
technology comprises of a combination of hardware,
with remote monitoring software.

industries, this funding can only go on to ensure that
the GUARDIAN® technology will be implemented
on a wider scale, protecting even more vulnerable
people in the North East.”
In care homes GUARDIAN® remotely identifies risk
from medical fridge and water services compliance
issues, enabling early intervention by specialist
staff and the provision of enhanced duty of care to
residents. In social housing GUARDIAN® assists in
reducing risk to tenants from the water born disease,
Legionella.
Recognising the importance of these functions,
particularly in the current pandemic, Michael
Dickens, Investment Manager at Maven, said:
“Plexus Innovation has developed an innovative
proprietary product that addresses legislative issues,
pushing the entire sector into the 21st Century.
“GUARDIAN® fills a void in the market and is
already attracting high profile clients. This means the
market opportunity is significant. We look forward to
supporting Ian and Steve through the coming years.”

And now, due to the investment from Mercia through
the NE Venture Fund and Maven Capital Partners
(Maven), which manages the Finance Durham Fund,
Ian and Steve are in a position to enable growth
of this exciting technology much further in the
marketplace.

Ian, who along with Steve is on a mission to make
remote technology across the services industry
the norm, rather than niche, said: “We are already
successfully rolling out our innovative GUARDIAN®
technology across a range of sectors including care
homes, social housing, education, healthcare and
hotels. Our current clients have had uninterrupted
compliance management delivered remotely
throughout a number of lockdown scenarios.

James Allsopp, investment manager at Mercia, said:
“Plexus Innovation is already doing excellent work in
the care home and social housing sectors, working
with names like believe housing and Careline
Lifestyles. Given the impact of COVID-19 on these

“The remote measurement and alert system, which
provides a digital alternative to manual checks, is
therefore now proven to be cost effective and reliable
at providing accurate measurement. It provides realtime data with a full audit trail, issues alerts, reduces

risk and detects a range of key issues not possible via
manual measurement.
“We are obviously elated that this investment means
we can now roll out GUARDIAN® even further,
helping more compliance and facilities managers;
operational and maintenance teams, and nursing and
care professionals to do their job better.”
Sarah Slaven, interim Managing Director at Business
Durham, which oversees Finance Durham said: “We
are delighted to be investing in Plexus Innovation,
it is an excellent example of the kind of innovative
and dynamic company Finance Durham was set up
to help. The investment will create new jobs in this
exciting sector and enable Plexus to take advantage
of the opportunities that do and will exist to build a
stronger, more resilient economy”.
Cllr Carl Marshall, Durham County Council’s cabinet
member for economic development, said: “Our longterm ambition as a council is to preserve a thriving
environment for businesses to grow while creating
and safeguarding more and better jobs. Through
the support from Finance Durham, we can ensure
enterprising businesses with dynamic ideas have the
right means to expand, allowing them to create more
jobs and investment opportunities in the area as their
business grows. Plexus Innovation have developed a
technology that will benefit the care sector, and the
county, for many years to come.”
The NEVF can invest up to £1.0million for firms
in Northumberland, Durham and Tyne & Wear,
particularly those which are engaged in innovation
or developing disruptive business models. Funding is
available to all companies with high growth potential
and also pre-start enterprises.

More information is available at www.plexus-innovation.com
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Andrew Marsh

THE THINGS WE CAN LEARN FROM WORLD LEADERS
Andrew Marsh, Vistage chair, business owner, non executive board member and chair of a number of charitable
boards has been influential in keeping positivity in the leadership ranks of the North East throughout 2020.

Here, he gives some hints and tips on choosing
the right peers and what we can learn from
world leaders interaction with their own peers
throughout the pandemic:
“Coronavirus has been a huge test for the leaders
of the world; leaders in business, in government
and in any position of power or decision making.
We can learn a lot about leadership by observing
the behaviours of these people in times of pressure,
who they lean on and the respect they give or get.
“The pandemic brought with it a huge test for
every country, with crisis response, decision making
and reactions all being critical to the survival of the
economy and to the population’s health / death
toll.
“What a huge weight of responsibility for these
people…but how did they respond and are they all
so different from each other?
“The Chinese government was watched with
the entire world taking notes on what they did.
The World Health Organisation praised them for
their efforts as they closed down industry, halted
manufacturing, brought in mass testing, quarantine
and started sharing the knowledge that they were
gaining. This was the peer action that helped the
world start to understand the issues we would all
soon face.
“The choice here was short term economic loss
to preserve lives. They took control together
and exercised leadership methods to ‘save’ the
country and its people. As the pandemic spread,
other countries around the world watched and
then looked internally to protect themselves. The
closure of borders, travel restrictions and focus

on individual economic impact took over each
country’s peer discussions.
“The world observed each other, and countries
leaders surrounded themselves with experts to
help them understand the situation, the impact
and to look for solutions. This included continued
dialogue with other countries, copying what was
going well and taking the good, whilst dropping the
not so successful.
“In March and April, during the early days of
understanding, policy was being made on the
move whilst still learning. Governments and leader
decisions had to be agile, and proved to have
lots of holes in them, so today we are still seeing
adaptation and development, with more peers and
experts joining the team as the need for knowledge
grows. Some of the early support peers are now
leaving or have left.
“To deal with this, country leaders have expanded
their peer support and are now listening to local
leaders, heads of education and schooling, and
business leaders. Data from these expert peers is
crucial, as it is in every leadership role.
“What is fascinating is how each country has had
a different approach as to which data is important,
and the results gained by that data.
“But what can we, those who are leaders in
business, learn from all of this?
“Making decisions is THE key part of a leaders
role. And one of the hardest. Looking at balances
between economy, health, jobs, regions, age,
schools and social activities is not something any
one person can be an expert one. Peers can help

get more of a situation right, although as we have
seen it is impossible to satisfy 100% of any one
population.
“Communication is critical. It is easy to criticise the
leaders but day on day they are striving to improve.
Daily briefs in the UK and warnings on timescales
with tier systems and the latest lockdown is a long
way from the original communication pattern.
“Without doubt, in every example, it shows us that
peers are essential. Every leader has them. But, it
isn’t just about having them – its about having
the right ones, one you can trust who have the
right knowledge and who in times of crisis can pull
together under the test and be transparent.
“At Vistage, and in my personal peer to peer groups,
the highest praises I receive is that I excel in mixing
the right personalities, experience, and talents to
bring together groups that actually work; groups
that support, nurture and champion each other.
“Peer to peer support only works if the right people
are in the room, so it is a finely honed skill to match
those people and foster the right relationships.
Time after time our peer groups demonstrate that
we get it right, which can only be good for the
North East.
“As someone who has guided large multi million
pound businesses through growth, and sits on
the board of a number of North East businesses
destined for great things, one of my biggest pieces
of advice is to continually learn. Learn from peers,
share yourself and your experience with your peers
– that in itself is the beginning of great leadership
and when it’s done in a safe place like Vistage, then
you can only thrive. ”

Contact Andrew on Andrew.marsh@vistagechair.co.uk
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COVID-19
Business Support
Brochure
Business Durham has, with its partners, developed
the COVID-19 Business Support brochure to help you
navigate through the support available for County Durham
businesses during these challenging times.
With links directly to the providers making it easier to find the right
support. The types of support available include:
1. Grants, Loans & Equity - financial products and services
2. Business Support - projects, schemes or organisations offering
information, advice and guidance
3. Digital Support - organisations or projects supporting digital
infrastructure, connectivity and digital opportunities
4. Innovation - organisations or projects which explore innovation
and diversification
5. Sector Support - information relevant to particular industry
sectors
6. Skills, Recruitment and Training - covering employability,
internships, graduate recruitment, apprenticeships and upskilling
or reskilling the workforce
7. Business Start-Up - including enterprise agencies, starting a
business and start-up projects
8. Supporting Employees - employee wellbeing, mental health
initiatives, workplace financial inclusion and better health at work
schemes
Visit our website to view the brochure and find out more at
www.businessdurham.co.uk/covidbusinesssupport

T +44 (0) 03000 261261
E enquiries@businessdurham.co.uk
W businessdurham.co.uk
businessdurham12/
LinkedIn business-durham
@_BusinessDurham
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John Spence from Metal Fabrications Systems
who have had support from Digital Drive County Durham

HELPING COMPANIES ADAPT TO CHANGE
By Sarah Slaven, Interim Managing Director of Business Durham.

The COVID-19 pandemic continues to provide an uncertain backdrop for the
economy in County Durham and beyond.
With that uncertainty comes the challenges our businesses
face in not only dealing with the here and now of operating
their company and fulfilling customer expectations but
understanding that support is available to them and that
they are not acting alone.
Our priority is to help guide businesses across the county to
get the help they need in the wake of the biggest economic
disruption in living memory.
The world has never changed so rapidly, and we are keen to make
sure companies have the help they need to develop new and
innovative solutions, and to access the support available to either
get back on track, seize new opportunities or do both.
The recent local restrictions, and second national lockdown, are
a prime example of how the COVID-19 crisis will continue to
affect businesses in different ways and at different times, often
unexpectedly. We are working closely with companies to help
them address the challenges arising from the pandemic and
support them in the months ahead.
As the economic development arm of Durham County Council,
Business Durham has created a new COVID-19 Business Support
Brochure to highlight the wide-ranging support available to firms
across the county to help safeguard jobs and retain businesses in
County Durham.
Our easy to use guide brings together key information, resources
and advice for businesses that are looking for help navigating the
opportunities on offer.
The brochure focuses on eight key categories of assistance
including grants, loans and equity; business support; digital
support; innovation; sector support; skills, recruitment and
training; business start-up and employee welfare.
Through our network of business support organisations from
across the North East we are highlighting 46 programmes
providing help for companies to build their resilience and get
back on track. Programmes include help to trade internationally
from the Department for International Trade, support for starting
up a business from the North East Enterprise Agency Ltd, and
targeted sector programme, Supply Chain North East, as well as
our own support programmes.

One of the entries included in the brochure is our ERDF-funded
Digital Drive County Durham programme which aims to help
businesses to become more resilient, efficient and profitable,
gaining a competitive edge by using digital technology. Now
more than ever, businesses must be adaptable and we’re here
to provide the practical support and resources to help them
embrace the future through embedding a digital mindset.
Another example of the support available is a new strand of
our ERDF-funded Durham Business Opportunities Programme
(DBOP) focusing on COVID Recovery Support for Micro and
Small Businesses. Businesses employing up to 15 people can take
advantage of 1:1 professional sales and marketing advice to help
attract customers and boost sales following the economic impact
of the COVID-19 pandemic.
With typically tight margins, micro and small businesses are
particularly vulnerable to economic downturn. So it is vital we
support these companies throughout the crisis, as they play an
important role in ensuring our communities thrive and will be
crucial in creating jobs and securing economic growth in the
future.
The DBOP COVID Recovery Support for Micro and Small
Businesses Programme is all about increasing sales, raising your
business profile, and helping you get back on track. I encourage
all County Durham micro and small businesses to take advantage
of the scheme.
Working jointly with Durham County Council and the County
Durham Economic Partnership, our Business Support Brochure
is part of ongoing efforts to assist companies across County
Durham.
In these unprecedented times, it is vital that we come together
with regional and national partners to help protect businesses,
communities and jobs in County Durham by ensuring companies
can access all available support and financial assistance to enable
them to continue operating.
Making best use of the programmes and resources available
we can continue to build business resilience, support the
local economy and get County Durham ready for recovery. By
supporting each other we can survive and thrive together.

www.businessdurham.co.uk
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Sarah Slaven, Interim Managing Director of Business Durham
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SAMMY AIMS FOR NO 1
Last Christmas, the DVD of the 2018 Sunday for
Sammy concert reached the number three slot
in the music video Official Charts.
Now, the Sunday for Sammy team are urging fans
to help them reach the Christmas number one
slot with the new 2020, 20th Anniversary Sunday
for Sammy DVD from the sell-out shows at the
Newcastle Utilita Arena in February.
Sunday for Sammy is a celebration of North
Eastern culture staged to raise funds to support the
next generation of North Eastern performers with
training, expenses and equipment.
The four-hour, music and comedy two DVD set
contains appearances from cast regulars including
Tim Healy, Kevin Whately and the long-awaited
return of Jimmy Nail to the show. Music highlights
include songs by Trevor Horn, Joe McElderry and of
course the iconic ‘Run for Home’ finale.
The DVD is available from JG Windows in Newcastle
and Metrocentre or online at www.jgwindows.com

TYNESIDE
PHOTOGRAPHER
SPREADS JOY WITH
INSPIRING IMAGES OF
THE NORTH EAST

THE ART OF MURDER
COMES TO 1920’S
NEWCASTLE
A new mystery thriller set in the 1920s links
the murder of a famous artist to a number of
locations in Newcastle and Northumberland.
The fifth book of the popular Poppy Denby
Investigates series, ‘The Art Fiasco’, sees the
investigative journalist and amateur detective
returning home to Newcastle for a holiday from
her London job only to stumble upon a murder in
the city’s Laing Art Gallery.
Corbridge born author Fiona Veitch Smith is no
stranger to crime writing. At university she studied
drama, history and journalism and then worked on
a Cape Town newspaper, covering both the arts and
crime beats, which would eventually feed into the
creation of Poppy Denby.
Fiona said: “Like myself, Poppy is a journalist and
shares some of my feelings on social injustice
and equality. I’ve aligned her with the suffragette
movement as a lot of my inspiration for her came
from Emily Wilding Davison.”

A self-taught photographer who spent his life
overcoming terrible odds is using his stunning
images of the North East to help people around
the world beat the lockdown blues.
Phil Benton first combined his award-winning
images with inspirational quotes when pandemic
restrictions shut down the markets and fairs which
are his bread and butter. The results were such a big
hit with fans and he’s now selling printed copies on
his website and via Facebook.
The impact of Covid-19 is just the latest in
a lifetime of hurdles Phil has overcome since
developing the debilitating disease ME at the age
of 19 and suffering crippling bouts of depression.
Phil said: “After what happened to me, I know
what people are going through at the moment
with the uncertainty. That’s why I started making
inspirational images and sharing them on social
media. The response has been brilliant.”

OPERATION ELF DELIVERS CHRISTMAS HOPE TO
BLYTH COMMUNITY
Blyth Town Council together with partners Blyth Food Bank, CVA Blyth Valley, Engage in
the Community, Blyth Rotary Club, The Port of Blyth, Asda Blyth, Morrison’s Blyth and
Bede Academy have pooled their resources to ensure families in the town don’t suffer
this Christmas.
With more than 350 families in Blyth living on or under the poverty line, the organisations have
teamed up to ensure that children in the town aren’t left out this Christmas.
Operation Elf will ensure that a food parcel is delivered to any families in need in Blyth along
with gifts for the children.
Mayor Warren Taylor said: “It’s amazing that we have so many organisations rallying around to
make this happen but we also need the help of individuals too. We need your help if you can
donate food, toys, books or money. We also need help packing boxes and delivering the parcels.”

“To eat well in England, you should have breakfast three times a day.”

Somerset Maughan

Breakfast served all day, every day!
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NEW PRODUCT RELEASE

SMARTMISTER
• Automated smart workplace sanitiser / mister (works with Alexa)
• Simple-to-use, convenient and effective surface sanitiser and deodoriser
• Large capacity storage tank for up to 31 days usage with easy refill
• Fully accredited to meet sanitation requirements
•

Effective against Covid-19

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
• Deodorises – feel clean, feel fresh, be safe.
• De-ionises – removes air particles such as PM2.5.
• In-house lab testing facilities / service. Access to expertise / professional advice.
• Warranty valid when used with SmartMister Solution – effectiveness & efficacy.

KILLS

99.9999%
OF VIRUSES,
GERMS AND
SPORES IN ONE
MINUTE

CAN YOU PROVE IT WORKS?
Yes. We can provide a test method to prove this device will sanitise a room to EU
regulatory standards and work well on all surfaces, even carpets that are known to
house the most bacteria and viruses. The hypochlorous acid that is used inside the
device has been tried and tested, passing EU Regulations to be able to kill 99.9999%
of bacteria spores and viruses, including the coronavirus family, with an ATP Lab test
to verify your data logging.

GET MORE INFORMATION AT www.sosgroup-ltd.co.uk/smartmister

SMART DECISION-MAKING STARTS NOW!
E info@sosgroup-ltd.co.uk | T 0345 230 8080 | W www.sosgroup-ltd.co.uk

COMMUNITY NEWS

TONNES OF DONATIONS ANSWER
SOUTH TYNESIDE FOODBANK’S
URGENT CALL
A local foodbank has been heartened by a flurry of kind donations
from businesses, schools and members of the community, although
it is still some way off its target.
South Shields-based charity Hospitality & Hope had appealed to the
public for the 15 tonnes of food it needs to support people and families
who have been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Like many food banks across the region, Hospitality & Hope has seen a
huge surge in demand, with the Trussell Trust warning that UK destitution
rates will double by Christmas alongside an explosion in demand for food
parcels.

PK MOTORS HANDS OVER £7,500 TO
PROSTATE CANCER UK
Prostate Cancer UK has received a welcome boost from Newcastle-based
independent motor retailer PK Motors, who presented them with a giant
cheque of £7,526.50.
Receiving the socially distanced sized cheque on behalf of Prostate Cancer UK was
former Olympic gold Medallist and World Record Holder Jonathan Edwards CBE, who
along with others helped raise the outstanding figure for the leading men's health
charity.

The South Tyneside foodbank’s rallying call has been answered by many of
its supporters, which included a £1,000 grant from North East commercial
law firm Muckle LLP.

The money was raised at PK Motors’ annual charity golf day held at Northumberland's
Matfen Hall golf course. Attended by local businesses and customers, the 26 teams
who took part gave generously to help raise funds and awareness of the disease,
which kills one man every 45 minutes.

Hospitality & Hope is asking businesses who are not holding a staff
Christmas party this year if they are able to donate a percentage of what
they would have spent to the £15k Winter Virgin Money Giving campaign.
The campaign will go towards funding the charity’s operational costs.

Paul Keighley, Owner of PK Motors, said: “I have a friend who is receiving treatment
for prostate cancer and I therefore decided to hold my annual charity golf day in aid
of Prostate Cancer UK. We had a fabulous day's golf and I would personally like to
thank everyone and all the businesses who took part.”

Food donations can be dropped it off at the Hospitality & Hope Hampton
Street Operations Centre, South Shields, NE33 4JR.

The winners on the day were Frontier Group, the longest drive was made by Simon
Milne, Lookers VW Silverlink, and nearest the pin was David Hails.

LOCAL FILM COMPANY WIN NATIONAL AWARD
Siren Films is a North East film company who has been making
films about child development for over 30 years. They've recorded
thousands of hours of authentic, unscripted and honest footage
over the years. By capturing children behaving naturally, doing
what they do, they're able to honestly test theories and open up
the discussion for new ones in the process.
Siren have just won the Teach Early Years Award for their video clip
library and the team are ecstatic. Winning a national award and beating
off big competition is something they dreamed about but often
thought was unobtainable as they are such a small set up.
Since moving all their footage online into an easy to use clip library,
things have quickly changed for Siren. Their footage is now used globally
with over 500 academic institutions using their materials. Their work
has also been endorsed by the one and only Sir David Attenborough.
For more information visit www.sirenfilms.co.uk.
0191 4770365

enquiries@teamsynergi.co.uk

www.teamsynergi.co.uk

Empowering digital business.
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The charity's Giving a Home gingerbread house.

LOCAL BUSINESSES COME
TOGETHER FOR CHARITY
CHRISTMAS APPEAL
Karbon Homes, Flooring Superstore, NICE Network and other
businesses from across the region have come together to help
launch a homelessness charity’s Christmas appeal to raise vital funds
following a rise in rough sleepers during this year’s lockdowns.
Earlier this month, Oasis Community Housing
launched their ‘Giving a Home’ campaign with
both a virtual, and a life-size gingerbread house
located at Gateshead’s Tesco Extra.
The Gateshead-based charity hopes the appeal will
aid their continued work delivering food, warmth
and medicines, along with counselling and a safe,
stable environment to people facing homelessness
throughout Christmas and 2021. While also
encouraging people to celebrate their own home
– in a year that has involved spending more time
indoors than ever before.
David Smith, Oasis Community Housing’s Chief
Executive, explains: “Our teams do early morning
outreach on the streets and they are seeing a real
spike in rough sleeping, and meeting many people
who are newly homeless. 2020 has been tough

for all of us, but can you imagine what it would
be like not to have somewhere safe and warm to
stay when everywhere else is closed? Our Giving
a Home appeal is about providing just that; more
than simply a roof overhead.”
The appeal’s online launch event invited businesses
to tune in wearing their best black and gold
attire - the charity’s colours - for an afternoon of
live music, charity stories and virtual fireworks.
Commenting on their involvement, Terri Hamilton
of NICE Network, a Sunderland-based Telecoms
Solutions company, said: “We are delighted to be
able to come together to support this exciting
event, and help make a big difference for people
facing homelessness this winter and into the New
Year.”
The virtual version of the ‘Giving a Home’

gingerbread house can be seen online, with
donations from businesses and individuals able
to ‘buy’ bricks, roof tiles and other festive treats
to help ‘build’ the confectionery home. For every
£2,000 raised a gingerbread person will move into
the house, enabling the charity to offer a real home
to someone facing homelessness throughout 2021
- with a generous donation from Karbon Homes,
which owns and manages almost 30,000 properties
across the North East and Yorkshire, having already
kick-started the appeal.
The charity’s real-life gingerbread house sits
just outside Trinity Square’s Tesco Extra on
snow frosted grass, which was gifted by Flooring
Superstore. Greig Anderson, Flooring Superstore’s
Regional Manager, commented: “As a business with
its head office in the North East, as well as several
stores, we are always pleased to be able to support
organisations and charities who are making a
difference to so many people in our region. Oasis
Community Housing are a perfect example. We
wish them every success with their gingerbread
house initiative.”
‘Giving a Home’, and the gingerbread houses,
will run until the end of January 2021. Oasis’
Chief Executive David Smith added: “We couldn’t
do what we do without the generous support
of businesses and individuals, so please do get
involved by spreading the word with a selfie at the
gingerbread house or by making a donation – it all
goes towards us giving a home to someone who
desperately needs it this Christmas and New Year.”

To find out more, please visit www.givingahome.org.uk or contact Corporate Relationship Manager hazel.ditchburn@oasiscommunityhousing.org
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Northern Insight talks to...

DAVID SMITH
Chief Executive ,
Oasis Community Housing

Why was the charity founded?
In 1984 a group of young Christians recognised that
there was nowhere for young homeless people to
go if they wanted to move off the street and get
back onto their feet. They set up Oasis Community
Housing – or Aquila Housing Association as it was
then – and three years later managed to raise
enough funds to buy a property, offering supported
self-contained accommodation to five women. Now,
36 years later, we’re proud to support almost 2,000
people every year.
Which area do you cover?
Based in Gateshead, we have 17 projects across the
North East and London, all tackling the root causes
of homelessness. Our ‘Home’ project, just like that
original property, provides a secure supported space
for men, women, and mothers and babies to get back
on their feet. Our ‘Basis’ service offers crisis support
– from benefits advice through to a friendly ear for rough sleepers. ‘Aspire’ supports those furthest
from the job market with training and skills, while
through ‘Empower’ we support young women who
have suffered domestic abuse move towards safety
and independence.
What type of fundraising events
do you have?
We have places available for 2021’s Great North
Run however, the rest of the programme of events
we had lined up for next year feels up in the air
at the moment. We were really disappointed our
annual Black & Gold Fundraising Ball was unable to
take place, especially after its success last year, but
COVID-19 put pay to that – like so many things this
year, for so many people. All I can say is keep an eye
on the Events page on our website!
What have been your proudest
moments so far?
It may sound contrived, but my proudest moment
is going into work every day as CEO of this amazing
charity. The staff are the best team I’ve ever worked
with, and our mission of hope for people in the
toughest situation is only successful because of their
deep commitment. Being more specific, I was really
proud when we opened our Basis drop-in centre in
Sunderland in 2018; we spotted a need, cast a vision
for addressing homelessness in the city, and had
it up and running in six months. I was also proud
when our team in the Naomi Project (a home for
young women in Gateshead) won the 2019 Women
in Housing Awards for Best Small Team. Every time
someone we’ve supported comes back to us down
the line and becomes a member of staff is pretty
special too.

David Smith

Bottley as our patrons - with Kate kindly fronting our
Christmas appeal video this year. Our Trustees brings
a wealth of experience and expertise to the charity
at Board level and our thanks goes to Anita Morris,
Dr Caroline Wroe, Kate Ginks, Margaret Lawson, Nick
Salisbury and Bishop Mark Bryant.
What are you currently working on?
In 2020, our teams have seen more rough sleepers
on the streets and met many people who are newly
homeless, as well as having to completely re-map the
way we deliver our services due to the lockdowns.
So, we’ve just launched our Christmas appeal
to raise vital funds for the year ahead. It’s called
‘Giving a Home’ as we believe in just that; simply
putting a roof over someone’s head is not going to
fix whatever issues they may be battling. We deliver
food, warmth, advice, medicines and counselling as
well as a safe and stable environment.

Who are your main trustees and patrons?

What does the future hold?

We’re delighted to have the support of TV presenter
Anthea Turner and Gogglebox’s Reverend Kate

Because of the pandemic the future for Oasis
Community Housing, like every other organisation

at the moment, is uncertain. We do know that there
is a looming tidal wave of unemployment, mental
ill health struggles and homelessness coming down
the track next year and in the years beyond. But we
are committed to stepping up and doing what we do
best to play our part. I once asked one of our team,
who had been with us for many years, what it is that
we do best and she said, “We love people back to
health”. Our commitment is to keep on doing just
that, whatever the future holds.
How do you get involved?
As we’re unable to meet face to face this year,
we’ve developed a virtual gingerbread house for this
year’s ‘Giving a Home’ appeal – and we’re inviting
businesses and individuals to help us ‘build’ it. Any
donation will make a huge difference to the people
we support however, for every £2,000 raised a
gingerbread person will ‘move into’ the festive home
and we’ll be able to provide a real home to someone
facing homelessness throughout 2021.

To find out more, please visit givingahome.org.uk or contact hazel.ditchburn@oasiscommunityhousing.org
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Nevil Tynemouth

ETERNAL CONSUMERS, GOOD OR BAD?
We all love to consume goods, but what about the bads we consume, create and put out into the world?
My role is normally supporting those in sales
and business development and I spend my time
looking at this from a business perspective.
As a starting point though, I would like to
consider these goods and bads from a consumer
perspective.
I want to talk to you as a consumer, and I want you
to think about the “bads” you are buying. No, not
the chocolate or cream cakes (they are both good
and bad). I want you to think about the negatives
that come wrapped up with and bundled into the
“goods” we buy. This is where we pause to think
about the things we consume, where they come
from and what impact they have. With the current
restrictions and lockdown in place, it has made me
think so much more about what I consume and I
wonder if you have had similar thoughts? As that
next parcel arrives at our door, do we pause and
think about:
What about the packaging waste?
Which bits can and can’t be recycled?
	How much energy was used to create this, and
how much energy was used to deliver this?
Was this ethically sourced?
	What is the overall environmental impact of
this item?
Do I really need this?

I often talk about the good and services that
businesses create, but how often do we all (you,
me and businesses) look at these “bads” that are
created at the same time – the opportunity costs,
the waste, environmental issues, the true costs of
what we consume. As consumers we can have a
major influence on this just by taking a little more
time to consider what we are buying and where it
comes from and making our preferences clear to
our suppliers and who we buy from.
Thinking of this from a business perspective, and as
a supplier of goods and services how closely do you
look at your own impact and that of your supply
chain? Consumers and clients are now becoming
so much more aware of the total cost and impact
of the goods and services they are buying. Knowing
this and taking full account of this can really help
you approach existing and new clients with an offer
that can differentiate you against your competitors.
We often work with businesses on the “real
client journey” and more clients, customers and
consumers are becoming attuned to the ethical
and environmental impact of their journey. Are you
and your business considering this?
How much time do you spend speaking to your
clients and customers about why they buy and
what they are really looking for? There will always
be a range of options of goods and services in the
marketplace, and the current situation can help us

all focus and to truly understand the impact of our
consumption and the real value and cost of what
passes through our hands. Is there a trade off we all
need to consider about the cost, price and value of
what we consume? Would it help us all to consider
the true cost and true value for us, the planet and
everyone around us?
As businesses and consumers there are a number
of simple things we can do, to come together and
really address this challenge. Shop local, support
the local economy and especially local retailers in
the run up to what should be the busiest period
of the year. We are looking forward to enjoying a
locally sourced fresh turkey from our traditional
farm supplier in Murton, using local retailers and
suppliers featured in Northern Insight for our
Christmas shop and thinking more about where
and how we source gifts this year. We all need to
think about how we create, support and develop
ethical, low waste supply chains in business and as
consumers.
This year has been a massive challenge to so many
people and businesses, and I would like to think
there can be some good things that come out
the current situation. A more sustainable, green
supply chain for the goods and services you buy.
Ethical sources, less waste, less food miles and
more sustainable business would be a great gift for
everyone this year.

To contact Nevil email: nevil@newresults.co.uk, connect with him on LinkedIn or visit the website www.newresults.co.uk
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WHY YOU NEED A SALES BIBLE
Sales Bible, Playbook, SOP – Sales Operational Manual – call it what you want,
but you can’t scale your sales function without one.

I’m often quoted as saying ‘Brand is a promise of consistency’,
but that also applies to how well you codify and deliver a
consistent end-to-end customer journey in your business.
If someone’s experience of being ‘sold to’ differs depending
on how they come across your company, or their point of
entry into the sales cycle, or the employee who picks up
the opportunity and engages with them, then you are
undermining your brand promise.
An unmapped, unmanaged, unregulated and un-templated sales
process is as damaging to your business as not knowing your
cashflow.
Yet, right now, in your business there are pockets of hidden
genius. Someone has the best opening one-liner that has the
highest engagement on LinkedIn. Somebody else has the best
research and analytical method to figure a prospect’s core
problems. Someone writes the best sales copy, someone else has
the best qualification technique. Someone is a demon at followup, or closing. You get my drift.
This is not about ‘scripting’ your sales process – I hate scripts.
Hated using them as a salesperson, hated it when I had to make
a team I managed use them, hated the reaction and frustration it
created in our customers. They’re rigid, inflexible and suck out all
the creativity and empowerment from your team.
Templates meanwhile – I luuuuuurve a good template. I have a
rule in my business. If you write or say something more than
twice (and it works) template it and add it to your Bible.
Start by mapping out all your core customer journeys. Your
new business process. Your onboarding process. Your account
management process etc. and build your workflows and IT
processes to align your business with the most efficient way to
meet your customer’s expectations. But as always, the devil is in
the detail, and that’s why you need to layer ontop a Bible.
Here’s three core steps to build and populate your Sales Bible;
1. Decide where your Bible will be hosted
This could be a simple folder structure within your shared work
area. Be that Dropbox (if you’re old school), Sharepoint, GDrive,

or many of my clients host their playbook on an internal wiki
such as Confluence.
Top Tip: Build as many templates or ‘how to’ guides into your
CRM as possible. The more your templates slot into your team’s
daily workflow the better compliance you will have.
Another Top Tip: Ensure your templated information is exactly
that – templates. Don’t mix live operational content with Sales
Bible guidelines.
2. Decide how to populate it
This is often the step that - even with the best intentions - is the
reason most Bibles never get populated. Let me tell you what
doesn’t work. Giving this as a ‘project’ to one team member,
or team leader. My advice is to make this a team task and give
everyone a timescale within which to document all their best
practices.
We created our Company Shortcuts Bible at a time when we
were switching our systems over to Google. We gave the team
two months to copy over any files or sales templates they wanted
to keep before we restricted access to the old file structure. It
worked a treat and had the added benefit of cleaning up our
internal document library at the same time.
3. Keeping your Bible current
Now you have the codification of ‘how we do sales around
here’, someone needs to be responsible for maintaining (then
improving) those standards. Watch out for silos forming that
undermine team compliance. Are people following the guidelines
on how to create a customer record for example. Do your team
write Newcastle-upon-Tyne in the city field or simply Newcastle,
and as for Postcodes … don’t get me started!. As a team, review
your results, review your process at least every six months and
update your templates accordingly.
The world and customers’ expectations are ever evolving, and we
need to ensure we continue to build Sales Engines that enable
our prospects to purchase from us in a way that they want to
buy – and to do so consistently.

Nicola Cook is an awarding winning entrepreneur, investor and author. She’s the CEO of Company Shortcuts, the UK’s leading Sales Acceleration
agency which helps scale-ups build a profitable Sales Engine for growth. She currently has only one space available to support an ambitious
organisation in 2021. If you want that to be your company email helen@companyshortcuts.com for an application form.
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Fokhrul Islam

GPG CEO NAMED MOST
AMBITIOUS BRITISH LEADER,
AS COMPANY POSTS
‘EXCEPTIONAL’ ACCOUNTS
Fokhrul Islam wins LDC and Telegraph Top 50 Most Ambitious
Business Leader as turnover increases by nearly 50% year-onyear to reach £44m.
In its third year, the LDC Top 50 Most Ambitious Business Leaders (in partnership with The
Telegraph newspaper) recognises inspiring leaders behind the UK’s most successful, mediumsized businesses. This year there were over 350 nominations.
Fu (to friends and colleagues) was selected as the outright winner, following rigorous judging sessions
throughout 2020. Having set the energy management specialist up in 2013, Fu has driven expansion
across three continents - Europe, US and Asia - with offices in the UK, France, US, Malta and India.
Global Procurement Group (GPG) has consistently built its customer base, reaching 20,000
customers today, and grown its headcount to over 700. The global group develops technologies that
help businesses better manage their energy; cutting costs, consumption and carbon. Its UK arm,
Northern Gas and Power, has offices in Gateshead, Newcastle and Leeds and is soon to move into a
stunning, new waterfront location on Gateshead quays.
CEO, Fu, said “I'm extremely grateful to have been selected for this top award – it’s an honour. It’s
been an exceptionally challenging year and I’d like to thank my global team for all their amazing
efforts, day-in, day-out.
"Despite the tough conditions, we are continuing to expand across the globe, growing our headcount
and customer base. I’m very grateful for this recognition and would like to thank LDC and also
congratulate everyone involved in this Top 50 process.”
The midmarket is the linchpin of the nation’s economy: the firms profiled in this year’s Top 50
employ more than 5,250 people and collectively contribute more than £1bn to the economy.
Judges said Fu demonstrated a dogged determination to realise his vision and has a proven track
record for achieving growth, both at home and overseas. They were particularly impressed with the
energy management technologies, helping customers of all sizes reduce their energy consumption
and costs.
John Garner, from leading private equity firm, LDC said “LDC has supported ambitious business leaders
for 40 years. We’re here because we like to champion success. They are all winners, so deciding on the
Most Ambitious was a tough task for our judges, but Fokhrul’s dogged determination, attention to
detail, and the sacrifices he has made to achieve success really set him apart.”
This positive news follows other recent high-profile wins, including Fu being named Scale Up
entrepreneur of the year (North East) in the Great British Entrepreneur awards. Northern Gas and
Power was also highlighted by Glassdoor for its work-life balance culture, coming second across the
entire country beating of competition from the likes of Google and Sky Gaming/Betting.
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Building on this
national accolade the
company recently
posted its financial
accounts with strong
figures for year
ended 2019. Turnover
increased by nearly
50% year-on-year to
reach £44m after an
‘exceptional’ year.
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GPG has turned out to be one of the
most successful B2B energy solution
providers across the UK and France.
GPG's revenue has grown at 40% p.a. from 2017 to 2020.
The latest accounts show GPG’s turnover has grown by
48% to £44m for the year ended 2019. Revenue growth
has been strong across all markets GPG operate in, with
particularly strong growth in the relatively new French and
US markets. GPG entered the French market in 2014 and
has grown revenues in this short time to account for 16%
of the group’s total revenue by 2020. French revenues are
growing at over 110% p.a. from 2017 and 2020.
The business is expected to deliver EBITDA of £31m in 2020
(46% EBITDA margin), vs. £14m in 2019 (32% EBITDA
margin).
Despite the challenges presented by Covid-19, 2020 has
seen sustained and continued growth, proving to be an
extremely strong year for the group. It has delivered 2020
YTD group revenues of £52m and is projected to finish 2020
with a total of £67m, demonstrating a 56% increase over
2019 figures.
GPG’s headcount has surpassed 700 this year and Q1
next year it is set to move into its new HQ RIGA Building,
a stunning custom-built Gateshead-waterfront office
complex, taking 4 floors at 30,000 sq. ft.
2021 will see UK headcount continue to grow with
allocation at Riga for 300 additional people; with the group’s
global headcount set to grow to around 1,000 heads.
In January this year, Energies France took on a new 13,000
sq. ft. Paris office in prime central location, and the
continued rapid expansion has seen the current French
location approaching capacity. A larger office move is
scheduled for Q2 April 2021, allowing GPG to grow the
operation by a further 150 people in France - doubling its
current headcount.
GPG has also launched a price comparison website targeting
micro-businesses: Business Energy Quotes in the UK and
Energie Supermarche in France (both launched in Feb 2020).
This online, technology-enabled proposition has allowed for
the expansion of its customer base to now include the micro
SME sector, a sector which has historically been untapped
by the group.
Through its subsidiary ClearVUE Systems, GPG has also
launched its cloud-based, energy management software
and hardware solution, allowing B2B customers to
monitor energy consumption and work towards a NET
Carbon Zero Future. This specialist sector for the Energy
Monitoring Systems market represents an estimated £500m
opportunity for the group across the UK and France. The
market is forecasted to grow at 10% p.a. and the group
hopes to gain a leading market share through is proprietary
technology solutions.

www.ngpltd.co.uk
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EXPRESS ENGINEERING INVESTS IN NEW
APPRENTICES TO SUPPORT GROWTH

L-R: Express Engineering’s current crop of apprentices include (l-r) Jay Robson,
Fred Mackenzie, Ben Garside, Shay Hall, Joe Rutter and Matthew Moralee.

Express Engineering, a global leader in innovative manufacturing, assembly and testing solutions for
the subsea oil and gas industry, has appointed six new apprentices as it continues to invest to support
growth and engineering excellence.

The move sees Cameron Gray from Wideopen,
Alex Dickens from Sunderland, Rafe Robbins
from Durham, Finlay Crawford from
Washington, Jamie Taylor from Stanley, and
Matthew Moralee from Gateshead join as
the latest group of engineering apprentices
based at the company’s engineering and R&D
facilities in the North East. They will be honing
their skills working on the job for the next four
years while completing their classroom studies
at training provider TDR’s school.
There are currently 22 apprentices at Express
Engineering, gaining the technical and commercial
training and skills needed to support their careers
as the company looks to expand its presence in the
global subsea oil and gas supply chain sector over
the next few years.
More than 130 apprentices have been through
Gateshead-based
Express
Engineering’s
apprenticeship programme since the company

was started in 1973. This latest intake comes
as the business has continued to maintain a
resilient performance during the pandemic and
invests further in workforce skills training and
development.
It currently employs more than 200 people across
its operations and predicts revenues in excess of
£35m for 2020.
Gary Thirlwell, managing director of Express
Engineering, who started his own career as an
apprentice, said: “We are investing strongly in
developing our apprenticeship programme to
ensure that we will have apprentices of the highest
calibre in place as we grow.
“This will see our workforce equipped well into
the future with the skills and expertise needed to
ensure that we can continue to compete in global
markets and provide customers with top quality
products and services.”

Elsewhere, Express Engineering recently gained the
prestigious international health and safety award
ISO 45001. Secured in the face of Covid-19 and
tough lockdown restrictions, it demonstrates the
company’s commitment to developing effective
controls and procedures for a safe working
environment at its Team Valley engineering and
R&D facilities.
ISO 45001, which replaces OHSAS 18001, is a
global standard, covering occupational health
and safety, providing a framework to improve
employee safety, reduce workplace risks and create
better working conditions, focusing on a proactive
approach to improving safety performance.
Working with customers like TechnipFMC, Baker
Hughes and Aker Solutions, Express Engineering is
a significant exporter of products, operating within
various geographical areas, including the North Sea,
Gulf of Mexico, east coast of Brazil, east and west
coasts of Africa and Australasia.

More detail about the company at www.express-engineering.co.uk
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THE NORTH EAST HR CONSULTANCY GOING
FROM STRENGTH TO STRENGTH IN 2020

Inspired HR Ltd are celebrating a record year
following a number of new client wins.
The HR consultancy has also strengthened its
team over the last few months as businesses
have had more need for expert advice to
navigate ever-changing guidelines.
Inspired-HR’s eight-strong team is also boosted
by the company’s close connections with some
of the North East’s leading experts in health and
safety, law, and business coaching.

a difficult year for all of our clients, many of
whom don’t have the resources to have an inhouse HR team. Being able to correctly furlough
staff benefits businesses and employers, as does
understanding your obligations as a business to
your employees.

Nikki really came into her own and supported us
massively with employee/employer COVID-19
problems. She was accessible at all times. It’s
good to know when you need help that Inspired
HR are only a phone call away and ready to
point you in the right direction.”

“It’s been a very tricky and fast-paced year due
to the speed and regularity that new legislation
has appeared at times, but by investing in our
team we’ve been able to help businesses to
continue trading while also protecting jobs in
the North East.”

And this growth and support has been
recognised by the UK body for Independent HR
Practices and People Professionals. Inspired HR
were recently accredited as platinum members
of the organisation, meaning they have been
recognised at the highest level for their
standards, professionalism, and competence as
a business.

As well as providing expertise around the
furlough scheme, Inspired HR have also
launched a fixed-price recruitment service to
help professionals find new roles.
A.S. Pneumatics, based in Gateshead, employed
the services of Inspired HR when they needed a
new company handbook.

Nikki Masterman, founder and Managing
Director, said: “We have seen a real increase in
demand for our services this year, due to the
introduction of schemes such as furlough, which
businesses have never had to navigate before.

Lesley Smith, Company Secretary, said:
“We started using Nikki from Inspired HR
in November 2019 when we needed a new
company handbook, which she produced for us
in record time.

“We’re proud to have been there throughout

“When the world went mad during COVID-19,

To find out more about how the team at Inspired HR can help you with information
around furlough and the government’s Job Support Scheme, visit www.inspired-hr.co.uk

Inspired-HR is at the front lines of our customer
requirements; This crisis is forcing almost every
business to immediately develop, adapt or
improve remote work policies and procedures.
We will continue to keep all our clients safe and
informed with all the changes. Together we will
get through this pandemic.
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PRIMA CHEESE JOINS THE CRUSADE TO SUPPORT
COVID-19 RAVAGED NORTH EAST BUSINESSES
Photography provided pro bono and courtesy of Stacey Sweeny, Scarlet Butterfly media www.scarletbutterflymedia.co.uk

Nima Beni, director at Prima
Cheese with Richard Swart, chair,
Open North Foundation.

Seaham-based Prima Cheese, one of the UK’s largest dairy food processors, has donated £2,000 to the
not-for-profit, Open North Foundation, in its quest to support businesses hardest hit by the pandemic.

The sum will be administered via Open North
Foundation to eligible businesses suffering as
a result of Covid-19 and who it is considered
would deliver long term, positive economic
impact and also create high quality jobs, if they
were supported.
Established in 1996, Prima Cheese, specialises in
cheese processing, predominantly used for pizzas.
It supplies 75% of its 600 tonne a week production
output within the domestic market and 25% by
export to over 50 countries.
In recent years, the company has grown to a team
of 150 and has expanded its premises, spread
across 13 departments, to include a gallery with
impressive views of its production line, a breakout
coffee area and open plan space for its transport,
IT, export and UK sales teams plus, an extended
warehouse and loading bays.

As well as making a financial donation to assist North
East businesses in need of support, commercial
director, Nagma Ebanks-Beni, headlined a recent
Open North Foundation fundraising webinar
‘Surviving in Difficult Times’ discussing the social
and economic benefits of encouraging diversity
and inclusion in the workplace, an appropriate and
important topic since her appointment as chair of
the race, equality and discrimination commission,
by the North East England Chamber of Commerce.
Nima Beni, director, Prima Cheese, said: “We are
proud to support Open North Foundation. It has
been a difficult time for many companies and as
a growing North East business, we wanted to offer
our support in the rebuilding of the local economy
and, therefore, felt compelled to contribute.
“We completed a long and difficult 24 month
facility upgrade and machinery investment project

in February this year, just before the lockdown in
March, so are acutely aware how the pandemic can
impact businesses without warning or preparation,
and really wanted to contribute to easing some
of that financial stress to other businesses in the
region who are in the hardest hit sectors.”
Richard Swart, chair of the Open North Foundation,
said: “We thank Prima Cheese for its very generous
donation and for its continued support for Open
North Foundation.
“We rely on the collective effort of the North East
business community to help one another in what is
set to be a very tough year ahead.
“Now, more than ever, is the time for businesses
who can and are in a position to help, to come
forward and assist those businesses which are in
need.”

To find out more about Open North Foundation or to make a financial pledge or to apply for a grant, go to www.opennorthfoundation.co.uk
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CAN YOU REALLY REDUCE YOUR BUSINESS PRINT
COSTS WITHOUT COMPROMISE?
Yes, you can with Inkredible.
Making the change from OEM to
compatible inks is not just cost effective,
but stress free with the right supplier.
Darlington-based Inkredible.co.uk will
support you every step of the way in
helping your ink go four times further!
Reports from 2019 suggest that the average
employee in Britain prints a whopping 8,000
pages per year! If we consider that at a 5%
coverage costing you or your company 5p to
print each page of paper when using genuine
cartridges, this can equate to somewhere in
the region of £400 per employee over the
course of a single year.

average saving you can expect when using
Inkredible inks, a single employee’s printing
costs could be dramatically reduced to just
£100, so for a team of 16 your print costs
would be just £1,600.
That’s a saving of 75%!

of your printing needs. With over 20 years
in the business, there aren’t many problems
that the team at Inkredible hasn’t come
across and problem solving is their second
nature. Their goal is to help you get back to
printing as quickly as possible so that you can
continue with your day, stress free.

Not only can you expect your print costs to
reduce by up to three quarters of your usual
spend, but you also get expert advice on any

With Business and Credit Accounts available,
and a 4.9 star rating out of five on Trustpilot,
you really are in the best hands.

According to the 2012 Small Business
Survey the average SME in the UK employs
16 employees, totalling £6,400 worth of
printing costs over the course of a year.
And remember, this is based only on a 5%
coverage* of ink on each page. Based on the

To find out how Inkredible can help your business, simply drop a line to Lottie@inkredible.co.uk with
the subject heading ‘Northern Insight Mag’.
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EXPERIENCE BANK GROUP LOOKS TO 2021
FOR THE REGION’S LEADERS
Peter Neal and Andrew Marsh of Experience Bank Group have joined forces for this latest advice column for
Northern Insight readers. The topic for this special December and January double edition is on looking forward to
2021 and how to stay positive when looking at your board, its structure, its performance and how to move forward.

Focusing on the Board
Firstly, to be successful in 2021, it is imperative that an organisation focuses
immediately on its board structure and role. Too many boards are confusing
issues by being too operational and doing the job of the management/executive
team.
To be a successful board, the members should be focusing on the business and
not working in the business. This can bring difficult conversations if you already
have a board, but it will be for the long term good of the organisation. You also
need to analyse the skills of the current board – what is missing that you need
to be focusing on in the next two years? That might seem like a long timeframe
but it is where boards should be focused.
If you don’t have a board, then consider one quickly. You need to do some
serious planning, have your vision, assess your skillset need and get appointing.
Be focused on those skillsets and don’t be swayed by someone with contacts
but no experience, an extensive little black book is great in a consultant, but a
true non-executive is an experienced driver to your future.

Quality Discussions –
The Difference Between Effectiveness and Efficiency
A good board needs to be clear on the difference between efficiency and
effectiveness. Efficiency is simply the processes and timings being well executed.
Again, a better measure for the executive team.

Andrew Marsh and Peter Neal
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Effectiveness is the outcome of the actions of the board. If a board is being run
properly you won’t actually feel the outcomes until further down the line as
the most impactful decisions will affect the future. If the board isn’t focused on
quality conversations about the future then opportunities will be missed.
We would encourage every board to go back and look at ideas that have been
previously parked or vetoed with a fresh pair of eyes – in the current climate
those propositions might look totally different.

Understand The Spheres of Influence
There are three spheres of influence – the inner one that you control, the middle
one that you have some influence over, and the outer one that is outside of your
control but that you can contribute to. There is then everything that surrounds it
that you can do nothing about, that you cannot control, change or contribute to.
Like BREXIT or COVID.
One you have identified what sits where in the spheres you can accept them
for what they are, focus your thinking and then you can roll forward with a plan
that is a solution despite the challenges.
We often use Edison’s reply when asked how he felt when it took him thousands
of failures to create the light bulb – I found thousands of ways of how not to
make the light bulb but I only needed one way to succeed. So, for business that
means there may well be 15 reasons to not do something but if we have one
reason why we should then let’s properly explore it! It’s more a fear of success
than failure sometimes.

BUSINESS INSIGHT
...continued from previous

Technical War Gaming
This is a great tactic that comes from the military and is very powerful when
applied to business decisions.
Formulate your vision on where you want the organisation to be. Write it down
and formalise it. Then create your plan of attack in theory.
Now put yourself in the future and think about how this plan and vision failed.
Put yourselves through all the uncomfortable, awful steps that made your vision
not come to fruition. Write these down. Perhaps get multiple views on the
possible failures, sometimes those naysayers are perfect here.
Now work out how to avoid or mitigate those reasons, failed actions and pitfalls
in getting to your ultimate vision. The result? If you mitigate the reasons and
plan them in, not just put them in a risk register, and execute then there is
nothing left but to succeed.

Diversity
This is the final and most impactful key to a successful board.

two, symbiotic services - EB Board Level Recruitment and EB High Performing
Boards.
With this combination of specialist expertise, the Experience Bank Group is
uniquely positioned to help organisations ensure they have not only the right
skills in the boardroom but also optimum board performance with higher value
creation.
For founding entrepreneurs and small charities, the social enterprise company,
The Experience Bank, has a carefully curated network of inspiring, experienced
people who can add value to many start-up businesses and small charities,
and can match entrepreneurs to non-execs who support businesses to
become investment-ready or to successfully achieve the next phase of
commercialisation.
5% of all revenue from Experience Bank Group is gifted
to The Experience Bank social enterprise to enable more
start-ups, early stage businesses, charities and social
enterprises access to top notch, non-executive talent.

You need as many different perspectives as possible from people that have as
many different experiences as possible. Be diverse in conversation topics, in
people, in thoughts, break molds and create choices. It isn’t just about ethnicity,
or gender, or background, it’s about vision, creativity, peer groups, source of
information and using those to open doors and eyes!
Finally, to stay positive it is important that all small wins are celebrated, and
that the wellbeing of all members of the team is at the forefront of all actions.
Without doubt, a positive 2021 will be driven by that.
Experience Bank Group incorporates The Experience Bank social enterprise
company (philanthropic support), along with a commercial venture providing

If you are keen to know more, then visit
www.theexperiencebank.co.uk.
To gain access to The Experience Bank or for
recruitment of a senior management or board
position, email peter@theexperiencebank.co.uk
or call Peter on 07843 329393.
For more information on board
effectiveness and optimisation,
email andrew@theexperiencebank.co.uk or
call Andrew on 07557 976410.
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WISE LEADERSHIP IN
CHALLENGING TIMES
Shared Interest Managing Director, Patricia Alexander, has been
recognised in the NatWest WISE100 Awards (Women in Social Enterprise
100) search for women leaders in social enterprise and impact investing,
who have showed exceptional leadership throughout the pandemic.

Megan Peat, CEO of NatWest Social & Community
Capital, said: "We are delighted to partner with
Pioneers Post to highlight the inspiring women
who are continuing on their mission to deliver
a positive impact despite the exceptional and
challenging circumstances.
"The stories of these leaders who have shown agility,
resilience and adaptability over the last few months
will inspire many on their path towards rebuild and
recovery."
The NatWest WISE100 Awards (Women in Social
Enterprise 100) were replaced this year with a search
for women leaders in social enterprise and impact
investing, ‘who have been showing Covid-19 who's
boss.’
Patricia was extremely candid when speaking to
Pioneers Post earlier this year when Shared Interest
was named one of NatWest’s Top 100 Social
Enterprises in the UK, saying: “When we closed the
office [in March], I said that nobody is going to be
thinking about investing in Shared Interest at a time
like this but I couldn’t have been more wrong. That
shows quite a lot about the British public.”
In fact, as Shared Interest ends its 30th year,
investment is at a record high of £46m, an increase of
£3m, which helps meet the high demand for finance.
Shared Interest’s Regional Manager for Latin America,
Paul Sablich said: “We are currently unable to visit our
lending customers due to the quarantine across the
world, but it does not prevent us being close to them
through alternative means, and finding
ways to continue supporting them.”
As it became clear that farmers
and artisans in developing world
communities were coping with the
dual impact of Covid-19 and effects
of climate change, Shared Interest
relaunched its Livelihood Security
Fund in response. Patricia was also
commended for her forward thinking
approach to remote working and efforts
in keeping colleagues engaged.

Considering that Shared Interest has a team of 39,
spread across three continents, she made the decision
to move everyone to remote working a fortnight
before any restrictions were imposed, to ensure a
smooth transition period. By the time UK offices were
told to close with immediate effect, Shared Interest
was operating an international finance organisation,
making payments in 51 countries, to full capacity and
completely remotely.
Tim West, Founding Editor of Pioneers Post, said:
"Social entrepreneurs are by no means the only people
who have had to face big pressures and make hard
decisions during these unprecedented times. But what
stands out in so many of these stories from our WISE
network is that, while battling to keep their own social
enterprises from the jaws of the pandemic, their focus
has remained on the mission, and their first thoughts
have always been for the people and communities
they were set up to serve."
Patricia said: “Our colleagues in Ghana, Kenya, Costa
Rica, Peru, and Europe continue to relay stories of
solidarity in remote communities. What remains clear
is that our mission to provide support to fair trade
producers is more relevant than ever. Amidst the
extensive disruption caused by the pandemic, Shared
Interest continues to provide a reliable source of
finance at a time when the future remains uncertain
for most.”
Each month since March, Patricia has personally called
every team member across all offices, several times.
She says: ““I don't think you can over-communicate
in this situation.”
An employee engagement survey took place in
July, with a 97% response rate and positive results,
with one comment stating: “[Shared Interest] has
done a fantastic job of maintaining a high level of
engagement throughout the pandemic. I feel more
valued than ever before.”
Patricia said: “An organisation can only be successful
with the right people involved, and Shared Interest has
a brilliant team behind it.”

www.shared-interest.com
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Andy Stevenson and Dr David Cliff

BRINGING OUT THE BEST
Andy Stevenson MD of Ardmore Craig and Dr David Cliff explore the value of
coaching and mentoring for business.

Coaching and mentoring are often used as daily
‘buzzwords’. Indeed, it seems just about anybody can set
up offering such services these days.
Supporting businesses is a serious matter. The ambitions of
individual entrepreneurs, the hopes, dreams and life chances
of employees and the business contribution to the local
economy, cannot be underestimated in terms of their social
value. Being an employer and wealth creator can often have
many challenges. Entrepreneurial loneliness is an increasingly
documented phenomena where the price of success, can be a
demanding one, often involving "long dark nights of the soul"
in deliberation and isolation.
Astute businesspeople ‘get’ this and know that the value of
having professional support in thinking through business
strategy, leadership style and the concomitant skills of
entrepreneurship are significant. The skills and aptitudes are
not innate, entrepreneurs are made not born.
The best coaching and mentoring relationships countenance
a strong element of trust and mutual respect.
Top north-east coach and mentor Dr David Cliff of Gedanken
Ltd was approached by Andy Stevenson when he wanted to
take his engineering design companies Ardmore Craig and
Laytrix to new levels. “I had the ideas, the talent and the desire
to go forward, but this needed crystallising further”. Andy
worked with David on a whole range of issues, including his
leadership style, communication with staff, the development
of brand values, company image and rightsizing of the
workforce and the overall business strategy. "Of course, I had
to do work implementation, but working with David allowed
me a reliable sounding board with someone who can be best
described as a “professional friend" who can challenge, reality
test, support, offer insights and help me sense check many
of the more challenging decisions that are a daily part of
managing a cutting edge company in my field".
Andy worked with David extensively when developing a
strategy for Laytrix’s most ambitious project to date, "the
creation of pipeline retrieval equipment that will be a game

www.gedanken.co.uk
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changer in the oil and gas business, producing massive savings
for the industry, whilst improving the overall ecology and
fitness of seabeds. We are now in the process of long listing
strategic partners to take forward implementation". He added
"the value of working with someone in a relationship of
complete trust to do the necessary strategic thinking with
industry sensitive information cannot be underestimated".
Since Covid came along, Andy’s regular face-to-face sessions
with David have given way to shorter but more frequent
contact for obvious reasons. "Covid has produced a number
of challenges for my companies just as for any other business.
We have weathered these successfully and are on a front
foot for a very exciting 2021” Andy added. “this period has
made me realise that my investment in my own coaching and
mentoring support has been very valuable, not only during the
exciting times of change and growth, but also at those times
of potential existential challenge where one must often think
what was once the unthinkable in order to move forward".
"The process has been significant in assisting my business
thinking and getting the organisation to a place we can face
2021 with an eye to success, whatever the year may throw
at us!".
As for David, he is characteristically philosophical, "Andy is
a dynamic, hard-working, sincere entrepreneur, a testament
to the intelligence, talent and preparedness to face challenge
that is so evident in the north-east”. He adds “the pleasure in
working with Andy and many others, lies in the gains people
almost universally get from the process”. David asserts that
people only get out of coaching and mentoring what they put
in, "if you give commitment, find the right person to work with
and are prepared to trust the process, I believe the outcomes
are always significantly better than would have been without
this type of support". David sees it as no co-incidence that
most FTSE companies have adopted some form of coaching
culture. "Ardmore Craig and Laytrix are companies to keep an
eye on in the future, due to Andy's intelligence and dynamism,
it's an absolute honour to contribute to their journey".

www.ardmorecraig.com

www.laytrix.com
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Lisa Vescio

MASTER YOUR EQUILIBRIUM

according to the flow of natural energy. The
concept also involves using colours, materials,
and the layout of a space to create a favourable
ambience.

Home working and the importance of a clear workspace.

You may not be fortunate enough to have a separate
office space in your home, so it is important to
make sure your workspace is managed effectively.
You can employ Feng Shui principles in even the
slightest spaces for example, organising your desk,
clear any clutter and file as you go. Desks made of
wood and metal are known to symbolise stability
and peak performance. Introduce water and plant
elements. If there is no room on your desk or in
your work area you can add these to your PC
desktop.

By Lisa Vescio, Mindfull Business Matters

More of us are working from home now.
Initially this was thought to be a temporary
measure, however it is proving to be a moveable
feast. Research published in feast.com found
that a colossal 60 percent of the UK’s adult
population are currently working from home
during the Coronavirus lockdown and twopercent of Brits plan to continue to work from
home permanently or occasionally after the
restrictions ease.
Being mindful of your business doesn’t just include
managing the operational elements of your
company. It is also ensuring that your workspace
supports your productivity and helps manage your
mind and that of your staff. It is therefore essential
for one to accept that working from home is a
longer-term strategy and put things in place to
make the working environment as comfortable as
possible.
A 2011 study by the Princeton University
Neuroscience Institute found that clutter

actually affects your ability to focus and process
information. Simply having clutter in plain sight
overstimulates the brain. Decision-making requires
energy and is a limited resource. When your brain
is inundated with visual stimuli, it is more difficult
to make decisions.
Researchers at UCLA’s Centre on Everyday Lives
and Families found a link between high cortisol
(stress hormone) levels in female home owners and
a high density of household objects. Having more
things can mean having more stress.
Working in an organised space is shown
to reduce stress, decrease irritability and
distractions, and increase productivity and the
ability to process information.
Feng Shui, the ancient Chinese art, is known to
have been around for over 6000 years and involves
creating a space that’s harmonious with the
environment. It literally means “wind” (Feng) and
“water” (Shui).
With Feng Shui, objects in a room are arranged

Email: lisa@lisavescio.com
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Phone: 07739 580736

Experts believe incorporating water features and
plants into your workspace can creative positive
energy and where possible, use natural light from
windows. Yellow-tinted and fluorescent lighting can
bring about fatigue. If you must use artificial light,
opt for incandescent, full-spectrum light bulbs.
If you don’t buy into the principle of Feng Sui, then
you may simply like to consider that old saying.
‘Tidy house, tidy mind’.
After all, a home office environment that is inviting,
organised, and aesthetically appealing can make
work more enjoyable and increase productivity.
Keep it clear, keep it calm and keep it productive!

www.lisavescio.com
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L - R: Sarmon Gaffney, Dominic Gold, Andrew Gibbison, Matt Wragg

QUADRUPLE PROMOTIONS AND CONTINUED
GROWTH AT BMC RECRUITMENT GROUP
At a time when supporting small local businesses is more important than ever, a Toon-born hardworking
group of bespoke recruiters with big hearts have some good news to share with four promotions and
some new additions too!
Andrew Gibbison has been with BMC
Recruitment Group since it all started back in
2013. He’s been responsible for managing the
businesses’ people and processes for the past
two years and because of his hard work and
dedication, he has been promoted to Managing
Director – a role which he approaches with the
usual energy, care and tenacity.
Andrew is well respected for the work he does
both in recruitment and more generally to reduce
the stigma surrounding ‘mental health matters’.
Outside of work, Andrew works collaboratively
with others to find solutions and to connect
people, most recently through his podcast ‘Minds
on Overtime’ which he and Rachael Jordan from
Think Again Creative have launched to bring to
the fore thought-leaders in discussion of all things
success in business.
Promoted to the position of Associate Director
are Sarmon Gaffney and Dominic Gold who
both head up their own thriving divisions within
BMC, specialising in construction and finance
respectively. Matt Wragg continues to lead BMC’s
technology division as a key part of the business
and as part of the leadership team.
Shannon Hogarth has been an integral part of
the business from the outset and she is hailed for
her work in operations, finance and marketing.
Shannon’s been deservedly promoted to
Operations Manager.

There have also been two recent welcome additions
to the BMC Finance Team with Matt Hickford and
Rachel Williamson’s appointments. Matt joins
BMC with several years of experience, in particular,
of recruiting into Accountancy Practice across
the North East. Matt prides himself on taking
a simplified, humanised approach to recruiting,
seeking only the best fit for both candidates and
clients alike with genuine advice and connection
being the foundation on which he works. Rachel
arrives with a number of years of recruitment having
previously worked in Recruitment in the South of
England, Australia and New Zealand, where she has
recruited for a range of sectors. Her strengths lay
in staffing solutions for Business Support as she
endeavours to gain an intricate understanding of all
business operations and company values to ensure
the best talent is aligned successfully.

Rachel Williamson

Matt Hickford

BMC’s full team are still hard at work as ‘usual’ this
year. The team have clients and candidates based
in many parts of the UK and internationally, and
they are very proud of their Northern roots and the
high quality of service they provide. The team has
in-depth knowledge and expertise across a range of
sectors, throughout which, they seamlessly provide
tailored recruitment services. The team deliver
highly specialist and comprehensive recruitment
solutions spanning a wide range of disciplines
including: Executive Search; Finance; Commercial;
Sales and Marketing; Construction; Insurance and
Insurtech; Technology; and Operations.

Please do get in touch with Shannon Hogarth if you are a candidate seeking a new opportunity or if you’re a potential client looking to bolster
your team. BMC would be delighted to help you. Shannon’s email address is: shannon.hogarth@bmcrecruitmentgroup.com
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ATLAS CLOUD STRENGTHENS BOARD AND SENIOR
MANAGEMENT TEAM
Atlas Cloud, a leading UK-based specialist of managed cloud services and cloud hosting solutions,
has announced the further strengthening of its Board of Directors and Senior Management team.
The Newcastle-based company has appointed Mick Thompson as Non-Executive Director and Paul
Butterworth as Head of Sales, as it marks its tenth year supporting businesses with leading cloud services.
Mick is renowned in the North East for his successful career at KPMG and in particular his 22 years as Senior
Partner, managing Newcastle and the surrounding areas.
Paul joins Atlas Cloud with over 25 years of experience in senior sales and development roles at Microsoft,
including two years as Director of Microsoft Azure Business Development.
Pete Watson, CEO of Atlas Cloud, commented: “This year has brought some bold changes so we’re
extremely pleased to welcome our latest board and management team additions to help accelerate this
transformation.”

MAINTAINPAD: YOUR
HASSLE-FREE MAINTENANCE
TOOL TO ADAPT TO THE
“NEW NORMAL”
Property managers juggle many jobs;
coordinating repairs, knowing the whereabouts
of equipment and meeting standards. Uptivity
created an affordable platform relieving the
hassle related to compliance and maintenance.
Award-winning Uptivity develop productivity Apps.
CEO Muhammad Ali states, that Uptivity believes
in “the power of technology to solve problems”.
MaintainPad is your one-stop Maintenance
Management System. “Allow your tenants to
report repairs in one click” Muhammad continues.
“Jobs can be tendered to external contractors
based on price and availability or allocated to
your maintenance team. Keep track of where your
keys and equipment are with QR labels or RFID
technology, store information regarding repairs,
and be reminded of scheduled maintenance checks.
The App sends compliance alerts, guarantees
consistency and reduces human error by using
digital job sheets and customised checklists”.

NICE NETWORK
ACQUIRED BY ONECOM
TO ACCELERATE
GROWTH
North East telecommunications specialist Nice
Network Ltd is targeting growth after being
acquired by one of the UK’s largest independent
business
telecommunications
provider,
Onecom.
The acquisition of the Sunderland based company
establishes a physical presence for Onecom, which
is backed by leading mid-market private equity
firm LDC and supports Nice Network’s continued
expansion in the region.

A provider of mobile and telecommunication
software and hardware, alongside cyber security
and connectivity services, Nice Network has
experienced significant demand from customers
since March as it supports increased remote
working for the North East workforce.

Founded in 1986 by Managing Director Chris Lee,
Nice Network has enjoyed strong growth serving
many large corporate customers and high growth
SMEs across the North East.

Chris and the existing management team will
remain with the business, whilst working closely
with Onecom to further scale its operations across
the North East.

MaintainPad is the handy tech to get through
this period of uncertainty. “It helps maintain
social distancing,” explains Uptivity’s Business
Development Manager Ash Nehmet. “It reduces
visits by your property management team to
misreported jobs, and provides tenants with selfservice guides by scanning a QR label on the
equipment”.
Learn more at www.maintainpad.com. Contact
hello@uptivity.co.uk to schedule your free demo.

STARTUP SECURES MAJOR CONTRACT WITH NORTHUMBRIA POLICE
A startup company has won a major contract
with Northumbria Police to create its new
diversity and inclusion programme.
Following a rigorous procurement process, SUB
10 has been appointed by Northumbria Police,
to bring its unique approach to training to more
than 5,000 officers, staff and volunteers.
The business, established less than two years ago,
will now work alongside Northumbria Police’s
Inclusion team to develop engaging bitesize
modules, which will help the force deliver training

in a more accessible and technology-driven way.
SUB 10, based at PROTO in Gateshead, will
deliver an initial three modules, which will
then become mandatory training for the whole
workforce at Northumbria Police and will form
part of their continued annual development.
The appointment by Northumbria Police marks
the latest major client win for SUB 10, after
winning multiple contracts from technology giant
Sage to provide training to its 13,000-strong
global team.

0191 442 8300
contact@itps.co.uk
www.itps.co.uk
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Is your data in safe hands?
I T P S - E X P E R T S I N D ATA S E C U R I T Y

The necessary rise in hybrid working has raised questions about the
security of data being transferred within the different systems an
organisation runs.
It is your responsibility to know where your organisation’s data is stored and if that
facility complies with GDPR. With a ‘no deal’ Brexit looming, the implications
of having your data held overseas means you could be at risk.

Don’t get caught out - act now.
Talk to our data experts today about how to best comply with
GDPR, keep your employees and your organisation within the law
and keep your business data in safe hands.

0191 442 8300
contact@itps.co.uk
www.itps.co.uk
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IS YOUR DATA IN SAFE HANDS?
When the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) came into force in May 2018, it brought big
changes to the way we gather and store information. It also brought the opportunity to be fined up to
20 million Euros or four percent of annual global revenues, for non-compliance.

Data protection law applies to every
organisation from large corporates to sole
traders, and whether you employ thousands of
people or none.
The Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO)
recently highlighted some big fines for organisations
that failed to adhere to the law. Topping the list
was British Airways, which was fined £20million
for failing to protect the personal and financial
details of more than 400,000 customers. In second
place was Marriott International with a fine of
£18.4million for failing to keep the personal data
of 339m of its customers safe.
Do you know where your data is held, and
who controls it?
GDPR affects the management of data centres,
since the operators own the physical environment
where data is stored, and can be both ‘controllers’
and ‘processors’ under the regulation. It is essential
that your data centre partner is compliant,
particularly if your organisation runs on a private,
public or hybrid cloud infrastructure. Since GDPR
came into force, visitors to our £4m Tier 3 data
centre have rightly been keen to ask about data
privacy, as well as traditional questions around
connectivity, physical and cyber security, power,
cooling, and access.

Your data centre partner should be able to
demonstrate appropriate management processes
in identifying their data, specifically personally
identifiable information, and having polices and
processes in place for the right to forget, the right
to alter, and data security. Operators need to show
they know what devices they hold, what level
of control they have over them, where they are
located, and what information those devices can
access. They should also be able to demonstrate
that in the event of any kind of interruption, they
have the ability to quickly and smoothly restore
data.
Essentially they are pledging that they have
granular level control of where data is held, how it
is held, and how it is accessed.
Do they hold appropriate standards?   
Look at the international quality standards the data
centre holds. Here at ITPS we are long-standing
holders of ISO27001, the standard that sets out
the specification for an information security
management system (ISMS), and is a best practice
approach that includes people and processes as
well as technology. It means we have the policy,
process and documentation, and working practices
in place required for GDPR compliance.
www.itps.co.uk
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Security audits
Make sure you can carry out your own audits and
that it is reflected in your contract wording. Our
data centre has been through rigorous audits and
had the seal of approval from bodies including the
Department of Justice and the NHS.
Brexit and GDPR
The ICO is warning that while the government is
seeking an adequacy decision for the UK, which
would recognise its data protection regime as
equivalent to those in the EU, it will not be in place
before Brexit.
In the case of a no deal situation, the free flow of
data between the UK and the EU would stop. You
might think you know where your data is, but can
you be sure your contractor has not moved storage
services to a cloud provider outside the EU without
informing you? If your cloud services are not based
in the UK, it could expose you to risk.
With Brexit looming and as we continue to deal
with the challenges and changes the year has
brought, it’s never been more important to protect
your data and your business. Give our cloud and
security experts a call for a chat about how we can
help you stay safe.
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LOOKING BACK: A YEAR OF
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Looking back on this past year seems an
odious task, and in doing so I am not aiming
to brush over the harrowing struggles that
many individuals and organisations have
faced. However, I am hoping to note where
the unprecedented state of the past working
year has transformed the way in which we
work. 2020 brought with it a tide of changing
regulations and working conditions, forcing
organisations to adapt their operations and
embrace working in the cloud. In this column
I want to look at the digital transformation
trends I have noted over the past year and the
ways in which we can prepare our businesses
for continued instability.
Bringing teams together
The most obvious digital transformation news
from the past year is the mass uptake of Microsoft
Teams, with Microsoft Teams seeing more than
75 million daily active users earlier this year. We
noticed in many of the webinars that we ran across
the year that in the early stages of mass remote
working, organisations were looking to simply get
users set up and comfortable collaborating from
home.
The importance of Teams as a hub for teamwork

has been noted and developed upon throughout
the year, with modern intranet specialists, Valo,
launching Valo Connect. Valo Connect offers a
complementary experience to Modern SharePoint,
integrating natively with Microsoft Teams to
marry the capabilities of an intranet with the daily
operations of Teams. This tool sits inside Microsoft
Teams to augment its capabilities, enhancing
search, accumulating news and connecting
employees.
Importance of on-the-go processes
This year has highlighted our reliance on paperbased, outdated or inefficient processes. From this
we see the importance of an on-the-go processes,
in which operations can be kept in flow from
anywhere and any device. One of the key players in
process excellence is Nintex. Nintex offer a variety
of easy-to-use automation tools that can support
keeping operations running smoothly. These tools
include e-signature, mobile applications, digital
forms, and advanced workflow to name a few.
Such tools have been popular in the past year as
they allow organisations to maintain the seamless
operation of processes even as working locations
alter.

Justin Short

Security
Finally, due to many moving their processes and
information to the cloud, there has been a large
focus on the importance of cloud security. For
some this may be achieved through the security
capabilities of Microsoft 365 but for others may
involve a third-party addition or a managed service
solution.

To discuss how you might best utilise cloud solutions to ensure the smooth and efficient running of your operations, get in touch with digital
transformation provider, Synergi, today. Call 0191 4770365 or email enquiries@teamsynergi.co.uk.

Give yourself the gift of digital transformation
Cloud Solutions

Teamwork
Process & Automation
Business Applications
Data & Analytics

Managed Services

Strategy
Security
Service Management
Project Delivery

Service Desk & Field Analysts
Network & Disaster Planning
Advanced Monitoring
Cloud Migration &
Technology Refresh

ITIL Aligned Helpdesk & Support
Training & Enablement

0191 4770365
www.teamsynergi.co.uk
enquires@teamsynergi.co.uk
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A YEAR IN
REVIEW
Michael Grahamslaw talks to
Cheryl Spears, Sales Director at
Lucid Technology Solutions to
reflect on 2020 and look
ahead to 2021.

In a sentence, how would you describe
the year 2020?
Very strange and not like any other.
How has your company adapted to the
working through the Covid 19 pandemic?
We have been very lucky in working within a
sector where people have needed our help so we
have been very much business as usual with some
of the team working at home and the remainder
in the office in a socially distanced environment.
How have you found remote working and
how has this affected your team?
Some have been fine but working on your own
can be isolating and I have missed interaction.
Others have struggled also and have enjoyed
returning to the office. The important thing has
been to support each other at what has been a
very surreal time.
What are you currently working on?
We have continued to establish our Worktraq
Intelligence system which we have demoed to
companies throughout the region.
This app enables to you better manage your team
and their daily jobs/task by allocating work, jobs
and tasks and also ensuring key information is
captured for each task.The app also provides real
information on events such as job start and job
completion. It is ideal for construction and waste
companies.

Cheryl Spears

Which regional businesses have you
admired in their response to tbe pandemic?

Has 2020 been the toughest challenge
of your career?

Difficult to pinpoint one. I think everyone has
been heroes for keeping going.

Pleasingly no. We have had our best ever year as a
business which is so heartening.

Whats the best piece of advice you've
been given this year?

What will 2021 bring for yourself and
your company?

Think before you act!
Have you developed any positive habits
as a result of the lockdown?

Hopefully more diversification and further
growth. On a personal level I hope to enjoy new
training and learn new skills.

I'm sadly probably eating and drinking more but
at least my washing basket is always empty!

For further information visit the website www.lucidgrp.co.uk
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Compliant... Ahhhhh

MaintainPad: Apps working together for all your property
management needs.

Select all or pick & mix
Asset Management

Checkki

Track & Trace All Equipment & Tools

Stay Compliant & Consistent

Smart Work Orders

Report a Repair

Get Jobs Done Right & Be Updated
in Real Time

Self-Serviced & Accurate
Smart Work Orders

Keys Management

Digital Documents

Track Who Has Which Keys

Tenancy & Forms Done Right

Be Heard

Delivity

Collect Feedback on your Maintenance
Team

Track your Contractors’ Location

Manufacturing

Healthcare

hello@uptivity.co.uk

Hospitality

Retail

Buildings &
Facilities

+44 (0) 845 387 0497

Airports &
Aviation

Education

Engineering

www.uptivity.co.uk
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UNLOCK THE LOCKDOWN
When Northern Insight last caught up with Paul Sykes and the team at The Unite Group, the first
Coronavirus lockdown had just been confirmed. We spoke about how things would soon be sorted out and
quickly return to normal. How wrong we were. A lot of you reading this probably had the same impression.
We are getting used to the latest phrase…’the new normal’ …and a lot of businesses, small or large, are having to operate, or think about
operating, in a totally new way. It is a whole new world. Some will take to it quickly, but for many it is a daunting prospect. It’s even more
daunting when, for many businesses, life will never be the same again.
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well as the customer facing experience in terms
of a website and social media. They keep your
company running and help you adapt to these
new and rather uncertain times.
There’s a wind of change blowing through the
way we work. People are forced to work from
home and, let’s be honest, for many it’s gone
well and at some point a decision will have to be
made; do you go back to commuting and working
in an office or have you discovered that working
from home should continue?
“It’s probably a generation thing,” said Paul Sykes,
“but for those people who decide to continue
working from home, the temptation is to
update at great expense your lump of computer
technology. Don’t. You no longer need any of it. All
you need is access to the internet. We can set you
up so that you have access to more storage space
and security than you can ever imagine….and it’s
all accessible via a laptop, tablet or smartphone.
We can provide you with a Cloud-based telephone
system which means when someone dials your
normal landline number, it will make your phone
ring no matter where you are. You may have an
0191 telephone number, but if you are working
from an office in Manchester, or Madrid or Outer
Mongolia, it will ring like a normal phone and the
caller will be none the wiser. There is no danger of
you missing out on an important business call.”
The Unite Group help businesses of all sizes work
remotely. They use Microsoft Cloud and Office
365 extensively. Instead of having expensive
servers at home or at work, The Unite Group
migrates everything to Microsoft SharePoint,
which has recently been fully updated, giving you
access to your data from anywhere. Your entire
business can operate via the Cloud and it will
have the ultimate levels of security. You no longer
need an expensive IT system which constantly
needs updating with software and antivirus
protection. Large computers lose their value very
quickly; with Unite Group you won’t need worry
about that.

Thankfully, that’s where The Unite Group in
Newcastle can help.

say…’what we’re doing is an example of what you
could do’…we were practicing what we preach.”

“We were in a similar situation,” said director
Paul Sykes. “We suddenly had to work out a rota
system where 20% of the team could socially
distance in the office while the rest of us worked
from home. At least it allowed us to show clients
how effective technology can be at keeping your
business running smoothly. In effect we could

The Unite Group have over the past couple
of years continued to increase the amount of
products and services they offer such as a greater
range of IT, web design, social media management,
communications systems, data backup and
business continuity solutions. In a nutshell, they
take care of the ‘behind the scenes’ technology as

Emma Crowe leads the web design and social
media side of The Unite Group. “If you wander
along any High Street, you can see what the
problem is for businesses”, said Emma. “They
have products to sell and services to offer, but
the general public has no access to them via
traditional face-to-face methods. Those firms
must adopt a new approach to the way they
operate otherwise they won’t survive. They need
to integrate a digital aspect to their business
and create an online presence. We help them by
building a website that provides a way of selling
and viewing products and services. We can build
their social media output and then train them
how to update it themselves and ensure they
have a way of interacting with customers.”
The best idea is to have a chat with Paul and The
Unite Group team. They’ll look at your business
and explain how they can help. You probably
know that you should be doing something, so do
it before it’s too late.
The Unite Group can provide you with on-line
support and ensure that your business potential
is fully unlocked….even during lockdown.

To contact them, either go onto their website….www.theunitegroup.co.uk or call 0191 466 1050
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COMMUNICLOUD INTRODUCES WEARABLE TECHNOLOGY
TO DELIVER DUAL BENEFIT OF PRODUCTIVITY AND SAFETY
This type of wearable technology brings obvious
safety benefits but has also been shown to improve
productivity. Allowing staff to maintain their focus
on the task in hand, means less time wasted on
non-productive activities.

Northeast collaboration & cyber security
expert, CommuniCloud has added RealWear
HMT-1, the world's most powerful wearable
computer to its portfolio.
RealWear HMT-1 is the world’s first hands-free
Android tablet class wearable computer. The
technology is proven to increase productivity
whilst enhancing safety. The innovative wearable
technology is the latest offer from CommuniCloud,
which boasts significant experience in cloud, hybrid,
and on-premise business solutions.
What differentiates the RealWear headset
is its range of hands-free functionality and
seamless integration to a wide audience of Video
Conferencing platforms meaning the user can give
a “user’s eye view” of what the engineer or field
worker is seeing. Originally designed for industrial
workers, the use cases are endless, from remote
diagnostics, remote worker training, practical
teaching etc.
A fully rugged head-mounted device, the HMT-1
snaps into safety helmets or attaches to bump caps
and can be used with safety glasses or corrective
eyewear. The high-resolution micro display ﬁts just
below the wearer’s line of sight, providing a view
equivalent to a 7” tablet.
Noel Miland, CommuniCloud Country Manager,
UK and Ireland explains why the technology will
be especially beneficial for Northeast businesses,

For CommuniCloud, the RealWear HMT-1 is just
the latest addition to their portfolio. Noel explains,
“We are, at our core, a collaboration & cyber
security business – the differentiation we deliver
in bringing this product into our portfolio is how
we will deploy the underpinning infrastructure
and ensure the environment in which it operates
is fully secure. The expertise we have developed
in providing services to government, healthcare,
finance, ICT and education, means we are wellplaced to support northeast businesses to adopt
this and other technology solutions with full
confidence in its end-to-end integrity”.
“For off-shore, manufacturing and automotive
sectors, for example, wearable technology can
be a complete game changer. When workers are
in potentially hazardous industrial situations, it
means no more scrolling, swiping or tapping –
they have full hands-free voice control. They can
therefore concentrate solely on their key tasks
rather than grappling with hand-held technology
whilst collaborating easily with colleagues who can
see in detailed High Definition what the wearer is
seeing”.
www.communicloud.com

A Benchmark of Excellence
We are the one stop shop for all your
office supplies, furniture, workwear,
janitorial supplies, catering supplies,
corporate and promotional gifts and
print requirements.

Why not give us a try?

We’re available from 9am to 5pm,
Monday to Friday

Unit 21, North East BIC
Wearfield Enterprise Park East
Tyne and Wear
Call us: 0845 22 22 456
Email us: sales@brackoffice.com
www.brackoffice.com
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CommuniCloud’s global headquarters is located
in New South Wales, Australia. It opened its UK
and Ireland office in April 2020 and has gone from
strength to strength delivering key communications
tools to the health sector to support their fight
against the global pandemic. Communicloud has
a track record of partnering with best of breed
providers of collaboration and security services
such as BT, Cisco, Poly, Ava Networks and the
introduction of RealWear into the portfolio
compliments an already impressive stable of
products from the world's leading providers.
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PROPERTY NEWS

SILVERSTONE
APPOINTED ON
MULTIMILLION-POUND
REFURBISHMENTS
Silverstone Building Consultancy has been
appointed to project manage the multimillionpound refurbishment of two new destinations
in the leisure operator Inn Collection Group’s
growing portfolio.
The five-storey Churchill Inn in Ambleside will
be sympathetically extended and modernised to
create an additional nine en-suite guest bedrooms,
making it a 27-bed site in the heart of the South
Lakeland town.
A striking all-weather terrace with a glazed roof will
also be added to the rear of the detached property,
providing an extra 58 covers to the Inn and ensuring
the dining space can be enjoyed year-round.
Meanwhile, The Stables at Cross Butts in the
Yorkshire seaside town of Whitby, is the Alnwickbased firm’s sixth purchase this year. Silverstone
will carry out a full refurbishment of the existing
space at The Stables, which includes nine bedrooms,
alongside the creation of an additional 30 rooms.

TEAM VALLEY SCHEME
ACHIEVES 100%
OCCUPANCY
A trade park development in Gateshead has
achieved full occupancy following completion
of the scheme’s final letting, which has been
secured by Newcastle-based commercial
property specialists Naylors Gavin Black.
At Earlsway Trade Park, the firm has brokered a 3
year lease with Origin Tech Ltd, a cleantech product
development company working primarily in the
water and offshore renewables sectors.
The scheme, which comprises nine trade
counter units speculatively developed in 2018
by Northumberland Estates, is positioned at the
northern end of Team Valley.
In the last 12 months Naylors Gavin Black has
also completed further lettings to two expanding
horticulture businesses, Unit 15 to Greendaze
Hydroponics and Unit 9 to House of Kojo.
Duncan Christie, Industrial Agency Surveyor at
Naylors Gavin Black, said: “The success of Earlsway
Trade Park has come as a result of the strength of
the location but also the quality of the design and
construction of the scheme.”

FIRST LOOK INSIDE
NEW LUXURY SHOW
APARTMENT AT
LAMBTON PARK
House hunters can now view a luxury twobedroom show apartment which has opened
its doors within the iconic Lambton Estate near
Chester-le-Street.
Miller Homes at Lambton Park is an exclusive
community of 109 new homes taking shape at the
entrance of the privately-owned Estate.
The Hazelnut show apartment’s interiors have
been designed around distinctive features
including Victorian style sash windows and
feature bay windows in the open plan living,
dining and kitchen space. Running throughout the
spacious apartment, which is just over 1,000 sq
ft, is a metallic colour scheme including mirrored
furniture and accessories.
All of the homes are bespoke to the development
and were designed in keeping with existing
buildings on the Estate by renowned architect and
interior designer Ben Pentreath.
Show home viewings must be booked in advance
via appointment on the Miller Homes website or
by calling the development.

BUSINESS CENTRE WELCOMES NEW TENANTS
A business centre for new and growing SMEs has welcomed a string
of new tenants despite the tough economic conditions.
Novus Business Centre in Peterlee, which is managed by East Durham
Business Service, offers flexible office space for sole traders and expanding
micro companies that want a professional space from which to trade.
Although much of 2020 has been spent under the pandemic, which
has left many businesses struggling to remain operational, Novus has
welcomed ten new tenants.
The business centre is now nearing full occupancy, with only a handful of
offices remaining unoccupied.
Sandra Wardle, Centre Manager at East Durham Business Service, said:
“Although this year has been incredibly challenging, I’m delighted to say
we have welcomed ten new tenants from a range of sectors, who are
now successfully operational from within our business centre.”
The new tenants include Redhouse Property Surveyors, KDM Estates and
energy firm Energy Made Simple.
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Damiano Rea, Director, Heaton Property

DASTARDLY DEEDS DONE IN
THE DARK
I confess to a fascination with the history of Heaton and the areas
journey from small, outlying farms to the current vibrant urban
landscape. During the centuries, Heaton must have endured crimes
that would horrify today’s hipster café society.
From the 13th to the 17th century the Border
Reivers would have made life challenging as
Heaton was well outside the city walls. The 19th
century would have seen footpads, cut-purses
and mountebanks lurking in the hedgerows.
And now comes a wave of crime that has landlords,
managing agents and tenants gnashing their teeth
in rage. Binjacking. Yes, the theft of wheely bins has
become a major issue here in Heaton and, no doubt,
elsewhere in the North East.
Originally bins were provided free by the council. A
simple solution to keeping our streets free of rubbish
and ensuring its efficient disposal. All well and good,
until your bin is stolen. Then the Council require a
payment of £25.00 to replace each one. Quite why

anybody would want to steal a bin is beyond me, but
it happens. And it causes a chain reaction.
Let us say the tenant of number six puts out their
bin like a responsible citizen. And comes home to
find it missing. They need a bin and the simple, if
illegal solution is to walk up the street and purloin
the bin from number 26. Now number 26 is without
a bin and the simple, if illegal solution is... I am sure
you can see where this is going. It is quite amusing
to imagine masked binjackers criss-crossing the
back lanes of Heaton in the dead of night dragging
squeaking wheely bins in their wake.
But as with any crime, the result can be less than
amusing for the victims. Let us say a tenancy has
ended. The outgoing tenants have put their bins

out which have been emptied then vanished. The
incoming tenant expects bins to be provided. The
landlord has supplied bins and is unwilling to shell
out £50.00 for new ones.
The Council really do not care who pays them for
the new bin and in some instances, appear to use
legislation to come down hard rather than trying to
mediate. A tenant of ours rang the Council recently
to report that she had no bin. A Council Licensing
Inspector duly arrived. She walked straight into
the back yard. “You have no bins” was her august
judgement. Clear to see why these guys earn the big
bucks?
The end result of this ludicrous situation is serious.
Rubbish accumulates and can pile up in yards and
back lanes. Glad tidings for rats, urban foxes and
other pests. The answer is pretty simple. The Council
should replace stolen bins. Overall the numbers
are small but the knock-on effect of binjacking is
serious. In 1927 the composer Ray Henderson sang
“The best things in life are free”. I am sure he did not
envisage free bins when he wrote it, but streets free
from rubbish must rank, if not the best, certainly as a
pretty good thing in life.
Talk of rats, thieves and piles of bin smelly bags
has put me in a proper festive mood. As this is the
December – January edition of the magazine, may I
wish everybody a happy, rubbish free Christmas and
a prosperous new year?

Heaton Property was setup in 2005 and specialises in providing rental property for professionals in Newcastle upon Tyne and the surrounding areas.
In June 2014 the company won gold in the Times/Sunday Times Letting Agency of the Year Awards.
Heaton Property website: www.heatonproperty.com Tel: 0191 240 0665 Email: office@heatonproperty.com
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PURE INSPIRATION
At Tecaz we love to give the opportunity for you to see and touch a range
of bathrooms or kitchens before you decide to purchase. Our showrooms
feature over 200 bathrooms, 100 showers and 50 kitchen displays, you're
sure to find what you are looking for.
Save up to 50% off RRP on some of our Biggest Brands including
Heritage, Roman, Merlyn, Tavistock, Roca, RAK, Burlington, and many
more!

Norham Road, North Shields, NE29 7TN • Tel : 0191 257 6511
Portrack Lane, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 2HG • Tel: 01642 610 100
Tecaz Echo House, Pennywell Ind Est, SR4 9EN • Tel : 0191 534 7733
Opening hours:
Monday - Friday : 9am - 6pm • Saturday : 9am - 5pm • Sunday 10am - 4pm

FREE computer aided planning and design are available, and for larger
projects, we offer installation support. We are confident you'll achieve
your dream living space. Plus FREE granite or Silestone worktops
available on selected kitchen ranges.
Come and visit our new RAK shop within a shop, at our megastores,
showing a huge new range of RAK ceramics.

www.tecaz.com

regentsgatehomes.co.uk

AVAIL ABLE s um m e r 2 02 1
distinctive LIViNG on north Avenue, gosforth
Sycamore Square is an exclusive collection of luxury family homes, town houses,
dormer bungalows and contemporary apartments in the heart of Gosforth.

We’ve seen unprecedented levels of interest in this development so
early registration of your interest is recommended.

call 0191 213 0033
Part of the Morton Group
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IS AMERICA’S
MULTI-FAMILYASSISTED-LIVING
CONCEPT SET
TO TAKE OFF
IN THE NORTH
EAST?
Senior surveyor at Knight Frank,
Jamie Wilson, tells us why this
may be so…
With an ageing population and the increasingly
busy lives of professionals and families - could
multi-generational & assisted living villages be
the answer?
If retirees, young families, first time buyers and busy
professionals could have a range of housing designed
specifically for their needs and live alongside each
other in a supportive community – is that the
utopia?
Much has been written about the rise of the Private
Rented Sector (PRS) and Build to Rent (BTR) markets
in the UK, particularly in London and the south east,
but the existing and planned developments tend to
be for one market sector or another. Young to midlife professionals in here. Retirees over there. Families
over here. And never the twain shall meet. True multifamily & assisted living has been little discussed.
Let alone turned-up, seeking and gaining planning
permission. Or securing development partners,
operators and discussing financing and working with
the local authorities and Clinical Commissioning
Groups.
The model
I am talking about generous, high-quality, highlyserviced housing with retired relatives living in
serviced bungalows/apartments – each propertytype designed specifically for their stage of life,
and lifestyle. With all the generations benefiting
from onsite facilities and amenities like healthcare,
nurseries, laundries, concierge, coffee shops and
on-site events. And, most notably, benefitting from
being in close proximity to multi-generations.
Busy professionals and families would have their
hectic lives made easier and have the comfort of
knowing that their retired parents are nearby, in
suitable accommodation, with a range of increasing
support on hand as they move through the stages of
their golden years.
Likewise, retirees are not boxed-off in over
55’s villages, losing daily contact with younger
generations and their families.
Blazing a trail
Knight Frank’s Newcastle team is working closely
with a landowner/developer which has conducted

Jamie Wilson, senior surveyor, Knight Frank.

extensive research into how this concept is playingout in the USA. The evidence of its success across the
pond is so compelling that they are boldly taking this
idea forward on potentially 10 sites across the UK.
Six of those sites are in the north east of England
and it is these sites that will come first and be the
testbed for if - and how - these types of property
developments will work in the UK.
New approaches to housing for older people
There has been positive interest in the plans from
local authorities and private healthcare providers
because care for the elderly in the UK is at a
crossroads.
With social and healthcare budgets stretched,
existing facilities closing at a rapid rate due to poor
management and an outdated model – coupled
with an ageing population - councils need to start
thinking outside the box immediately for sustainable
solutions to how they will look after the most
vulnerable in society.
The current model of care for older people follows
the ‘ageing pathway’. Whereby retirees downsize, or
claim their entitled housing benefits, and as years
progress they become more dependent on social
and community care, before finally relying on costly
healthcare.
By providing more suitable homes and introducing
community care to retirees at an earlier stage and
ensuring they mix with and live alongside younger
generations, the progression can be slowed and the
burden on the health service eased. Finding ways
to achieve the correct critical mass is essential.
Attracting the broadest range of lifestyle possibilities
is crucial to the emerging model.
Suitable housing can help people stay independent
for longer, thus reducing and delaying the costs of
care. A ‘suitable home’ meets criteria for: personal
preference; location; social inclusion; community
engagement; affordability; accessibility and

jamie.wilson@knightfrank.com
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independence; and can accommodate care and
medical needs.
These plans will not be strictly PRS, there will be
options to buy and rent. Flexibility is key to success
within the model.
For retirees, there are benefits to renting in later
life. You can sell the family home earlier. Therefore,
maximising the benefits from any inheritance
tax savings from equity release or transfer of
the proceeds to the wider family. Any hurdles of
purchasing a property in later life are negated
through renting, including SDLT costs, selling the
vacant family property in probate, maintenance
costs and upkeep of the family home.
Housing that takes the pressure off
The everyday needs of all the generations these
villages are being designed for, is being considered.
And a solution for every single one of their practical
problems, is being sought.
Imagine a home that is fine-tuned to make your busy,
professional and home life easier? A refrigerated
locker for your grocery delivery. A dog walking
service. Electric vehicle charging point. A concierge to
take your parcel deliveries. A nursery for your kids,
just steps away. And your older relatives close-by in
serviced apartments, being provided with suitable
support to keep them safe and healthy.
These elements are all part of the trail-blazing plans
for multi-family assisted living on sites around the
north east of England.
Radical
Sound a bit revolutionary? Our client prefers to call
it progressive and is very excited to be leading the
way on plans to provide housing and life solutions to
a range of generations. All in one place.
They believe that the time is now to start designing
housing and lifestyle solutions that are fit for the
future.

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN THE NORTH EAST
We make property management simple! We take care of everything
so you can relax and make money from your property. From check ins and check outs,
key exchanges, to marketing your property and account management – we do it all.
We are your bespoke property management company in the North East of England.

WHAT WE OFFER
Our range of services that help you maximise your return.

PROPERTY MARKETING

BOOKINGS & ENQUIRIES

Property listings that are optimised to
increase bookings.

We manage all of your bookings and
deal with customer enquiries in a
professional manner.

GUEST COMMUNICATIONS

ACCOUNTING AND
REPORTING

We are available around the clock to
provide high-level customer support and
deal with urgent matters.

We provide monthly reports to help you
improve your letting business.

KEY MANAGEMENT

Our friendly team securely manage
keys and greet your guests and
introduce them to your let.

CLEANING & LINEN

Linen, laundy, cleaning and full property
inventories are done for effecient guest
turn-around.

Ouseburn Gateway, 163 City Road, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 2BE
info@week2week.co.uk

Please call us to find out more about our properties...0191 281 3129

Refined Living

in the Heart of Hexham from only £147,500

To register your interest in this historic development
pop into Foster Maddison or call 01434 605441
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A stunning collection of 16 contemporary apartments & cottages from £150,000

Part of the Morton Group

Montague Court is a stunning collection of 16
apartments and cottages at the very heart of
Hexham’s historic town centre.
Carefully and sympathetically refurbished and
constructed, it includes both restored historic buildings
with original features plus newly constructed
contemporary homes designed to fit perfectly
alongside.

For sale from £147,500

regentsgatehomes.co.uk
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Bradley Hall group managing director, Neil Hart

PROPERTY FIRM ANNOUNCED AS MOST ACTIVE
AGENTS FOR THIRD YEAR
North East property firm Bradley Hall Chartered Surveyors and Estate Agents has been named
by Estates Gazette as The Most Active Agents in the region, while its senior surveyor,
Nicholas Bramwell, has been named Dealmaker of The Year.

The prestigious competition is based on
figures by Radius Data Exchange and provides
a detailed breakdown of the full-year
transaction volumes on both national and
regional levels and across various property
types. Most Active Agent is awarded to the
firm which carries out the most commercial
property deals and Dealmaker of the Year is
awarded to the individual you carried out the
most property deals.
Group Managing Director, Neil Hart, said: “Being
awarded The Most Active Agents for the third
year in a row recognises Bradley Hall as the
most successful firm in the North East. We are
dedicated, proactive, non-nonsense and simply
get deals done for our clients. We pride ourselves
on being different to others in our industry and in
being competitive in our approach. We didn’t just
survive one of the most challenging years for our

economy, we’re thriving, which is something we
are incredibly proud of.
“In March, we took the view that it is essential
for us to take responsibility, be innovative and
step up to support our clients and to protect
our own business. We need to do all that we
can to not only support ourselves and our team,
but to protect our local economy as well as job
opportunities which impact our local people and
communities.
“We’re not shy to say that we got our heads
down and worked incredibly hard this year. As a
result, we’ve increased our team with seven team
members including experienced surveyors and
experts in their field and the next generation of
property professionals.
“Since establishing in 1988, Bradley Hall has
developed from one small office to a significant
www.bradleyhall.co.uk
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player in the marketplace. We’re expanding into
other cities and in recent months have launched
our Leeds and Yorkshire operation and Manchester
office, with both operations successful expanding
their teams and client base.”
Dealmaker of the year Nicholas said: “Despite
recent challenges, the commercial property
market remains buoyant and activity continues
at a steady pace. The North East remains as
an outstanding place to create businesses and
we are confident that this will continue in the
coming months.
“To receive this award for a second time also
reflects the success of our approach in providing
support across a range of industries and sectors.
We are able to support our clients across
offices, industrial, retail, leisure, investment and
acquisition services.”

Eothen Homes

• A Different Concept in Dementia Care •

At Eothen Homes we are committed to providing
excellent care with Christian values. Our home in
Wallsend is different to other residential homes
offering dementia care.
Space and room for residents to move around and enjoy life freely has
played a central part of the building’s design and daily life is not made
up of routine and tasks but allows people to get up and eat and drink
when and where they want. In other words it is just like home.
As well as our specialist dementia care facility, we have homes in
Whitley Bay and Gosforth which offer 24 hour permanent residential
care as well as short term respite and day care.

Please call any of our homes to ﬁnd out more.

Wallsend

Miller Way, NE28 8EL 0191 259 8000

Whitley Bay

Park Gardens, NE26 2TX 0191 297 0707

Gosforth

Elmfield Road, NE3 4BB 0191 213 0707

Head Office
0191 281 9100

www.eothenhomes.org.uk

Christian Care for the Elderly
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Peter Swift

ALL CHANGE AT DWA
In December 2017 I joined Laura Ruxton as joint owner & Director of Dunwoodie Architects.
At the time I was running my own business & prior to that I was a Director at Dewjoc Architects.
Laura was looking for a business partner to help her run the Practice so it seemed to make
perfect sense for us to get together.

Dunwoodie had been operating successfully in
the architectural healthcare field for almost 30
years & had built up a very strong presence in
this niche area, working for all the local NHS
Trusts. Whilst the business did operate in other
sectors the majority of commissions were in
healthcare where it built an excellent reputation.
On the other hand, I had worked predominantly in
the commercial & retail sectors for over 30 years so
it made perfect sense for Laura & I to get together
to maximise opportunities in both sectors & extend
our reach & combined client base. To date we have
had great success, having been in business together
less than three years. In that short time we have
been responsible for the STACK developments in
both Newcastle & Seaburn, worked on an £80m
outpatients department in Malta, the new £18m
RVI multi-storey car park which is currently on site,
& we also have a number of retail schemes, further
STACK developments, care home & healthcare
projects in the pipeline.

Clearly, this has not been the most ‘normal’ of
years & it would disingenuous to say that projects
haven’t been affected by Covid 19 because they
definitely have, whether that be due to delays in
supply chains or an inability to source products
& materials when projects are on site or due to
healthcare projects being put on hold as facilities
& resources are redirected to help deal with the
pandemic. The availability of finance to fund
commercial projects now & moving forward is also
a potential issue that may impact on businesses
such as ourselves in the future as we edge out
of the pandemic but time will tell. I have to say
though that whilst we have been working away
from the office and particularly when we have
had projects on site, our team have responded
magnificently. The key here is communication & I
can safely say that it has been first class.
As part of the (r)evolution of the Practice we have
decided to carry out a rebranding exercise. Having
discussed this on an ongoing basis, we have decided
dunwoodiearchitects.co.uk
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to keep the Practice name as it is so well known in
healthcare circles both locally & nationally. It never
ceases to surprise us when dealing with people in
other parts of the country that they have heard
the Practice name in healthcare circles. Whilst
keeping the name, at the same time we are also
promoting an abridged version ie DWA, as we are
finding people seem to be naturally addressing us
that way in documentation and we feel it gives us
a shorter, snappier, more contemporary feel whilst
maintaining the historic links of the business. Also,
we have deliberately used a selection of colours,
which some people may think weakens a brand,
but we feel, having been through this process more
than once, there are no hard and fast rules. Our
view is that there are now many strands to our
business which perhaps weren’t there previously
but are now strongly represented by the variety of
colours. Maybe we will change this in time but for
the moment we want to make it very apparent that
change is taking place at pace at DWA. Hopefully
you will agree!

PROPERTY INSIGHT

Sheraton Park

Boiler House

Discovery Academy

VAT AND BUILDINGS
By Neil Turner, director, Howarth Litchfield

They say that death and taxes are the only two certainties in life. I
am sure there are a few more but this quote helps emphasise the
impact of central taxation on our daily lives.
Before we forget, I am an Architect and I have
some strong views on why this subject matters.
We live in challenging times - times when the
Chancellor Rishi Sunak will no doubt be looking to
amend taxation to pay for the costs of the last six
months’ pandemic.
Personally, I would advocate some changes to
stimulate the building economy. The construction
industry which employs 2.7m in the UK is a fast
way to inject energy into the economy.
We have several peculiar tax rules - in particular,
the rules on VAT on building works, which never
seem consistent.
A person building a new house can claim back VAT
on the build, (not on the consultants’ fees) and
effectively build at zero rate, whereas a person
converting a building must pay VAT at 20%.
I have commented before of the unfairness of this
and the lack of incentivisation within the system
for recycling and reusing our building stock.
The rules become even more confusing on
renewables. Over the last few years large numbers

home improvements or install energy efficient
systems by reintroducing lower rates of VAT.
I wrote to the energy minster recently and got a
long, complicated response, blaming this all on
Europe and it being a difficult situation. I replied,
noting that as we are coming out of Europe then
surely this would simplify matters and allow some
changes for the near future. Sadly, no response.
We also used to charge 5% VAT on listed buildings
(up to 2012). Listed buildings are by their very
nature our most precious assets and require
greater levels of repair, care, and cost. We have
about 500,000 in the UK. So, should we not give
our owners of these buildings a reduced level
of taxation to allow greater investment in our
heritage? If we do not look after them, they will
decay.
I would advocate zero VAT on grade 1 listing and a
5% levy on grade 2* and grade 2.

Neil Turner

of people have installed PV panels, solar thermal,
and insulation. For green systems, taxation was set
at 5% VAT, which was a good incentive for people
to invest and do their bit for energy conservation.
But then this changed last year and now 20% is
applied to green systems - hardly encouraging
people to make the investment in new energy. To
make matters worse you only pay 5% when buying
coal for your fire, a fossil fuel. It doesn’t make any
sense.
So again, we could encourage people to invest in

The examples I have given are all areas where I
believe that a reduced rate of VAT could kickstart
investment in different sectors of the construction
industry. I recognise that central government will
be under pressure to raise revenues, but some
targeted reductions can encourage growth and
activity at a time when we really need it.
I am not an economist or a politician, but I do
understand the wider pressures of today’s society
here in the North East and further afield, when
often the simplest changes can be the most
effective.
The construction industry has the capacity to help
the wider economy quickly, so give the industry the
opportunity to make a difference.

Neil Turner, director, Howarth Litchfield can be contacted on 0191 384 9470 or email: nturner@hlpuk.com www.howarthlitchfield.com
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CECIL M YUILL Ltd PLANNING
APPLICATION FOR 475 HOMES AT
QUARRY FARM
Hartlepool-based Cecil M Yuill Ltd, has applied for outline planning permission for
the construction of 475 high quality new homes to the west of Hartlepool.

The proposed development is on land directly
adjacent to Phase 2 and north of the land at High
Tunstall granted outline consent in 2018 and
will form the third phase of its highly popular
Quarry Farm development. This has already
seen 81 new homes built and sold on Phase 1 by
Bellway Homes with Barratt David Wilson Homes
commencing the construction of a further 220
homes at their Elwick Gardens development as
part of Phase 2.
As with both our Phases 1 and 2, crucial to the
proposed development is the landscape-led design
approach which will see not only the preservation
of the Naisberry Quarry Local Wildlife Site, but the
creation of a new, north-south linear green running
right through the site to link Elwick Road to the
south with Worset Lane to the north and an eastwest greenspace across the site. Extensive footpaths
and cycle links will follow building lines rather than
the roads, providing alternative access to the new
street plan to different areas of the development,
whilst the surrounding rural landscape will be echoed

by new tree planning throughout the development.”
Edward Yuill, Managing Director of Cecil M Yuill Ltd,
commented, “We’re delighted to be submitting an
outline application, following public consultation,
for this third phase of development at Quarry Farm.
We have always had very keen interest from major
housebuilder in our land at Quarry Farm who see it as
an opportunity to create a high quality development
attractive to the market.”
“Equally important to me, as someone who is
extremely proud of my family’s long history in
Hartlepool, is to ensure that the town as a whole
reaps the benefit of the development. As with
Phases 1 and 2, we will always strive to honour the
obligations required by adopted planning policy.
With Phase 2, aside from the financial benefits to be
accrued through Council tax and the £2.64 million
towards the construction of the grade separated
junction and Elwick bypass, an additional £741,000
is to be provided towards the build of sports pitches,
education, ecology and the provision of much
needed on-site affordable housing.”

Quarry Farm 3. The proposal is for 475
new homes to be built on land between
Elwick Road and Worset Lane.

“We are very proud of our record of delivering
housing for the town of Hartlepool and, in accordance
with the local plan and financial policies within and
subject to planning, we hope this will continue
with serious developer interest already in Phase 3.
This development will enable us to continue to be
part of the regeneration of Hartlepool by providing
high quality private homes and affordable housing
that meet the aspirations of local people and help
to retain the highly skilled population who may be
tempted to move away should such new homes not
become available close to the centre of Hartlepool.’
The outline planning application for the scheme
was submitted to Hartlepool Borough Council on
23rd October and will be open to public view and
comment following the application’s validation by
officers.

www.cmyuill.co.uk

CHRISTMAS IS COMING, THE GOOSE IS GETTING…
Well, with all that happened in 2020, will the goose get fat this year? I think
everyone alive today will remember this year as long as they are alive; it will
become a reference point in the future. There have been memes and comments
across Facebook and other social media about how bad it was in World War 2,
and it certainly must have been hard for those who waved loved ones off to
school or work never to see them again, as well as those who would get the
dreaded telegram about a family member in the Armed Forces.
But what came out of those dreadful six years? A global change in fortunes, the
1930s recession truly kicked into touch, and 12 years after hostilities ended, Harold
Macmillan declared the country “had never had it so good”. Will we see something
similar? How do we respond to all of this in 2021?
Rishi Sunak has announced a raft of measures to help the country pull out of the
undoubted recession that is coming, but he does predict some recovery by 2022. There
is however a duty not just for central government to respond, but for us as individuals
to do so. I think in 2021 we can show our disdain for those who took advantage of
others and our support for those who supported others, from large employers making
staff redundant to save money (in some cases it was necessary, but in some, those at
the ‘top of the pile’ saw either no difference or a positive one) to corner shops charging
extortionate prices for toilet rolls and sanitizers, to restaurants preparing free meals
for people, to clothing and other manufacturers turning their production lines over to
PPE without charge.
In 1987 Margaret Thatcher was quoted as saying “There’s no such thing as society.”
This has frequently been held up as an example of her disdain for the populace. But
the full quote goes on to say “There are individual men and women and there are
families. And no government can do anything except through people, and people must
look after themselves first. It is our duty to look after ourselves and then, also, to look
after our neighbours.”

Philip Bowe

So I and my colleagues at BIV Bowes will be looking after our neighbours in 2021,
and I hope the readers of this article find a way to look after theirs. Merry Christmas
everyone!

www.bivbowes.co.uk
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THE FIRST 12 MONTHS ARE THE HARDEST
The 12 months of 2020 have been among
the toughest our generation has known.
The coronavirus pandemic has tested the
resilience of even the most established
businesses, and sadly many have been
forced to close.
So, imagine the pressure put on a new
start business, one which launched just
prior to lockdown.
Chris Trotter, commercial manager at
Shildon-based Northern Metal Recycling,
explains how his employer has managed
to ride the wave of the virus and grow to
a team of 10 less than 10 months since
it was set up.
It is fair to say none of us knew what lay
ahead when the ‘C’ word first began to be
talked about at the start of 2020.
Little did we know that as we approach the
end of the year, we’d still be in the grip of
the global coronavirus pandemic, one which
has claimed hundreds of thousands of lives
worldwide and left thousands of people out
of work and many businesses in tatters.
For the team at Northern Metal Recycling,
COVID-19 presented us with a whole
different challenge.
As a business that had just been launched
by owner Jordan Bell, who had committed
over £1.5m to get the venture off the
ground, we were left wondering how we

were going to be able to overcome the
barriers we were presented with, including
a 12-week national lockdown.
Anyone in business knows the first 12
months are the hardest – when those 12
months are during some of the toughest
times the nation has faced, it’s not hard to
understand why we were thinking we were
going to have our work cut out.
Thankfully, Jordan had managed to attract a
team of experienced industry professionals,
who shared his vision of establishing a
business that offered a one-stop solution
for companies, offering both collection and
processing to clients, particularly those
within the engineering and manufacturing
sectors.
Quickly word spread about the launch
of Northern Metal Recycling, new clients
came on board and the growth projections
Jordan and I had set out in the planning
stages were back in play.
Today, there are 10 of us working for the
company and our reputation for excellence
is quickly being cemented.
Whilst we don’t know what 2021 has in
store as the coronavirus pandemic is still
very much part of our lives, we do know
that as a new business, we are confident
that our ambitious plans for growth will be
achieved.

Contact, Chris Trotter

www northernmetalrecycling.co.uk
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IS THE NEW WFH CULTURE IMPACTING THE
HOUSING MARKET?
Everyone remembers laughing as they watched the viral video of Professor Robert Kelly being
interrupted by his children on a live video call with BBC News in 2017. Little did we realise at the time
how familiar his experience would become to so many of us just three years later.
So many people across the country spent
most of the first half of 2020 working from
the kitchen table or crammed in the corner of
the spare room, conducting meetings by video
call and hoping not to be interrupted by the
children, the dog or an Amazon delivery.
This dramatic change in people’s working lives
has led to a reassessment of priorities in a lot of
ways, but the shift in the Housing Market has been
particularly pronounced.
So how is working from home changing how
people buy and rent?
Space outside the city
The pandemic has allowed people the space to
take a step back and assess their quality of life.
City-centre living is not as appealing or practical
as it once was and proximity to the office is no
longer a driving factor. This has opened up a whole
new range of housing options for most people.
Not only is countryside living cheaper, but it also
complements the slower pace of life which many
have come to enjoy during the pandemic.

Since the initial UK lockdown restrictions began to
ease back in May and house-hunting could resume,
estate and letting agents have been inundated with
calls from city-dwellers looking to get out of their
tiny flats and escape to the countryside.
Outdoor space
The first lockdown severely limited how much
time we were allowed to spend outdoors in public
spaces. Although the second lockdown is not as
strict in this respect, people are still conscious of
spending a lot of time outside their homes and,
with social distancing now the norm, public spaces
are less practical than they once were.
The result? Buyers and renters in 2020 are
making gardens and outside space a priority when
choosing their new home. A survey of UK property
professionals revealed that over 80% predicted a
rise in demand for homes with gardens or balconies.
Office space
In April 2020, nearly 50% of people in employment
did some work from home, with almost all UK

office workers swapping their home-to-office
commute for a bedroom-to-living room one.
As companies re-evaluate the way they operate,
more and more people are adjusting to the idea of
home working as a more permanent way of life. A
quiet study or at least somewhere with space for
a large desk is no longer a luxury but a necessity.
Patchy phone calls and glitching video conferences
just won’t cut it, so decent phone signal and
reliable Wi-Fi are also essential.
So, is the WFH culture impacting the Housing
Market? Absolutely, and property specialists are
reacting quickly to ensure they can offer home
buyers and renters living solutions which suit
their new lifestyles. Tyneside Developments has
recently refocused its attention with this shift in
mind; construction is well underway on Highbury
in Jesmond, creating three high-end family homes,
each with attractive outdoor space and excellent
views over the Town Moor. As we all look ahead to
2021, this profound culture shift will inform the
many exciting projects the company has planned
for the coming year.

To find out more about what we do visit Tynesidegroup.com, or contact us via phone or email: 0191 281 5111, info@tynesidegroup.com
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Homes by Carlton at Middleton Waters, Middleton St George.

REGIONAL HOUSEBUILDER DRIVES FORWARD
DEVELOPMENTS
North East housebuilder Homes by Carlton is pushing ahead with its expansion strategy, refusing to
allow the pandemic to hamper its ambitious investment plans.
has required our teams to remain adaptable and
extremely well-coordinated throughout the whole
sales and customer journey.

The award-winning County Durham developer
is maximising the spike in housing demand by
bringing three new homes developments on
stream in County Durham and Tees Valley.

“We now have a team of 20 at Homes by Carlton,
with plans to recruit a further 20 over the coming
years, taking our head count to 40. Plans are
already in place for further recruitment due to take
place in 2021.”

This is resulting in a growth in employment and
the support of a significant regional supply chain,
which is set to grow in 2021. This is happening
against a national backdrop of rising house prices
with the North East and Yorkshire showing some of
the largest growth rates in the country.

Middleton Waters, which will be developed in four
phases over several years and comprise around
200 luxury homes, is the largest of the current
developments by Homes by Carlton.

Spearheading the expansion for Homes by Carlton
is the £60m Middleton Waters site in the village
of Middleton St George, between Darlington and
Yarm. Construction started on site just prior to the
first covid-19 lockdown and has continued through
the year with the recent virtual opening of a show
home.
Simon Walker, MD of Homes by Carlton, said:
“We’re delighted to be rolling out our ambitious
plans in the North East. The lockdowns and
necessary social distancing on site have caused
some delays but this has been offset by the strong
demand we’re seeing.
“Despite the pandemic, we have a really buoyant
housing market. There is a real appetite for good
quality homes, particularly in desirable locations
such as Middleton St George and surrounding
villages.
“The Government recognises the value of the
housing and property sector in the UK, realising
it needs to remain open because it’s seen as a
powerful engine for the growth and well-being
of the economy. Stimulants like the stamp duty
holiday and the Help to Buy scheme have really

Elsewhere, the company has started work on
Thorpe Paddocks, an attractive site at Thorpe
Thewles, adjacent to Wynyard Woodland Park to
the west of Stockton on Tees and eight miles north
of Yarm. The site will include 31 three, four and fivebedroom family homes, specifically designed to be
in keeping with the character of Thorpe Thewles.
helped keep the housing sector moving this most
difficult year.”
Within weeks of the first release of 18 three and
four-bedroom properties at Middleton Waters
some 65 per cent were reserved off plan. Due to
such strong demand a second phase of new homes
for sale will be announced in the coming weeks.
Simon Walker explained: “We are delighted with
the interest Middleton Waters has generated to
date and the outstanding support of our sales and
marketing team.
“Demonstrating the quality of the homes to
potential buyers during a very challenging period

Already, the sales team has taken reservations on
10 of the first release of 15 properties at the luxury
development.
Homes by Carlton has also started work at The
Langtons development in the village of Redmarshall,
a short drive from Yarm, where 11 luxury, executive
homes are to be built. The construction team is
currently beginning infrastructure works.
Homes by Carlton - supported by regional
investment firm Growth Capital Ventures – has
20 potential sites in the pipeline at key locations
across the North East and Yorkshire, here more
than 1,000 new homes will be delivered over the
coming years.

More details on these sites and future developments can be found by visiting - www.homesbycarlton.com
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MARKETING AND MEDIA NEWS

JOHN LEWIS PARTNERSHIP SELECTS SILVERBEAN TO
MANAGE AFFILIATE MARKETING PROGRAMME
Newcastle-based, global affiliate marketing specialist Silverbean is the new agency of choice for the
John Lewis Partnership Affiliate Programme.
The agency will manage affiliate activity to drive incremental growth across John Lewis & Partners, Waitrose
& Partners and John Lewis Finance, leveraging Impact’s SaaS partner platform to deliver improved analytics
aand further boost programme success.
Louise James, Global Associate Director at Silverbean, said: “We are immensely proud to have been
appointed by the John Lewis Partnership to support the growth of their affiliate and partner marketing
programme, alongside Impact.
"There’s a significant amount of untapped potential within the channel and our dedicated team can’t wait
to start executing the ideas we presented at pitch, alongside their internal marketing team.”

FABRIC ACADEMY
BRINGS WHOLE NEW
MARKETING STRATEGY

Silverbean, which has offices in Newcastle, Teesside and Sydney, has grown rapidly over recent years,
boasting over 40 employees specialising in the affiliate and partner marketing sector.

North East-based Fabric Academy has recently
launched promising to revolutionise marketing
study with a brand-new course for the industry.

NORTH EAST SPORTS
WRITER LAUNCHES NEW
PR AND MEDIA SERVICES
COMPANY

also have experience of the PR and communications
industry and I am excited about broadening ideas
into the business and education sector too.”

Learners will be able to develop and enhance their
strategic skills, while producing a robust piece of
marketing planning for their organisation.

Given his previous roles at The Northern Echo
and the Hartlepool Mail, Paul will still be offering
freelance services as a writer but Rephrase will
now also work on behalf of clients in a specialist
consultancy capacity.

Built upon 20 years of industry knowledge and
award-winning practice, the course has been
designed for marketers at all stages of their career,
providing a hands-on, real world approach.

The Northern Echo’s former chief football
writer, Paul Fraser, has created Rephrase, with
the intention of promoting clients in the
sporting and business worlds.
Rephrase aims to deliver a range of media solutions
to clients in regional, national and global markets,
working with individuals and larger organisations.
Paul, who spent almost 20 years at The Northern
Echo, said: “Clearly I have a specialism in sport
and I will be looking to put those experiences and
contacts to good use with my new business. But I

CREATIVE AGENCY HAS DESIGNS
ON GROWTH
Ouseburn-based creative agency, Vida Creative, has experienced doubledigit growth and new job creation, despite tough trading conditions.
Vida Creative, founded by Ellen Hedley and Henry Coggin, has seen significant
growth within the last seven months, fuelled by a series of client wins in the
tech and health sector, including Newcastle based VEO, Kani Payments, Blu Sky
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The concept was the brainchild of marketing and
comms agency Unwritten Group in response to a
gap in the market and a lack of high-level strategic
skills in the industry.
The course takes place over twelve weeks
covering three modules, namely Data and Insight,
Communicating Your Strategy and Delivery and
Measurement. The course has been designed to
enable participants to work flexibly, with three ondemand lessons and a week for assessment and
feedback per module.

Chartered Accountants and Scottish based MedPoint and Agilis Health.
The agency, founded in November 2018, specialises in bespoke website
development, branding, design and content marketing. In under two years,
the team of two has become six, with plans to further expand to support its
growing client base.
During lockdown, the team has worked with 360 Growth Partners, who help
businesses to accelerate their growth. 360 Growth Partners will be continuing
to support Vida Creative to deliver growth for 2021 through coaching and
leadership training.

06/07/2020 11:40
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Leanne Fawcett

A YEAR LIKE NO OTHER – BUT IT’S
NOT ALL DOOM AND GLOOM
Like many business owners, Leanne Fawcett from LEC
Communications and Design began 2020 looking forward to
a year of growth.
With an expanding pipeline of existing client
work and new projects pencilled in to start
during the first quarter of the year, it was set
to be the best 12 months yet for the eightyear-old firm.
But then COVID-19 happened and the picture
quickly changed.
Here Leanne tells us how she has overcome the
challenges the global pandemic has presented
and why LEC is ending the year on a high with
a renewed optimism for 2021.
Who’d have thought that when the first cases of
coronavirus were reported, 11 months later we’d

still be battling what has undoubtedly been one
of the biggest health challenges the world has
ever faced.
I can remember sitting in the office chatting to a
client as we made plans for the coming months,
talking about the rise in cases and how it seemed
like we were making a mountain out of a molehill.
How wrong we were.
Within weeks the country was in a national
lockdown and within a couple of days almost
£20,000 of projects were pulled as clients rightly
felt they could no longer commit to ‘luxury’
spends when no one knew what lay ahead.

The following months were tough, though
throughout the 12-week lockdown, I still counted
myself very lucky that not only did I have my
health but I was also able to continue trading –
something many of my fellow businesses simply
weren’t able to do.
So I said to myself that while any hopes of growth
and profit were gone, there was still reasons to
be positive and I used the time to review my
business – where did I want it to go in 2021 and
how was I going to build on the setbacks of 2020.
Thankfully, as we approach the end of the year,
things have really picked up. We’ve secured
several new accounts, while existing clients that
had gone off the radar are now very much back
on board pushing through projects for completion
before they head off on the festive break.
And with the grant and funding support available
to boost economic growth, which is encouraging
businesses to spend money they wouldn’t have
otherwise, there are plenty of reasons to be
positive.
We’re a resilient bunch in the North East so here’s
to a better 2021 – albeit one that will continue to
be anything but normal.

www.lecc.co.uk
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Marketing and Media Matters
In a new series of features Northern Insight talks to leading
figures in the region’s media industry.
This month we meet Joanna Spencer, Founder of Indigo Wolf
Marketing, about her career so far.

Did you always envisage a career in Marketing?

Which fictional character can you most relate to?

Most definitely not. When I was younger, I was obsessed with shows like
The Equaliser and LA Law and doing things for the common good.

I think the Andy Sachs character from the Devil Wears Prada who often
over stretches herself, wants to people please and struggles to say no. I
think I have learned over time that it is important to be confident in who
you are and your abilities and not to worry too much about the things
you have no control over.

I originally wanted to be a solicitor and work in the law but didn't get the
A Level results I wanted. I ended up doing an HND in Business and then
got onto a second year Marketing Management degree at Northumbria
which I found more interesting and unquestionably more in line with who
I am.
What has been your career path so far?

What is your greatest strength?
I think I have the ability to put myself into other people's shoes and am
approachable and empathetic.

I originally had a temporary job with Proctor and Gamble which turned
into a permanent role. This involved relocating people into jobs within the
firm from other countries. This was a great learning curve, as it allowed
me to hone and develop my communication skills under a great boss Carol Nicholson - and take a significant step forward.

What is your biggest weakness?

I then had a spell with Lowes Financial Management and two temping
assignments which again were good experience.

What has been your proudest achievement?

My great break came with an eight year period as PR and Comms
Manager with the NIHR Stroke Research Network which was a very
challenging role, before a four-year spell with the NHS Business Services
Authority where I became part of a newly established team called Pacific,
who had been tasked with saving a £1bn across NHS services, while
improving patient outcomes. I was their PR and Communications Manager
and helped to build their reputation and promote their capabilities
both inside the NHS BSA and externally, it was exciting being part of
something so worthwhile. After three years in this role, I was promoted
to Communications and Engagement Manager, working across the
whole of the Digital Directorate. Here I managed communications for a
number of the digital projects; Maternity Exemption Certificate (MATEX),
Pre-payment Prescription Payment Certificate (PPC) and Pharmacy
Submissions. Sadly, after only nine months in this role, I was made
redundant along with most of the Communications team.
After a spell with Homes England I took the risky step of handing in
my notice. Lockdown has made me realise how precious life is and how
important it is to look after one's own wellbeing, so I decided to take the
plunge and form Indigo Wolf Marketing. The name derives from the fact
that my birth month is February, therefore my birthstone is Amethyst,
which is purple in colour and a more descriptive word for purple is Indigo.
The Wolf part of my name, comes from the Wolf being my American
Indian spiritual animal, something which I strongly identify with, as it
signifies, independence, loyalty and family bonds. I even have a large wolf
tattoo on the inside of my right ankle.

I am a perfectionist and can be an over thinker! However, I think you can
always turn a weakness in to a positive and my weaknesses, only serve to
drive me to want do the best for my clients.

That’s a hard question to answer, as there have been a few. I think firstly, it
has been being brave enough to take a leap of faith, leave a full time, paid
job and become my own boss.
Other than that, I would have to say working as part of the NIHR Stroke
Research Network for so many years and seeing how the work I did over
that time, helped to change the public awareness and perceptions about
research and clinical studies. How building patients' perspectives in to
communications, events and conferences, could better help the academics
understand and design the research they conducted, putting patients at
the heart of them. This had always been a struggle from the beginning,
but by the time I left, patients were a integral part of the Stroke Research
Network’s day to day work.
What are your aspirations for the next 12-18 months?
Whilst it is early days for Indigo Wolf, I would like to establish a regular
client base, open a little office and enjoy some organic growth.
How do you see your industry evolving in the last 10 years?
Technology will continue to be at the fore and make things more
intuitive and faster. As marketeers we will need to keep abreast of new
development and keep our fingers on the pulse in order to keep the
momentum going.

Tell us a little about the services you offer?
We are dedicated to helping North East business owners market their
products and services successfully and plan marketing strategy, brand
consultancy, social media marketing and events. We very much work on a
project-based level without long contracts and massive fees with the aim
of helping them thrive after the pandemic eases.
Who do you most respect in business?
I greatly admire Kate Walton who owns Have to Love in Gosforth. Over
the last 15 years Kate has moved with the times, attracted a hugely
loyal following and gone from strength to strength. If I could establish
something similar over time I'd be delighted.

For further information visit the website www.indigowolfmarketing.co.uk
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WRIGGLING THEIR WAY TO SUCCESS!
Wriggle Marketing is an apt name for this digital marketing company which has, with dogged
determination, continued to grow despite the pandemic. Named after a dog, “Wriggles”, this
boutique business and its clients are most definitely onto the scent of success.

We thought we’d paws to catch up with Nick Gianfreda, the MD
of Wriggle Marketing in Newcastle. Wriggle is a performance
driven, boutique digital marketing agency that specialises in
generating a genuine, consistent return on investment for their
clients through the mediums of SEO, Google Ads, social media
management and conversion rate optimisation.
Wriggle is an established part of the region’s marketing landscape
so Nick’s well placed to tell us what life has been like both for his
company and his clients.
What were your plans for this year?
At the beginning of this year I was due to get married and 2020
was shaping-up nicely. Wriggle was making serious headway with
a three year growth strategy we’d put in place in early 2019 with
growth consultants Sphera Consulting. Within six months of them
starting we’d increased turnover by over 30%. I was excited for
2020!
What happened in lockdown?
It was worrying when the first lockdown hit. We’d spent years
building a solid client base…would it disappear overnight? How
would the staff deal with working remotely? Was I concerned?
Absolutely, there were lots of what ifs and variables we had to deal
with as a business but the Wriggle team adapted to working from
home. No account staff were furloughed. Marketing is often the first
casualty during a downturn and, while we saw revenues decrease in
Q2, we did not lose a single client. This is largely down to the way
we operate at Wriggle and the dedication of the team, something
with each team member deserves credit for. We see ourselves as
part of our clients’ businesses….almost like an integrated marketing
department. We’re always available to help them get to wherever
they want to be, whether that’s from a standing start or building
upon and accelerating their development.
“Wriggle and the team were there for us when we needed them
and we’ll remember that. We knew we needed to accelerate our
online strategy and adopt a mixture of channels (something
which Wriggle had suggested months before). In eight months
we have increased our yearly online turnover by over 165%
and now use a blend of digital marketing mediums. It seems
to me that this market is full of companies who are very good
at charging the Earth and providing mediocre results, but with
Wriggle I do feel that I am getting results and value for money.”
Martin Rye - GRS Footwear.

“Wriggle Marketing proactively developed a platform which
allowed us to provide regular government and company
updates to our workforce during this challenging and
unprecedented period. Their support to us throughout the
pandemic has been outstanding with all updates being
completed within 24hrs. The team has been with us
every step of the way.”
Thompsons of Prudhoe.

A lot of businesses had to change.
Has Wriggle Marketing?
We have a great work culture and ethos at Wriggle. There is a really
friendly, positive vibe within the company and I know many of our
clients sense that too. All staff receive perks like gym memberships
(when they’re open!), flexitime, work from home days etc. This has
continued during lockdown and the flexibility we give staff is even
greater although more of the team want to return to the office. We
have job applicants who’ve been working remotely for companies
but now want ‘office positions’ as they’ve missed interaction. A new
balance has to be struck.
So, how are things looking?
Despite everything, we look like achieving the majority of the
targets we set for 2020 and, importantly, we’ll hit our retained
income target as we managed to acquire new clients during the
lockdown. It has been extremely hard work at every juncture and
as Mitchell our Head of Digital Op’s said ‘this year has been like a
dodgy internet connection’. Nevertheless we’re a team of 11 but
are recruiting more team members across the board as we’re seeing
businesses adapt to the digital environment. Firms realise an online
presence isn’t an option anymore; it’s essential. We want to attract
talent who see themselves developing along with the business. Over
the last five months we have recruited four new team members and
by the middle of next year we’ll have appointed another five in a
mixture of junior and senior roles some of which are online now.
Will businesses change in 2021 and beyond?
Yes, although it’s difficult to measure. The younger generation is
used to shopping, researching and interacting online so I think the
biggest shift will be with the older generation. There’s been a huge
realisation within this demographic of how easy and convenient
online shopping can be. They’ve been forced to change and most
have adapted to it one way or another.

If you’d like help with your marketing, the best idea is to contact Wriggle Marketing and they will put together a realistic plan of action and
ensure a return on your investment. Call 0191 815 0815 or email via their website www.wrigglemarketing.co.uk
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REVIEW OF THE YEAR’S PR
HIGHLIGHTS
How to sum up the PR moments of a year that has seen life
completely change for most of us – especially writing it in
November! So, like last year, not a real question this month, just
some observations about a year like no other…
Dominated by the Covid-19 pandemic, global
reactions to it, the madness of Trump and the
imminent Brexit, the year flew by with shock
after shock and, seemingly, no long term relief.

with an astonishing 750,000 streaming his live daily
workouts whilst 99 year old war veteran Captain
Tom Moore raised £33m for NHS Charities by
walking around his garden.

Rumours about the oncoming disaster started very
early in the year with TV reports from China mixed
with coverage of Australia’s horrendous bushfires.
Time for the first PR fail with footballer, Dele Alli,
mocking the then little known Coronavirus making
reference to an Asian man coughing nearby whilst in
an airport lounge.

Whilst the selfless work by thousands of volunteers
was truly staggering, it soon became apparent
that we certainly weren’t “in this together’ and,
unlike Victorian cholera, famously described as ‘no
respecter of class’, the ‘Covid-19 experience’ varied
enormously dependent on wealth with social media
outputs from the world’s wealthy describing a very
different reality from those less fortunate.

Johnson dithered as thousands died but eventually we
moved to lockdown – supermarkets were stripped of
everything, especially toilet rolls, some organisations
displayed humanity to their staff and customers
like Iceland & Sainsbury reserving time slots for
the elderly, with others did not. Wetherspoons’ Tim
Martin surpassed the usual serial disaster artists of
Richard Branson, Gordon Ramsay and Mike Ashley,
by questioning advice to pubs to minimise the risk of
spreading Covid-19, withholding his staff’s pay and
then suggesting they work at Tesco.
The weekly Clap For Heroes was a moving communal
success, despite the Government’s later hypocrisy
in their treatment of NHS staff pay, Joe Wicks and
others began to give digital content away for free,

As most pulled together to help and prevent the
spread, Dominic Cummings regarded himself above
it with a trip to Barnard Castle, whilst Johnson’s
support for his advisor was to prove even more
disastrous. Marcus Rashford began his campaign for
meal vouchers opposed by Therese Coffey with Tory
colleague, Dominic Raab, showing similar lack of
empathy with public concerns by commenting that
the BLM Take the Knee movement was something
out of Game of Thrones.
Priti Patel displayed a total lack of humanity by
suggesting the refugees risking the dangerous crosschannel crossings in small boats should be turned
back at sea, the appalling working conditions of

BooHoo textile workers in Leicester were revealed,
Harry and Meghan’s book went down like a lead
balloon whilst the Eat Out to Help Out campaign
briefly revived the empty city centres and working
from home became the norm for many.
Brexit was proving a tad more complicated than the
promised ‘easiest deal in the world’ with Johnson
naturally blaming the EU for intransigence whilst
still wanting access to EU passport channels at
airports. Work began to turn Kent into a lorry park –
presumably a ‘world-beating’ one.
Globally, insanity spread like the virus with only New
Zealand’s Jacinda Ardern showing any real leadership.
Trump lied and stirred division, Lukashenko set
his troops onto the Belarusian people, Bolsonaro
threatened reporters as the Amazon burnt and
Putin poisoned the opposition as the Siberia tundra
melted. Turkey flexed its muscles against Greece
in the hunt for energy, poachers devasted wildlife
in Africa, Armenia and Azerbaijan went to war and
China’s Xi Jinping squashed Hong Kong opposition
and quietly continued the genocide against the
Islamic Uyghur people.
Starmer ditched Corbyn, the Americans finally
ditched Trump while Johnson eventually, and
ironically, followed the example of Europe and we
went back into lockdown.
The pandemic can be a catalyst for change and had
offered us a chance to reboot our world for the
better to tackle social inequality, poverty, climate
change and a myriad of other problems but our
leaders in the main have ignored the opportunity.
There were some PR winners in 2020, like the NHS
staff, volunteers and Sir Tom Moore. But the loser this
year was simply Truth, trampled to death by populist
and narcissistic leaders who have set an appalling
example from which the rest of us must endeavour
to rise above and recover in 2021. Let’s hope Biden’s
victory signals a brighter future for us all.

Do you need some assistance with your marketing, PR or design? Do you need to review your strategy or do you want to know how we
can help your business? Talk to us. Email your questions anonymously to us today hello@silverbulletmarketing.co.uk or Tweet us (not so
anonymously) @SilverBulletPR.
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B.VILLAGE –
THE IDEAL BUSINESS ACCOMMODATION SOLUTION
Here we look in detail at one of Highlights PR’s clients:

A new Cramlington business village is bucking
the economic gloom by proving a big hit with
businesses despite lockdown.
Work on b.village ended just as the coronavirus
pandemic was ravaging the UK economy. But,
instead of facing uncertainty, growing and startup businesses have flocked to b.village, drawn
by superb flexible facilities, low-cost easy in/out
leases and the chance to join a community of likeminded entrepreneurs.
Just over a year since construction work started at
Bakers Road, Nelson Industrial Estate, 22 of the 24
units have been let, and work is planned on a sister
site in Durham.
b.village Cramlington is the first in a network
of business communities where totally flexible,
energy-efficient, low start-up cost workspace
comes packaged with onsite gym, recreation,
catering and conference facilities.
And as more b. villages spring up, tenants will be
able to hot desk and use facilities at sister sites.
Each 1,400 sq. ft unit at Cramlington has an
office on the upper floor and storage, warehouse,
workshop, or studio area on the ground floor.
The fully accessible units also have fully-fitted
kitchenettes, 24-hour access, parking with electric

vehicle charging points and low start-up costs
including inclusive fast internet, as well as other
benefits.
Rents are competitive at £695pm for a five year
lease with the option to end the lease after six
months.

For more information visit www.bvillage.co.uk
b.village Cramlington is situated 5 minutes from the
A1 and 5 minutes from the A19.It is a 20-minute
drive from Newcastle City Centre and 15-minutes
from Newcastle International Airport.

For PR information: Keith Newman keith@highlightspr.co.uk 07814 397951. www.highlightspr.co.uk

Come on board for
great PR in 2021!
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DON’T BE
AFRAID TO
CHANGE YOUR
CAREER!
When Veronica Swindale first
met Catherine Mair, she was
a molecular biology product
manager looking at a potential
career in marketing. Now
she is the Marketing and
Communications Manager at
Newcastle Cathedral.
Our career paths can withstand twists and turns
and it was lovely to catch up on Catherine’s
journey and understand how she reached her
long-term career goals with a little help from
CIM qualifications taught by us!

nesma’s new term starts in January, and we will continue with virtual live teaching for all CIM and CIPR qualifications and our new workshops
programme, so there is no disruption to our students’ development plans – find out more at www.nesma.co.uk.
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So where did it all start?
I began my career as a research scientist,
specialising in molecular virology and immunology.
I had ambitions to become a marketer in the early
noughties after migrating into scientific sales but
never found an opportunity to make the transition.
Even then, I was passionate about being customerfocused and taking an outside-in approach but
always struggled to get marketing jobs.
So what did you do about it?
I did my due diligence to ascertain what potential
employers were looking for in candidates. When
I saw that a common thread was The Chartered
Institute of Marketing, I knew I had to pursue a CIM
qualification to differentiate myself and develop
a competitive edge. I started by studying a CIM
Certificate with nesma, as the recognised leading
provider of CIM qualifications in the north-east.
Re-entering education for the first time in years
was a shock to the system, and I found it tough to
manage studies alongside a demanding job with
lots of international travel, but I completed my
qualification.
What career journey did that take you on?
During my studies, I secured a marketing manager
role at an SME but, due to impending liquidation,
left soon afterwards to work agency-side. Lady
Luck wasn't smiling on me because two-years' later
I was made redundant! Fortunately, I then landed
a fascinating job at Newcastle Cathedral. When
I began, marketing at the Cathedral didn't have
anywhere near the prominence it has now. I have
worked hard to elevate its strategic and tactical
importance, and it is now seen as essential within
the organisation, to articulate our vision, mission,
values and USP to stakeholders.
The best thing about Newcastle Cathedral is that
no one day is the same. We have to balance being,
first and foremost, a place of worship alongside
being a heritage attraction in the heart of a bustling
city. We're halfway through a £6M National Lottery
Heritage Fund redevelopment project to transform
the Cathedral into a major visitor destination for
summer 2021. It's an inspiring, challenging and
rewarding place to work, and I'm excited to continue
spearheading the marketing function.

Catherine Mair

What were your career learnings en route?
Change is the only constant in life. Do your research
and learn from people who have been where you
aspire to be. Stay relevant, current and, above all
else, persevere and don't be afraid of hard work!
Many people are now having to consider
switching careers. What would your
advice be?
Go for it! Before I made the leap, two things held
me back: judging whether I could afford a drop in
salary by switching careers; and imposter syndrome
– being a green, late 30-something marketer
competing against younger, better qualified, more
experienced individuals. Frankly, having a CIM
qualification enhances earning potential…And
imposter syndrome? Well, experience tells me that
everyone in the workplace feels a bit of a fraud
sometimes! Due to COVID-19, there's now an even
greater emphasis on upskilling. So I'm starting my
CIM Diploma in January with nesma and working
towards becoming a Chartered Marketer.
As the marketing and communications
manager at the Cathedral, what plans do you
have for the Christmas period?
We are very forward-looking and have an agile
business model. Lockdown forced us to be more
inventive, and we transferred all our services
online. I am continually amazed at our reach and
engagement, with people worldwide regularly
joining our Facebook Lives and YouTube live
streaming.

Peter Cumiskey

With an ever-increasing emphasis on digital,
we have invested heavily in technology and
recently bolstered our digital marketing outputs
by recruiting Peter Cumiskey as Digital Marketing

Officer. Peter is a CIM qualified marketer and who
has also studied with nesma. What particularly
struck me about Peter is his understanding of our
values, proposition, positioning and, importantly,
how to engage audiences through digital marketing
effectively.
Christmas 2020 will be very different. We have to
juggle our desire for sharing the Christmas message
with the need to keep people safe. COVID-19 and
our redevelopment works mean our visitor capacity
is now only 7% of what it was. We're really sad that
we can't hold the big services for our university
partners, the WI and local charities but we will do as
much as we can. Our Christmas Eve and Christmas
Day services are still going ahead in person and via
live streaming and we plan to showcase our brilliant
Choir at some small carol services.
How will the Cathedral be supporting the
local community this Christmas?
Notwithstanding COVID-19, we're still opening our
doors for limited periods to provide a tranquil space
for reflection, educational experiences and tower
tours, and shelter for the vulnerable.
This year, instead of having a 30-foot-high Christmas
tree adorning the Nave until Candlemas, we'll have
smaller trees in the Eastern Chapels where visitors
can drop in for storytelling by candlelight. We're also
working with civic partners to deliver safe activities
for families across Newcastle, like the popular Santa
Trail and NE1's 24 Doors of Christmas.
In the New Year, plans are afoot to work with
frontline organisations who look after the most
vulnerable in society so that we can continue to
offer a radical welcome to those of all faiths and
none.

Whether it’s working on your current skill set or exploring a new area of expertise, nesma has
all your marketing, communication and digital know-how covered.

T: 07734 222 254
E: hello@nesma.co.uk
W: nesma.co.uk
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CHRISTMAS IS ON OUR RADAR
Members of Highlights PR’s exclusive RADAR programme benefit from increased media
coverage and exposure. We asked some of them to share their Christmas wishes.

“Please remember to support the local businesses
within your community - but most of all, have a
very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!”
Andrew Bartlett, MD Roam App.

“We go into the next year with hopes
of a better one, a vaccine and public
safety. But sadly, people do pass away.
If that happens, we’re here to help you
sort things out even over the holiday
period with our free advice probate
helpline - 01670 788200.” Neil Fraser,
www.Northumberlandwills.co.uk

“No plan ever runs true. 2020 was the strangest
example of that but it’s behind us now. Don’t live in
the past, life’s all about now - the present. Actually,
this Christmas give yourself the present of being
present. The pages of next year’s diary are currently
blank, get ready to fill them with good times and
new memories whatever happens. Remember
what you bring to the New Year is what the New
Year brings to you and the great thing is, you get
to choose.” James Palmer New Thinking - Empowering
Positive Change in Life and Business.

“The 80/20 rule of content marketing (80%
relationship building, 20% selling) shifts to 100/0
over Christmas. Use this slower, more reflective
period to connect and add value, tell stories with
a festive touch, encourage a warm glow. But be
prepared to hit the ground running in January once
the business world starts heading for the energy of
spring and growth! Have your content planned for
the change in pace and be ready to step up!”
Jackie Wilson www.brickhousemedia.co.uk

“We wish everyone a Merry Christmas.
This a time a time for sharing and being
with the people you love. The love and
support we have created for each other
this year has been amazing. If you know
someone who may be alone, reach out in
the festive season. Let’s all look forward
to 2021.” Debbie Dorans
www.vigeopropertyhub.co.uk

“Although 2020 has been tougher than most of
us imagined it could ever be, spend some time
looking at the positives that have occurred and
new skills you have developed to carry into
2021 and make it count. We can all be creative
to make Christmas fun and spread the love no
matter where we are.” Eleanor Baggaley
www.thesnowdropstory.co.uk

“I would like to wish all my clients a colourful, happy Christmas, filled with health, fun
and kindness. Thank you for supporting my business this year. I look forward to our
Next Chapter together in 2021.” Lucienne Gage www.nextchapterstyling.co.uk
RADAR gets your business noticed by the media. For the equivalent cost of a couple of coffees a week you can benefit from Highlights PR’s
list of experts. To become part of the Highlights PR exclusive RADAR programme contact Keith@highlightspr.co.uk 07814 397951
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New Year, New Skills, New You
Focus on what you can do!

Our new term starts on 18 January 2021 and all courses are online. Taught via
interactive webinars so you can literally do them from anywhere yet still have
the benefit of our great tutor support and group discussions!

8 CIPR qualifications designed to give you the knowledge,
confidence and resilience to thrive in public relations
including the Specialist Diplomas in Digital Communications,
Crisis Communications or Internal Communications.

7 CIM professional marketing/digital marketing qualifications
to help you stand out from the crowd including the Masters Degree
Level 7 Marketing Leadership Programme which has a Consultancy
module from which you can achieve a standalone CIM award.

Laura Adam

Alex Oselton

CIPR Foundation
Award in Public
Relations

CIM Diploma
in Professional
Marketingg

“I feel much more
confident that I’ve
got the right tools
and knowledge to
use different types
of media for relevant
communications.”

“All my cohorts were
young professionals
who were embarking
on similar journeys
to further their career
development.”

Our CIM and CIPR qualifications and workshops are all taught virtually so you don’t have to put
your personal development on hold. Keeping your skills up-to-date will give you the confidence
to navigate the ever-changing and complex environment we now work in.

You can register your interest in joining any of the qualification or workshop
courses with Lucy on 07734 222 254 or lucy.davidson@nesma.co.uk.
Talk to us about what you want to achieve.
T: 07734 222 254 E: hello@nesma.co.uk

WWW.NESMA.CO.UK
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IS YOUR COMPANY SUFFERING ILL HEALTH
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quote northern insight for 10% off your order

bounce back faster,
bounce back stronger
r//evolution's bounce back
packages are specially
designed to help businesses
impacted by Covid to recover
faster and stronger.
Focusing on lead generation
and customer acquisition to
drive sales, our three month
packages will accelerate your
recovery and maximise
your market opportunities.

Find out more:
blog.r-evolution.co.uk OR
call us on 0191 499 8415.

www.r-evolution.co.uk | 0191 499 8415

The Big Interview...
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Chrissie Plunkett
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START A CONVERSATION
THAT MATTERS
Twist Marketing, based on Grey Street in Newcastle, is a full-service
agency specialising in PR, Influencer Marketing and Brand Strategy.
Chrissie Plunkett is the MD. She takes a close look at how the Coronavirus
pandemic is challenging firms to become more creative.

As with every business, Twist has been struck by the
impact of COVID-19. The events of 2020 continue
to present us with immediate challenges that we
were and still are, forced to accept. We are having
to navigate and lead a complete revision of our
strategies and plans and turn campaigns around in
record time, to respond to the incredibly fast pace
of change that’s happening around us.
But the creative sector won’t be stopped. Quite the
opposite actually… what is so enlightening to see, is the
massive surge of brand bravery and creativity emerging
from this economic and social uncertainty.
Could creativity be the lifeblood of economic recovery?
Brand positioning has always been based around selling
an ideal, yet the pandemic changed that purpose;
almost immediately. We’ve swapped our workplace
and socialising wardrobes for comfort clothing (most
likely with an elasticated waistband), we wear less
make-up, we don’t purchase for occasions in the ways
we used to and essentially our material desires have
shifted. Just as society and “the new normal” has
fundamentally changed our behaviour; the way brands
use creativity to communicate and position themselves
has also evolved. The power of being creative shouldn’t
be underestimated.
The COVID-19 pandemic has changed the kind of
conversation that consumers want to hear from brands.
This is where brands are having to become cleverer in
finding a happy balance between brand tone and being
too serious at the risk of losing identity, as opposed
to being too light-hearted in a way that could be
misconstrued as being insensitive during a worrying
time for many. I believe in delivering campaigns
that inform yet entertain and what we’ve been
concentrating on at Twist is perfecting this balance
with our clients. It’s what creatives are supposed to
be good at after all! I don’t see anything wrong with

injecting some light-hearted, tongue-in-cheek and
entertainment into a campaign (providing it’s relevant
of course) that will be remembered for putting a smile
on someone’s face or making someone feel included.
It’s the most creative businesses who are the ones brave
enough to start a conversation that are thriving during
this pandemic. They’re standing out and delivering
messages that audiences are so eager to hear right
now. I think it’s those honest, small connections that
brands are making with their audiences that appear to
be making the most impact and this is what defines
brilliant creativity.
Really interestingly, it also feels as though we’re
expecting brands to solve problems presented by the
pandemic – almost immediately - and this is where
they are having to respond creatively and at lightning
speed. Resolving these challenges can sometimes prove
that simple ideas are king. Those ideas that come from
brands who don’t necessarily have the luxury of creating
big, ad campaigns splashed across every platform; it’s
those who can demonstrate empathy while resolving a
challenge who are going to be successful.
I have spotted some brands going quiet and this is a
worry. It could be because they don’t know what or how
to say the right thing to their audience at the moment,
but that could be to their detriment. One of the areas
of focus at Twist is to help brands create conversations
with audiences in meaningful and creative ways and
helping brands to leverage the authentic parts of their
story, so they have the confidence to share their voice
in these changing times.
If you need help in navigating your way through the
Covid fog, then please get in touch with us at Twist.
Let’s have a socially distanced chat. You can tell us
where you’d like to be heading and we’ll point you in
the right direction using every tool in our sanitised box.

Call us on 0191 341 0045 or email hello@twistmarketing.co.uk and we’ll get cracking.
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Do you want to....
Speed up turnaround?
Use an eco-friendly mailing solution?
Gain more insight on targeting mailings?
Reduce costs without compromising on results?

MetroMail are here to help.
See how we can deliver your message
during these challenging times.
Effective, fast an
d value-driven
communication
solutions that
work for your bu
siness.

Whether you’re working from home or still going
into the office, give us your current contact details
to ensure you receive your brochure* and future
mailings.

13093 METROMAIL

12pp A5 Brochure
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*Plus a bonus gift if you request a hard copy!

Request our brochure to find out more.
Scan the QR code to get your copy!

Alternatively, contact us today at:
www.metromail.co.uk

0191 301 1700

enquiries@metromail.co.uk

Unit 6, Foxcover Enterprise Park, Admiralty Way, Seaham, SR7 7DN

Effective, fast and value-driven communication
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IT ALL ADDS UP AT ARGYLE HOUSE SCHOOL
Any parents reading this will know that the day you send your son or daughter to school
for the first time is one of the most stressful days of your life. Dropping them off and
then walking away is a massive wrench.

Prospective parents….be warned.
First impressions mean a lot. Consequently, rolling-up at
Argyle House School in Sunderland is a hugely comforting
experience. As soon as you arrive, there is a welcoming
atmosphere and a friendly face. You can instantly tell that
the children are happy and content in their surroundings.
“That is the most important aspect of this school,” said
Headmaster Chris Johnson who also owns the school. “We see
ourselves as an extension to the child’s family and try to make
it a home from home experience, operating on family values. If
a pupil is happy and content in their school surroundings, they
have every chance to do well in terms of academic and personal
achievement.”
Argyle House School is situated in Sunderland. The school was
formed in 1884 and has been privately owned since the day it
opened. Chris’s family took over 1968. Chris has been in charge
for the last twenty years.
Argyle House is also a rarity in that it is the UK’s only familyowned school outside of London.
As usual, the school is running very close to capacity, such is its
popularity.
“We currently have 232 pupils. Our capacity is 240 but due to
the inevitable coming and going of families who are moving into
or away from the area, we try avoid running at our limit so as
to provide some flexibility. Traditionally we attract pupils from
Sunderland and the surrounding areas such as Hetton, Houghtonle-Spring, Boldon, Cleadon, Roker and Seaburn as well as locally
in Thornhill and Ashbrooke, but we are starting to see more and
more families visiting the school who’re moving into the North
East from the south of the country.”
The school’s fees are highly competitive and are another reason
why places at Argyle House are in demand. You could say the
same about their results at GCSE level because Argyle House is
always a top performer and easily outstrips the national average
for grades.
“We have mixed ability classes for early years, juniors and seniors.
We provide all of the subjects you would expect at any school as
well as placing an emphasis on sport and music. It’s wonderful to
see how a pupil, who may perhaps initially struggle slightly with

academic subjects, can flourish when it comes to sport and the
arts. This gives the pupil more confidence and certainly boosts
their personal morale which inevitably helps them when it comes
to studying other subjects.”
As you would expect, Argyle House School offers a much better
pupil - teacher ratio than you will find in state schools. Classes in
the lower school generally have around 16-18 pupils while in the
senior school there are normally low 20s per class. This allows a
greater level of pupil - teacher interaction and personal attention,
and goes a long way to explaining the school’s academic success.
The school enjoys an extremely low turnover of staff. This allows
pupils and teachers to get to know each other and maintain
the family atmosphere within the school. There can be very few
schools in the UK where every member of staff will know the
name of every pupil.
“This is all part and parcel of maintaining the sense of ‘family’
within the school. We want pupils to feel relaxed and comfortable
in school….enjoy their time here and look forward to coming to
school. Things haven’t been quite so straightforward since the
Covid-19 lockdowns due to the precautions we’ve had to take.
There is no longer the level of mixing within the school that we’ve
previously tried to encourage. After-school activities have had to
be curtailed and we have to restrict the number of visitors we
can admit. Any parents who would like to visit our school with
the intention of sending their son or daughter here, are asked
to arrive late in the day when all of the pupils have gone home
and the school has been sanitised. On-line teaching is also less
than ideal and of course it means that the family atmosphere
which we always encourage has been slightly watered-down for
the moment.”
Argyle House School is like a big family. It is family owned; family
values are key. Your son or daughter becomes part of the family.
You only get one chance at providing the best possible education
for your child. Argyle House School achieves excellent academic
results and, thanks to the family values on which the school is
built, it also gives children confidence and self-belief.
Traditional family values for the 21st Century.
Argyle House….no ordinary independent school.

For more details please call 0191 510 0726 or email info@argylehouseschool.co.uk
You can also find further information on the school’s website www.argylehouseschool.co.uk
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Argyle House Headteacher - Chris Johnson
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CHALLENGES
AHEAD TO
COMBAT NORTH
EAST YOUTH
UNEMPLOYMENT
By David Gallagher, CEO, NCFE

The Covid-19 pandemic has
significantly impacted the
nation’s workforce, particularly
its youngest members, and
it’s clear that in the months
to come we will face a youth
employment challenge unlike
any we have seen.

NCFE recently commissioned a survey which
asked over 2,000 young people a series of
questions about their education and skills.
It found that almost a quarter of the North
East’s 16-24-year-old’s (21%) are concerned
they will lose their job during the economic
downturn caused by Coronavirus.
The long-term, scarring impact of youth
unemployment is well understood. Young people
who experience long-term unemployment
are more likely to be employed in entry level
occupations when they do re-enter the labour
market; and, are likely to suffer a negative impact
on earnings over the duration of their working
life. Worryingly, 45% of the young people we
surveyed cited ‘lack of confidence’ as the thing
holding them back from progressing in their
careers, which when added to the growing
uncertainty we’re currently facing as a nation, can
only add to the problem.
Of those that are currently out of work, over a
quarter (29%) stated that they felt it would
be harder to find a job during the economic
turndown. Despite this, a significant proportion
of young, work-ready Brits are determined to
improve their prospects by upskilling themselves.
22% said they would benefit from additional
education now with an even greater proportion
responding that they would love to earn new
qualifications.
Our challenge is to support young people to train,
find and progress in work in spite of the current
context. We want to prevent a generation of

David Gallagher, Chief Executive at NCFE.

young people suffering the long-term effects that
we know are associated with a prolonged period
of youth unemployment.
There is good reason to believe that, given the
crutch of the furlough scheme, we have not yet
seen the full impact the pandemic will have on
employment levels. Upskilling and reskilling are
being upheld as crucial to economic recovery,
so it is encouraging to learn that so many young
people would be open to further education and
training.
It is clear that the road to recovery in the
aftermath of Covid-19 will be long and arduous
and the scale of the economic challenge ahead
cannot be underestimated. People will lose jobs,
and find their skills are no longer in demand.
Whilst no organisation alone can solve the
problems we collectively face, by working

collaboratively, sharing insights and developing a
coordinated response, we can support people into
employment and mitigate the potential longterm impact on peoples’ lives and careers.
For our part, we will do all we can at NCFE to
support young people to access high quality
training programmes to provide them with
the skills they need for success in the current
economic context. By working together with
colleges, training providers and partners through
our ‘Go the Distance’ initiative, we will continue
to support the region’s young people through
months and years to come.
While the challenge we face is undeniably huge,
we believe that the further education sector
possesses the passion, strategic insight and
operational expertise required to overcome it.

For more information on NCFE’s qualifications visit www.ncfe.org.uk
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Educating for a better world

“York’s thinking parents’ school” Good Schools Guide

Bootham School is a school with a difference. Our students not only leave school
with excellent academic qualifications, they also leave with a responsibility to
make the world a better, fairer and more peaceful place.
For information on day, weekly and flexible boarding options contact our
Registrar Fiona Ward at admissions@boothamschool.com or telephone on
01904 272592.

www.boothamschool.com
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THAT TIME OF
YEAR AGAIN
The air is turning colder, the
leaves are dropping off the trees
and winter woollens are dug out
of the wardrobe; these changes
can mean only one thing, and
it is that it is time to discuss
post qualification application to
universities again.

In the words of the song, like the changing of
the seasons and the tides of the sea it can be
guaranteed that this debate, which has been
running for at least as long as I have been
a teacher and for probably longer, will be
resurrected once again.
However, this time there genuinely seems to be an
appetite for change. For nearly 60 years, the system
for undergraduate applications has been pretty
consistent. Candidates complete a form detailing
both their achieved and pending qualifications
to their five chosen universities. Each of these
universities may choose to reject the candidate or
make them and offer; broadly speaking, these offers
will either be unconditional, meaning the candidate
is virtually guaranteed a place, or conditional on
attaining a certain standard in their (usually) A
Level grades.
So far, so straightforward. But, a system which was
put in place in the 1960s to manage a relatively
small number of university applications has been
groaning under the weight of the exponential
growth of universities over the past twenty
or so years. The 1992 revolution which turned
polytechnics (which had previously had a separate
applications system) into universities together with
Tony Blair’s commitment to 50% of eighteen year
olds meant that the system was simply no longer
fit for purpose.
What’s the problem? The fundamental issue
revolves around the predicted grades that schools
are required to submit as part of the application
process. There is no other way of saying it: the
accuracy of predicted grades is appalling. In 2019,

Kieran McLaughlin

only 21% of pre-qualification applications achieved
their A-Level predictions. The vast majority of the
applicants failed to match the grades their teachers
predicted.
How can the teachers get this so wrong? Well,
in some cases I am sure candidates didn’t quite
manage to perform to their expectations (every
year students have a “bad day” and bomb an
exam), and it is well-established that teachers
over predict because they generally are nice
people who, consciously or unconsciously, over
estimate the ability of their students. However,
in recent years the reason why many pupils are
over predicted is because teachers and schools
know that universities, anxious to fill beds in
expensive accommodation blocks and reliant
on student numbers for funding, will drop their
entry requirements on results day and take many
youngsters who did not make their offers. In short,
a student needs high predicted grades to receive
the offer but can get the place with much lower
grades.
It’s a system that is manifestly unfair. But, it’s not

unfair across the board. Research from the Sutton
Trust shows that students from disadvantaged
backgrounds are much less likely to receive high
predicted grades compared to their more affluent
counterparts even if they go on to obtain high
grades. Furthermore, they are less likely to receive
high quality advice from people who know, and to
some extent, can play the system.
Moving to a system of post-qualification
application is not perfect. For many years it was
resisted by the universities because they felt it
would put too much time pressure on the period
between mid-August, when results are released, and
late September when most university terms start.
Relieving this pressure by moving the start of the
yar to January was considered unthinkable. Now,
though, there seems to be an appetite on all sides
for change. Universities themselves, competing
for the best students and looking to cement their
international reputations, know that they will only
do this if the playing field for all eighteen year olds
is fair. A move to PQA is a winner all round – for the
universities, for the youngsters and for the country.

For further information about Durham School, or to arrange a visit, call 0191 731 9270, email admissions@durhamschool.co.uk
or visit www.durhamschool.co.uk
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Choose a 6th Form experience
that is out of this world!
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David Tickner

THE MOTHER OF
INVENTION
By David Tickner, Headmaster at
Newcastle School for Boys

There is no doubt that the
coronavirus pandemic has been
an extremely challenging period
for schools. The experience for
pupils, staff and parents has
been a very different one in
recent months. Change and
adaptability have become the
order of the day.

At Newcastle School for Boys, we have tried
to remain true to our aims of challenging
and supporting each boy to achieve the
highest levels of academic progress, as well as
continuing to develop boys and young men of
excellent character.
At the same time, we have been working hard to
keep everybody in our school and local community
safe and well and, in doing so, maximise boys’ and
staff attendance to support the pursuit of those
school aims.
Government restrictions have meant that many
things have had to be adapted – often at quite
short notice. Necessity – the saying goes - is the
mother of invention and that need for invention
has brought about some interesting learning.
Feedback is a vital part of the learning process feedback for the learner but also for our parents
who are heavily invested in their son’s education.
One of the ways in which that feedback is
traditionally shared is at parents’ evenings.
It has not been possible this term to invite parents
into school for parents’ evenings and all the
contact and interaction that typically comes with
such events.
We have brought our parents’ evenings online and
they are now conducted remotely via a piece of
bespoke software that allows appointments to be
set and video calls to be made.
Whilst we would never want to dispense completely
with the opportunity for staff and parents to meet

face-to-face, online parents’ evenings have brought
about some unexpected benefits. Arguably, they
are more convenient for parents and, in some
cases, this has allowed both parents to join the
event. No more travelling, leaving work early or
childcare concerns. Simply log on from home, work
or even another location as suits. Knowledge that
the conversation will be limited by the software
to a strict length means that conversations are
even more focussed and purposeful. Where it is
necessary for lengthier conversations to take place,
these can be arranged for another occasion.
Opportunities for interaction amongst pupils
of different ages and in different year groups
have been limited this term. Boys have been
arranged into class and year group bubbles, as per
Government guidance.
As a school that values and promotes community
and good relationships, including the interaction
between older and younger pupils, this is a little
limiting. Our configuration across multiple sites
already limits the opportunity for whole school

events to just a few times a year. However, our
increased use of technology has found a way
around this and, in some respects, brought us
closer together as a community. Working online,
we were recently able to conduct a whole school
Remembrance Day event for our very youngest
boys aged three through to our sixth formers.
We have also extended the application of
technology to our open days. Many schools have
issued pre-recorded material to parents. We have
preferred to run live online events for our open
days – Junior School, Senior School and Sixth Form
– to maintain personal contact and interaction
with the parents and pupils joining those events.
With the possibility of a coronavirus vaccine on
the not too distant horizon, in the meantime as we
head towards perhaps a different type of Christmas
in school this year, we will be doing all that we can
to ensure that our boys can safely enjoy the usual
carol services, concerts and Christmas lunches in
adapted ways.

For more information about our online open days, visit www.newcastleschool.co.uk or contact admissions@newcastleschool.co.uk
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ST. HILD:
A CANNY
NORTHERN LASS
By Simone Niblock, Headteacher,
Durham High School

Over thirty years ago, a textbook
called The Guide to Old English
was a constant companion as I
tried to read the entire canon
of Anglo-Saxon poetry in Old
English in as short a space of
time as possible. Nowadays, I
cannot remember a single line
of Old English, but I remain
fascinated by Anglo-Saxon
history and the context under
which the poetry was written.

Therefore, I was thrilled to discover over half
term a novel called A Swarming of Bees by
Theresa Tomlinson. This is set during the Synod
of Whitby in 664, an event fundamental to the
history of Christianity in England. The Synod of
Whitby settled which of the Christian traditions
the ancient kingdom of Northumbria would
follow, either the Ionian tradition from Ireland
or the Roman traditions.
Amongst other matters, the date of Easter was
finally settled and it even decided upon the style
of tonsure that monks should wear- who knew
that there were different fashions for tonsures? The
host for this monumental event was a remarkable
woman now known as St Hild or St Hilda. Given
that there are not many women amongst the
panoply of English saints, she should be far better
known in popular British culture; the only famous
Hilda I knew of as a child was Hilda Baker, and not
in a good way.
According to the Jarrow-born Anglo-Saxon
chronicler, the Venerable Bede, Hild was born
around 614 AD in Northumbria, during a time of
great turbulence and immense political change
in the fallout after the arrival of the AngloSaxons. Hild was the great niece of Edwin, King of
Northumbria, and grew up in his court. She became
a Christian aged 13 and a nun in her 30s, soon
afterwards becoming the abbess of Hartlepool
Abbey. In around 657, she founded the monastery
at Whitby, then known as Streanaeshalch.

Simone Niblock

Whitby Abbey was a double monastery, where both
monks and nuns lived and it became renowned
for the way in which Hild ruled the institution
on grounds of ‘justice, piety, chastity’ and how all
goods were held in common. It was also famous
for its patronage of scholarship: Bede records that,
under Hild’s careful guidance, five of her monks
became renowned bishops and one of her lay
brothers, who she said had a ‘divine gift’ became
known as the first named poet in the English
language- Caedmon. Bede also says that her
monastic rule became so respected that her advice
was sought from royalty.
Bede records that when Hild died aged 66, a nun
at Hackness monastery – another institution she
founded – saw Hild’s soul ascending to heaven.
Therefore, when messages arrived from Whitby to
announce Hild’s death, the nuns were prepared and

already praying for her soul. It appears that the cult
of Hild soon spread, with Bede being one of her
most fervent proselytisers. She is still venerated in
both Catholic and Anglican traditions today and
is, amongst other things, a patron saint of poetry,
owing to her patronage of Cædmon.
Her name was later given to St Hilda’s College,
Oxford, founded in 1893 as a place of learning
for women. Of course, in Durham, she also has
a college named for her. Originally an Anglican
teacher training college for women, it became
known as St Hild’s in 1896. In 1975, St Hild’s
became inextricably bound with the saint who was
her biggest supporter, thus becoming part of St
Hild’s and St Bede’s in 1975. This college became
a full member of the university in 1979 and is now
the largest of the Durham colleges.

Every day is an Open Day at Durham High School. Call 0191 384 3226 or email enquiries@dhsfg.org.uk to find out more or arrange a visit.
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Your first choice for girls’
education
Start your journey with us today.


7+, 11+, 13+ Entrance and Scholarship exams
Saturday 16 January 2021



Individual School Tours
w/c Monday 15 February 2021

Get in touch to find out more about our
scholarships and bursaries, or to register
your interest in a place.

www.dhsfg.org.uk
enquiries@dhsfg.org.uk
0191 384 3226
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A YEAR IN REVIEW
Northern Insight talks to Simone Niblock, Headteacher at Durham High
School for Girls, about the challenges of 2020.

In a sentence, how would you describe
the year 2020?
In a word: eventful. It has been one of the most testing
and challenging years of my teaching career.
How has the school adapted to the
Coronavirus crisis?
We showed an amazing adaptability and evolution as a
school almost overnight. In March, staff were given two
days’ notice to manoeuvre from in-person teaching to
online learning, and despite the planning that we had in
place, nothing can prepare you for such a sudden shift.
Therefore, I am delighted that, as a school, we have
thrived during these challenging times. It has been an
incredible collaboration between teachers, IT staff,
our facilities team, our marketing department, our
wonderful pupils and their families, all of whom have
shown amazing resilience to come together to help keep
school life as 'normal' as it possibly could be during very
abnormal circumstances.

required a continued suspension of expectation in order
to adapt successfully to ever-changing circumstances.
How have you found remote working and
how has this affected your staff?
Remote working has been extremely difficult to
navigate, but we have adapted well as a community. We
have learned so much about the power of Zoom and the
possibilities of staying connected in a virtual world. From
video conferencing meetings to online art exhibitions,
from virtual assemblies and services to Facebook Live
concerts, we have kept going and will continue to do
so during this period. Even though we were physically
apart for so long, in 2020 we have never been closer as
a school community.
Working online is extremely tiring compared to meeting
‘in real life’, though. Our staff have adapted extremely
well, but I hope they get some time to relax and recharge
their batteries over the Christmas break.
What's the best piece of advice you've been
given this year?

Remote learning can never replace all the benefits of inperson teaching, but adapting to new technology and a
new way of learning very quickly, our entire community
have embarked on the most extraordinary journey in
2020 which has seen us more than meet our pupils’
learning expectations for this year.

The best piece of advice that I have been given this year
is that this, too, will pass. One day, the pandemic is going
to be over and as we return to normality, we will emerge
stronger as a community.

What are you currently working on?

Have you developed any positive personal habits
as a result of lockdown?

We are working on our five year development plan as a
result of what we have learned over the last nine months
as a school. Priorities include addressing and exploring
the use of digital platforms for learning; mental health
for pupils and staff in the aftermath of the COVID-19
pandemic; and how we can further embrace inclusivity
and diversity as a community.
What have you learnt about yourself
this year?
I have learned that I have an amazing well of resilience;
I always knew it was there, but never really needed to
utilise it! This year has also reinforced just how supported
I feel by our entire school community, from staff to
pupils, our Governing Body to families. This year has

Lockdown has reinforced, for me, the art of gratitude.
This year has given me the opportunity to sit back
and reflect, and really appreciate what I have got. I am
grateful for my continuing health, for my family and
friends, and my locality: there are few more beautiful
settings to be ‘locked down’ in than the city of Durham
and its surrounding areas. We are truly blessed to live
and work where we do.
Has 2020 been the toughest challenge
of your career?
This has undoubtedly been the toughest year of my
career. I had only been a Headteacher for four and a half
terms when the pandemic hit! That second year as a
Headteacher is one that I will never forget.

What will 2021 bring for yourself and the school?
I hope that next year will see the world take a significant step back towards normality. I cannot wait to open our doors
to our wider community again. Whatever comes next, though, I am confident that Durham High School will continue
to thrive and will strengthen its roots as the loving and supportive community that I know it is.

www.dhsfg.org.uk
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IT’S TIME TO #SUITUPMETROCENTRE AT SUIT DIRECT
Suit Direct, one of the UK’s
leading men’s formal wear
retailers, has opened a new
flagship store in the Metro
Centre during the pandemic,
creating six new jobs and
investing £35,000 in the store’s
new fit-out to bolster its
investment in the region.
Located in the Platinum Mall, the modern
concept store will be the second flagship store
for the Suit Direct brand, following its recent
launch in Birmingham and Leicester. The new
store takes the brand's staff total in the North
East to almost 80, with personnel spread across
a large warehouse in Hartlepool, plus their
Dalton Park outlet and new Metro Centre store.
The new Suit Direct store stocks a premium
selection of both formal and smart casualwear
pieces from well-known brands including Ted
Baker, Marc Darcy, Ben Sherman, Jeff Banks, Gibson
London and Antique Rogue. The Intu Metrocentre
store also stocks a variety of accessories offering
the finishing touches for any outfit including shoes,
ties and belts.
The highly-trained in-store team also offer bespoke
measuring services, free alterations and an in-store
kiosk where customers can order stock from the
Suit Direct website’s extensive collection, with free
collection.

Amanda Argent, Retail Director for Suit Direct,
spoke of the new store, saying; “We are delighted
to be continuing our growth across the UK and are
excited to be a part of the Metro Centre shopping
experience, a place famous throughout the region
for its fantastic brands and shopping experience.

The Metro Centre store is the second store to open
in a series of new standalone stores across the UK
and marks a new era in the brand’s direction as it
sets its sights on further expansion across the UK
high street.

“We want to be the go-to brand for all occasions,
including weddings, the famous Newcastle races,
work formal wear and prom. Our store team are
excited to open the doors and offer the personal
service Suit Direct has become famous for.”

Northern Insight readers can get 20% off everything in store until 31.01.21. Simply show this page to the team to redeem your discount.
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Bernicia Candles launch
Christmas range

The name "Bernicia” comes from the Anglo-Saxons who settled in this
land, under King Bernicia. Caroline Bottomley feels this represents her
cottage business as she too settled in Northumberland with my family.
Bernicia candles are made from eco soy wax, which burns cleaner than
paraffin wax. Each candle is lovingly made in small batches in Wylam, where
they design and hand-pour all their products.
The candles are eco friendly with all the labels and packaging made from
recyclable paper and stylish glass jars that can be cleaned and reused in
lots of ways.
Bernicia have just launched their Christmas range with fragrances that will
fill the home with seasonal smells including amber, soft fruits, frankincense
and nutmeg. To celebrate, they're offering 15% off to NHS & key workers, to
thank them for all their hard work during the pandemic. Just use the code:
nhskeyworkers15 in the coupon code box on checkout.

www.berniciacandles.co.uk

Would like to wish everyone a wonderful Christmas
and a prosperous New Year!

We are an independent day and boarding school for
boys and girls aged 4-18, offering exceptional, first class
facilities in stunning surroundings and excellent
pastoral care within a happy, family environment.
We offer an extensive range of
extra-curricular activities free of charge.
Full time boarding from Year 3,
flexi and occasional overnight available.
BARNARD CASTLE | COUNTY DURHAM | DL12 8UN

www.barnardcastleschool.org.uk

We provide a broad and balanced curriculum, high

@BarnardCastleSchool

quality performing arts and sports
provision and state
@barnardcastleschool
@barney_school
of the art dedicated Sixth Form study and social centre.
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OUT & ABOUT - RAILMAP 2021

The new UK National Rail Map, published since
2009, takes note of the major developments on
the railways this year. In the future, it may be seen
either as the high water mark of railway services in
the UK, or a reset to be followed by a new structure
which is not yet clear.
In the earlier spring lockdown, sales of the previous “Mayflower” map
went through the roof. I frequently had to struggle into the Post Office
with 24 maps which was the most I could carry in a plastic box. This
publication is an excellent way to learn just how extensive our railway
network is, and to plan places to which you might like to go in the future.
So, welcome to the 2021 Railmap website brought to you by nationalrail.com,
based at Bishop Auckland. This map is the product of careful research updated to
give improvement in accuracy and aesthetic appeal every year. You can buy the
new map which features both the revived Rail Riders club for enthusiasts, and
the racecourses of the United Kingdom and Eire. Rail Riders is an enthusiasts
club that was run by the state-owned British Rail and wound up in 1991, but
has been revived this year by Simon Buxton based in Thirsk. Meanwhile the map
shows every racetrack in the UK, both flat racing and National Hunt (jumps)
and even lists the same in the Republic of Ireland. Once the pandemic subsides,
our new promotion “Back a Winner by Train” will be launched.
When bought by post, the maps are sent out in a sturdy tube. Postal tubes are
not cheap to send, so we encourage you to buy multiple copies of the current
edition, or back numbers (costing for as little as £2) to fill your tube with up
to four maps. That way the cost of the postage is spread across the maps you
choose. Last year's 2020 edition was the best selling ever with its depiction of
the voyage of the Mayflower in 1620, and is now available for £6. You can have
any permutation you like and we mail to you as soon as possible after receipt
of your order. We feature over 2,620 stations including Northern Ireland, and
proposed stations under construction or likely to be so.
The map measures 63cm wide and 100cm deep, sized so it fits in the standard
"British Rail" poster case. This map is by no means only for enthusiasts, but
also for booking clerks to help plan journeys across the UK. It is most useful for
regular travellers wishing to plot a journey, which is why ferry connections, Plus
Bus interchanges, and details of request stops and restricted service stations are
shown. It makes planning split ticketing journeys simpler in conjunction with
the nationalrail.com website. Every station is shown with its three letter code,
e.g. YRM for Yarm, CRM for Cramlington, to speed up online bookings.
This map, and is predecessors, looks best framed on the wall, although four
pins on a cork board works nearly as well. You can find miniatures of previous
editions in the online Shop.
Alex Nelson, National Rail Bishop Auckland Ltd
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Ideal present for
Christmas!
The postal tubes are here, the maps are ready, and we await your order to help
inform you of developments in the British rail network. There is no official map
featuring all the stations issued by the rail companies, the Rail Delivery Group
nor the Department for Transport.

WALTON &
SUTHERLAND
‘By appointment only’

We are proud to introduce our new made
to measure boutique showroom situated
in a stunning historical location in the
heart of Durham.
Walton and Sutherland’s one of a kind
personal service begins with customer-totailor connection. Our made-to-measure
experts devote exclusive attention to exceed
your expectations throughout every stage
of the service. This ultimate shopping
experience is certain to change the way you
shop formalwear forever.

With comfort and flexibility at the forefront
of the Walton and Sutherland ethos, this
perfectly tailored service is available to
our customers by individual appointments
at our Durham boutique, allowing you to
browse this season signature collection for
inspiration, or alternatively, experience the
Walton and Sutherland travelling tailoring
service, either in the comfort of your home
or the convenience of your work place.

For your personalised consultation please
book via our website at
www.waltonsutherland.com, alternatively
please call 07703 186983, Boutique, Ushaw
Historic House & Gardens, Durham.

MOTORING INSIGHT

Hyperdrive Innovation team receiving its company of the year award.

NEAA WINNERS PLEDGE FUNDS FOR SCHOOL
ENGAGEMENT PROGRAMME
Wearside companies, Hyperdrive Innovation and Adient, have pledged £2,000 each to help
introduce pupils at five primary schools in the North East to the attractiveness
of a career in the automotive sector.
The funds are directly linked to the North East
Automotive Alliance (NEAA) annual awards
where, this year, Hyperdrive Innovation won
SME company of the year and Adient, for the
third consecutive year, won the manufacturing
excellence award.
NEAA award winners received £14,500 in total to
donate directly to schools or school engagement
programmes, to help raise awareness of the
importance of science, technology, engineering
and mathematics (STEM) learning and careers
available within the automotive sector.
The donations from Hyperdrive Innovation
and Adient will help fund the Primary Engineer
structures and mechanisms with basic electrics
programme at the five, yet to be chosen, primary
schools.
The programme provides an educational
approach to bringing engineering into primary
classrooms and curriculum. It aims to inspire

pupils and teachers through continued
professional development, whole class project
work, competitions and exhibitions.
Stephen Irish, commercial director, Hyperdrive
Innovation, said: “Hyperdrive looks forward to
working again with Primary Engineer and the next
generation of budding engineers. The growth of
electrification and battery storage goes hand-inhand with the need for the further development
and deployment of new technologies. If we are to
remain a world leader in this area then it’s vital
we continue to engage teachers and encourage
young people to work towards a rewarding career
in engineering and science.”
Hayley Cheel, HR manager, Adient, said: “We are
really looking forward to working with Primary
Engineer again this year. We have engaged
with them since 2017 and had no hesitation
donating our prize to them this year to help fund
the fantastic STEM work they do with primary
www.northeastautomotivealliance.com
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schools in our region.
“Adient engineers really enjoy being involved in
the activities with the pupils and judging their
innovative and very creative engineering ideas
for the future. We also feel it’s very important
to educate children in STEM at a young age and
hope it excites them into choosing engineering as
a career path which, in turn, helps build a bigger
talent pool for future positions.”
Paul Butler, chief executive of the North East
Automotive Alliance, said: “The NEAA awards
evening in February was supported by some of
the region’s most dynamic, forward-looking and
successful automotive companies and, to date,
£33,000 has been donated to supporting our
future talent. It is really important we interact
with our schools and communities across the
North East, so they not only understand the
importance of the automotive sector but look
towards it as a provider of high quality jobs.”

ARE YOU DRIVING AN ELECTRIC VEHICLE OR LOOKING TO
KEEP YOUR FLEET CHARGED? 4EV CAN HELP.

Who Are 4EV?
B ased in Darlington, 4EV has been trading for over five years as an online retailer of
electric vehicle charge cables and accessories. Their website is www.4EV.co.uk.

What Do 4EV Supply?
4 EV supply both Type 1 and Type 2 cables for charging your electric vehicle. All
cables are TUV and CE certified, covered by a 12-month manufacturer’s defect
warranty. 4EV provides an excellent support service to help with any EV query you
may have and to help you select the best charging option for your electric vehicle.

What Can 4EV Do For You?
4 EV now offer a Business Pricing Schedule, meaning you get the best products at
the best prices. They also provide Business Credit Accounts, making life a little
easier with their 30-day payment terms. 4EV can also cater for bespoke orders, for
example colours tailored to your own company branding.
F or EV charging advice, support and products, 4EV offers it all, ensuring you and
your business keep moving.

Charging Simplified!
For further information on the products 4EV supplies and their business pricing, please contact Lottie@4EV.co.uk with the subject heading ‘Northern Insight’.
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Mary Ann Rogers
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THE ARTIST’S YEAR
By Mary Ann Rogers

The seasons and rhythms of the year
unfold regardless of global pandemics,
and this year is no exception.

Here at Mary Ann Rogers Gallery we are wearing an extra jumper
and crunching through fallen leaves to get to the door. The days seem
ridiculously short and any exercise must be taken before night falls at
about 4.30pm these days. There is no shortage of things to do after dark
in the run up to Christmas though!
Our Christmas print and gift catalogue is now sitting on kitchen tables all round
the UK, and people are choosing beautiful, luxury and quirky gifts for loved
ones. We offer a wrap and ship option this year, making life easier for may
people who just can’t get out, or find shopping and visiting post offices just
too tricky.
We source most of our gift ideas in the UK, where covid has created some
desperate times in some workplaces. Staff numbers have been cut to as low
as 60% to ensure social distancing, and Health and Safety officers are making
spot checks in one of my supplier’s factory in Lancashire where my printed
fabric items are made. This has created delays which have directly impacted
our Christmas orders, but customers are very understanding thank goodness!
At this time of year we usually need extra staff to cope with the online orders,
but this year, this has started earlier than usual, and the volume is much higher.
This causes issues at our local post office, which is very small, and can hardly
cope with more than one sack of mail, let alone three or even four. I have a
fantasy where the CEO of Royal Mail spends a morning with us, and realises
that the system is absolutely not geared up to help small businesses at all, but
with a few simple tweaks, could be made to work so much better.
Year- round outdoor swimming is one of my passions, and yesterday’s river
swim was just magical. As we arrived at our swim spot, a kingfisher popped up
and flew just above the surface of the river in a flash of turquoise. Just before
we entered the water, a vast salmon leapt out of the water creating big ripples
on the surface of the dark water. Shortly afterwards another, smaller fish made
an attempt to leap the small waterfall into ‘our’ pool. The sun was setting with a
final burst of gold as we got out and quickly dried and dressed ourselves, before
drinking warm juice and popping the hot water bottle down our coats to try to
warm up as the light faded.
www.marogers.com 01434 270216
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A VENUE RICH IN HISTORY
By Michael Grahamslaw

With the prospect of Lockdown 2.0 looming large, my wife Lisa and
I took off to The Northumberland Arms in Felton for one last
night of luxury.
The venue is perfect for a stylish gastrogetaway, located just off the A1 and thereby
easily accessible from Newcastle and beyond.
The handsome stone building resides in the heart
of the village and offers deluxe, en-suite, guest
rooms overlooking the River Coquet all furnished
to that top class standard you really expect from
an inn with 5* accreditation.
This is a venue rich in history, originally built in the
1820’s by Hugh Percy, 3rd Duke of Northumberland
as a coaching inn where his coach horses, family
and visitors could take refreshment before
journeying on to Alnwick Castle.
Today, the venue has been lovingly restored with
a rustic appeal and classy gastro pub as its focal
point.

Fortunately, Owner Stuart Young has pedigree in
managing such a venture and is also behind The
Blackbird in Ponteland which has witnessed a real
renaissance in recent years.
The hotel’s six individually-decorated guest rooms
capture the spirit of Northumberland and are all
tastefully appointed with tartan rugs, Bergere
sofas, plush bedding and heavy drapes. Bathed in
a countrified colour palette – all greens, browns,
purples and mauve – ours was a haven of comfort
and tranquillity. Enveloped by its cosy embrace,
all worries of a second lockdown would fade into
nothing.
After a brisk unpack and change of dress, we headed
down to the bar restaurant area which really comes
into its own through the winter months. Social
distancing measures were in full swing with the

staff exceptional throughout the duration of our
visit.
Many guests are active folk making the most of the
area’s many walks, hikes, cycle routes and other
attractions available on the doorstep with the bar
area a lovely place to kick back and bask in the
afterglow of the day’s outdoor pursuits.
Lisa and I applied similar endeavour to an excellent
bottle of Primitivo which we sipped on while
tucking into a sharing plank of fresh sourdough
with olives and whipped butter.
Lisa kicked off with the smoked haddock fishcakes
with curried mayo, fennel and coriander salad while
I opted for the pan-fried scallops with crispy pig
cheek and cauliflower & apple puree.
Following up, I hugely enjoyed the salmon katsu
curry with sticky rice and sautéed greens while
Lisa, seeking pre-lockdown indulgence, sampled the
steak & ale pie of the day with greens and buttered
mash.
The following morning, we were in for another
sumptuous feast at the breakfast table. Smoked
salmon & scrambled eggs and a superbly cooked
Full English set us up nicely for the journey home.
At the time of writing, the post-lockdown
hospitality picture remains uncertain however I
would highly recommend a visit upon reopening –
whether that be for a Christmas treat or New Years
resolution worth sticking to.

For more information, visit northumberlandarms-felton.co.uk
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sachins
Festive journey from the Punjab to the North East
To begin
Poppadoms and pickles
Amuse-bouche
Festive mini onion and Brussels sprout pakoras
topped with a droplet of tamarind sauce
Starters
Hearty Daal and spinach spicy soup with a
sprinkle of coriander and served with a mini
nan bread
Allergies - Gluten

Turkey Twizzlers
Pieces of turkey marinated in punjabi spices
and coated in spiced breadcrumbs

Main Course
Boxing Day Turkey Tari Wala
Turkey cooked in an authentic medium
spiced family favourite punjabi sauce
Allergies - None

Lamb Chop Rogan Josh
Lamb chop’s cooked with tomatoes,
cream, punjabi spices and chilli oil
Allergies - Dairy

Chicken Malabar
Pieces of chicken cooked in South
Indian spices with fresh curry leaves,
mustard seeds, chilli flakes and
coconut milk

Allergies - Gluten & dairy

Allergies - mustard seeds

Gunpowder Chicken
Pieces of chicken marinated in spices and
coated in a gram flour batter and served with
our gunpowder sauce

Angel of the North
King prawns marinated in punjabi
spices and cooked in a tomato based
sauce with fresh spinach, coriander
and ginger

Allergies - Dairy

Channa Goshat Tikka
Spring lamb, chick peas and potatoes lightly
spiced and coated in spiced breadcrumbs and
served with curried mayonnaise

Allergies - Dairy & Gluten

Masala Prawns
King prawns marinated in masala and cooked
in the heart of the tandoor
Allergies - Dairy

Allergies - Dairy

Malai Kofta
Vegetable koftas cooked with gram
flour and served in a tomato and onion
based sauce with a touch of cream
Allergies - Dairy

Deserts
Brandy fruit cake, served with ice
cream or vanilla and star anise custard

Allergies Dairy

Gulab Jaman, served with lightly
spiced ice cream
Allergies - Gluten & Dairy

Mango Sorbet
A refreshing sorbet made with mango
purée
Allergies - None

Main courses served with rice and mini nan

Lunch - 3 Courses for £19.95 • Evening - 5 Courses for £24.95
Bookings now being taken for 2020. A £10 non refundable deposit required.
Available for parties of 6. Must be pre-ordered in advance.

Tel: 0191 261 9035

Tel: 0191 232 4660
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DEARLY
BELOVED, WE
CAN’T GATHER
HERE TODAY...
Since establishing as a wedding
venue after converting the
derelict barn on the farm in
2012 and the gin-gang in 2018,
the business has gone from
strength to strength.

That is until 2020 happened with a global
pandemic damaging lives and the economy,
changing how we do everything. Here, she
talks about the detrimental effect it has had
on the ‘forgotten’ wedding industry.
As Coronavirus (Covid-19) is at its second peak
and endured two lockdowns this year in the UK,
the wedding industry seems to have taken one of
the biggest hits financially as brides and groomsto-be are postponing or even cancelling their
weddings.
Not only did couples all across the UK have to cut
their guest list back to 30 in line with Covid-19
Government restrictions but then the Prime
Minister announced in September that only 15
people were now allowed to attend weddings and
these restrictions would potentially be in place
for six months.
This has not just caused heart break for our
couples who have booked with us who see no
other option but to postpone and potentially not
get the date they want in an already crammed
2021 or 2022, but has dealt a devastating blow to
so many independent wedding venues as well as
suppliers. With no support.
Wedding insurances have decided they won’t pay
out for a pandemic like this. So there is no real
choice but to postpone the weddings and most
moralistic venues have been accommodating this
at no extra charge. This also poses a knock-on
effect financially for us as a business as by doing
this we are restricted in taking any new bookings,
as well as if a wedding is postponed to a later
date then those part-payments are also delayed.
Because the Government has said we can
physically go ahead with weddings of 15 (including
the couple), they have not deemed us as being

Entrepreneur Olivia
Lockey is owner of
Northumberland’s multiaward-winning luxury
wedding venue and
glamping site, Northside
Farm in Horsley.

‘closed’ therefore will not help us financially.
However 15 is not a meaningful or viable number,
and most couples do not want to go ahead with
only 13 guests so we are left to pick up the pieces
again causing more heartbreak and fall out. It falls
entirely on our shoulders as an industry to deal
with this, negotiate with each couple and eat into
future dates to accommodate our couples so they
can have the weddings they had planned.
According to surveys by wedding planning app
Bridebook, the average wedding spend in 2019
was approximately £16k per couple, which
equates to around £4.5b in direct spend revenue
based on the most popular season of between
April and September – of which we have for
the most part been in lockdown or massively
restricted. And with 139k independent businesses
involved in the wedding sector in the UK alone,
that’s a lot of people’s livelihoods affected!
This poses a further threat in risking more
cancellation of weddings if venues and companies
cannot cope with the losses and are being allowed
to head towards collapse. The wedding industry
www.northsidefarm.co.uk
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has fallen through the gaps and we are falling fast.
Until the Government comes forward with an
urgent plan to rescue the industry, as venue
owners the only thing we can do to resolve this
deadlock is to keep fighting for autonomy to set
Covid-safe wedding numbers based on capacity
and individual venue layouts. If restaurants can
do this to save jobs and livelihoods, then the
wedding industry must too if we are to bounce
back once restrictions are lifted or I fear there will
be no industry left.
We do not benefit from the hospitality VAT
reduction nor could we for the Eat Out to Help
Out scheme and business interruption insurances
will not pay out for these losses.
So until we get autonomy or it is allowed for
couples to celebrate their special day how they
want it, all we can do is support them by agreeing
voluntary arrangements which work well for both
parties.
And pray we all come out of this on the other
side.

LEISURE INSIGHT

IT’S A WHOLE NEW WORLD

There are a few people that would argue that this year has been unreal –
as if we’ve all existed in some kind of parallel universe.
But for one cutting edge business creating
a parallel universe is just one the strings to
their bow – and it could help retail in facing its
current challenges…

in the region, thanks to its groundbreaking app
which allows hospitality venues – when not under
lockdown – to run virtual queues and share offers
and deals with their customers.

“In a world where we have to remain socially
distanced, people have to be really creative to
find ways that they can encourage footfall and AR
is definitely they way to do this,” he said.

Long before Covid-19 was something that we’d all
heard about, there was a widespread realisation
that shopping as we know it had to change.

The app has already been embraced across major
cities including Sunderland and Durham, but now
the company has taken its skills one step further
– by creating augmented reality experiences
aimed at the high street.

“Being able to create a virtual trail where people
can uncover hidden surprises along the way –
very much in the way that Pokemon Go did – is
a way to still engage in the magic of this time of
year but in a safe way.”

And at the same time The Locale has also got
one eye on the future – currently looking at ways
to adapt its existing app so offer retail outlets a
virtual queueing system.

Grant is in discussions with numerous towns
and cities around the country about rolling out
the possibilities of AR at various times of year,
highlighting the fact that such attractions will
always have a place even in a post Covid-19
world.

The fact that it was so easy to simply order from
the comfort of your living room was a huge
factor in the demise of the high street, with retail
realising that it had to offer something more to
thrive and stay alive.
One of the ways to encourage bricks and mortar
shopping rather than lose customers to the
internet was to create an experience that could
only be had in person, from an interactive window
display to a meet and greet with a favourite
character or celebrity.
And now one North East company is driving
experiential retail one step further, using its
technology to bring a very special magic to the
high street.
The Locale has already become a familiar name

The company recently won a contract to create a
festive experience in Wimbledon, where shoppers
and visitors can use their app to follow a trail
which will lead to them AR flaming Christmas
puddings and Santa’s sleigh before ending up
at a “portal” that will take them into a Winter
Wonderland.
This technology however is not just for Christmas
and The Locale’s MD, Grant Thompson, believes
that this is undoubtedly the way forward.

“Experts recognise that experiential retail is the
way forward to keep the high street vibrant,” he
said.
“And offering an AR experience ticks all of the
boxes. It’s a fantastic way to transport visitors
into a whole new world, giving them the incentive
to visit you in person rather than staying at home
and ordering everything from Amazon.”

For further details about The Locale visit www.thelocale.info
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MELIÁ HOTELS INTERNATIONAL ANNOUNCES
OPENING OF INNSiDE NEWCASTLE THIS DECEMBER

Meliá Hotels International, Spain’s largest hotel group, is delighted to announce
the upcoming opening of INNSiDE Newcastle on December 14th.
‘Workcation’ package for business travellers looking
for convenience, comfort and flexibility.

The 161-room hotel will be located in the heart
of the city on the historical Quayside, offering
breath-taking views across the River Tyne and
an eclectic home-from-home feel for guests to
explore Newcastle’s city centre.
Situated a short distance from Newcastle Railway
Station and Newcastle International Airport,
INNSiDE Newcastle looks forward to welcoming
both national and international business and
leisure travellers. For those looking to explore the
local culture, the city’s celebrated Eldon Square
shopping centre, The Biscuit Factory art gallery and
Baltic Centre for Contemporary Art are all within
walking distance from the hotel.
Each stay will be enriched with music, art and
literature curated by the hotel’s local experts. The
Open Living Lounge will act as the beating heart
of the hotel, with the open plan lobby offering
the ideal transitional space to allow guests skip
seamlessly from work to play. The Open Living
Lounge will serve food throughout the day with
local DJs providing the perfect soundtrack for
guests and visitors to relax and unwind over a postwork cocktail.
Guests and locals alike will be able to enjoy an
exclusive dining experience on the Tyne, thanks

Designed by Faulknerbrowns Architects, INNSiDE
Newcastle will take architectural inspiration from
iconic local landmarks such as the Tyne’s bridges,
whilst the hotel’s interior will showcase a light,
minimal and versatile space, featuring modern and
comfortable furnishings. INNSiDE Newcastle will
also be home to a well-appointed gym, complete
with state-of-the-art Technogym equipment and
available for guest use 24-hours a day.

to the restaurant’s floor to ceiling windows and
beautiful outdoor terrace overlooking the iconic
river. This space will become an exciting destination
restaurant for both hotel guests and locals alike.
INNSiDE by Meliá’s philosophy ‘Stay Curious’
promises to accommodate guest’s every need
and desire, providing them with a home away
from home, offering the ideal work life balance.
INNSiDE Newcastle will offer five multi-functional
meeting spaces with maximum capacity for up
to 170 banqueting, including a Big Ideas Space,
full of smart, sustainable touches to inspire the
unconventional. The hotel will also offer a bespoke

Demonstrating INNSiDE by Meliá’s commitment
to sustainability, single-use paper and plastic have
been eliminated throughout all properties with
sustainable amenities available in all rooms, along
with 100% eco-friendly bedlinens and towels.
INNSiDE by Meliá has hotels in 28 locations, spread
across 10 countries with 13 additional properties
in the pipeline. Upcoming new openings include
INNSiDE Liverpool, INNSiDE Newcastle, and
INNSiDE Lisbon.
As part of Meliá Hotels International, INNSiDE
Newcastle will operate the global ‘Stay Safe With
Meliá’ programme across the hotel, including
measures to prioritise guest and staff safety during
Covid-19.

www.melia.com
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THE FUTURE IS
KIND
What a year it has been! I
cannot quite believe we have
made it to December 2020
but also that we are still, as I
write this piece, in a lockdown
situation, with the virus still
packing a considerable threat
to society.
Back in January, before we knew what the future
held, I looked forward to a hugely eventful
and positive year in both my professional and
personal life. Michelle Jones Weddings had
many fabulous weddings to look forward to and
new venues were all set to launch on the market
throughout the year. My calendar was packed
full of volunteering and charity commitments
with so much opportunity to make a difference.
We had started major development and
renovation work on our house, following 12
years of hustle. I had a major life changing
operation to navigate and there were so many
good times to be had.
Never did I imagine, weddings would be cancelled,
charities would need to pivot to meet a totally
different need but struggle beyond belief. I
never imagined when we moved into temporary
accommodation we would still be here and facing
further delays. Cancelled operations, meaning more
struggling and further resilience. If someone had
said I would need to home-school my children and
I would share my workspace with my Husband, I
would have laughed out loud right in their face. And
as for the good times, so much has been cancelled
and we have needed to be creatively organised to
make the most of the situation. The world stopped,
we continued living but life as we knew it jammed
on pause.
So much emotion and so much sadness. We,
like many others, said goodbye to a close family
member; grief is incredibly hard but Covid-19
takes it to a different level, a funeral for only 10
people is cruel, the inability to sooth one another is
inhumane. I know many of you have faced similar
difficulties, my heart goes out to you all.
I could never have conceived a world where
children are going hungry, where businesses are
ceasing in the masses, where people are fighting
over toilet roll, that redundancies are the norm and
it is dangerous to see your loved ones.
This year has been incredibly testing. It has
tested me as mother, a wife, a business owner, a
homemaker and a community volunteer. But, the

Michelle Jones

lessons, the opportunities, and the surprisingly
amazing moments it has brought, have been life
changing.
The pandemic brought home so many opportunities
to reflect, learn and appreciate. For me, personally,
I realised my true purpose and the need to live by
my own values and ethos. Weeks into the pandemic
I took part in Newcastle Start-up Week, a fly-onthe-wall conversation about an idea I had, an idea
I knew needed to come alive. The interview was a
bit crazy as I was jumping around all over the place
trying to understand what and how.
Today, I am a Director of a new business, Michelle
Jones Weddings is still committed to clients
and as always will deliver magical experiences.
But I am the Founder of a Community Interest
Company, a community movement designed to
make a difference, to remove barriers and provide
opportunity, with the sole purpose of celebrating
kindness. ‘A little bit of kindness makes the world
sparkle’ is my belief. In 2021 I will be bringing you
an opportunity to be kind every day, to help others

every day, to support society and the economy
every day and to help yourself every day, but
ultimately to make the world sparkle every day.
2020 may have been absolutely awful but I am
optimistic about the future and I believe the future
is Kind.
Sending much love to you and all your family,
I wish you a kind and healthy 2021. Have a very
Merry Christmas, I hope it is filled with love and
hope.

www.michellejonesweddings.co.uk michelle@michellejonesweddings.co.uk +44(0)7751 564684 @mjonesweddings
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Valda Goodfellow

FOR THE SURVIVAL OF YOUR BUSINESS
It’s been a tough year for most businesses, with many sectors having to adapt to survive.
So how do you futureproof your organisation in the most challenging of circumstances?
Valda Goodfellow, who heads up Peterleebased luxury tableware company, Goodfellow
& Goodfellow, supplies some of the country’s
top chefs – working in an industry which has
been particularly badly hit.
She’s been sharing with her customers some
much-needed advice on how to stay ahead of the
game.
Here are her ten tips for business survival...
1. It’s too easy to wait around and hope things
will get better. My advice to everyone, regardless
of what industry you’re in, is to act now.
2. Don’t expect to return to the same world
we once knew when the pandemic is behind
us. Things are already changing, particularly in
hospitality so read everything you can about
what is going on in your sector – knowledge is
power.

3. Be creative and adapt to what the market
needs now. Think outside the box about what
you do. Look at what other people have done
successfully, even if they are in a different sector.
4. A strong digital presence is life’s blood. It’s
the way to reach old and new customers and to
keep you front of mind. If you don’t have one, use
this time to sort it.
5. If you’re not in touch with your customers,
then there’s plenty of other businesses which
would be only too happy to make contact with
them. Do this whatever way you can – but once
again social media is the key.
6. It’s tempting when times are hard to cut
back on marketing – but the truth is you need
marketing to survive. Customers needs to know/
want your product or service and you need to be
able to communicate with them.
7. Obviously cash is crucial to survival. If you

haven’t cut every cost you can by now, you must
have enough spare cash to see you through. Be
ruthless on cutting/renegotiating costs now. The
hardest decision to make is about staff. As hard
as it sounds, it is better to save some jobs rather
than lose all of them. When times get better you
can re-employ.
8. Check how/if technology can help you.
Not just in a digital presence but in how your
customers can order, communicate and pay. Cash
is becoming almost obsolete, so you need to
offer a range of alternatives. Don’t be so afraid of
technology that your business is left behind.
9. Dig deep. This period has broken so many
people. Recognise how hard it is and don’t let
pride or stress push you into the wrong decisions.
You are the resilience of your business.
10. If you need help, don’t be too proud to ask
for it.

For further information about Goodfellow and Goodfellow visit www.goodf.co.uk
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The proposed Golf Centre will include extensive hospitality facilities.

PROPOSED GOLF CENTRE
COMMITS TO LOCAL EMPLOYMENT
AND ACADEMY
The developers behind the proposed Golf Centre at Centurion Park,
Wallsend have committed to a programme of local employment
and the development of a PGA Golf Academy to encourage and train
local players as an integral part of the £13.5m project.

Phil Harrison, one of the most respected PGA
club professionals in the country and Director of
HG&L, Newcastle Ltd, who are currently applying
for Planning Permission for the innovative
Centurion Golf Centre at Wallsend, commented,
“We’re obviously awaiting the decision of the
North Tyneside Planning Committee, which will
hopefully be before the end of the year, but have
been using the intervening period to firm up
our vison for the Golf Centre and, particularly
how the Academy will integrate with what will
become a very popular facility for both serious
golfers and those who have limited or no previous
experience of the game.”
“Central to this will be our commitment to local
employment with the provision of some 100 full
and part time jobs with a full apprentice and training
programme for young people in a variety of roles. We
will also be looking to develop a local supply chain
wherever possible and this will include the initial
construction phase by local contractors. Robertson
Construction, who have estimated up to 60 jobs will
be provided during the construction phase.”
The proposed Centre will contain a sports bar and
restaurant, three fully serviced function rooms, a 70
sq m fully fitted indoor games room, a professional
golf shop selling both equipment and clothing with
club fitting by professionals supported by premium
golf brands, together with kitchen areas and offices.
Phil Harrison continued, “The food and beverage
side will obviously be a major employer and will be
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run by my fellow Director, Chris Sanderson, whose
experienced team already runs both bars and hotels
in the region. But, as a professional golfer, it is the
Academy that excites me the most as this is the
future of golf – taking young players and developing
their skills.”
“We intend to create the finest, most exciting and
enjoyable school for golfers of all ages and abilities.
Led by one of the finest golf professionals in the
North, a team of coaches will support all golfers
from entry level to those seeking a career in golf and
performing on the professional circuits. The coaches
will seek out young golfers who have the potential
and natural talents to develop into serious players,
offering the possibility of joining the Academy’s
scholarship programme, with a strong emphasis on
inspiring girls and women to take up golf.“
The Centre, in addition to promoting golf, will
combine with local sports clubs, schools, the local
authority and other associations, in devising joint
programmes in pursuit of a fitter and healthier
community consistent with Sport England’s mission
to build an active nation.
“At the heart of the facility will be the new Centurion
Golf Centre combining the facilities of a traditional
driving range with state-of-the-art virtual reality
digital technology. The advanced digital technology
tracking equipment transposes players’ shots onto
digital screens which can show a number of virtual
reality games or a selection of world-renowned golf
courses.”

Phil Harrison

The proposed
Golf Centre driving range at
Centurion Park, Wallsend

“The idea is to offer something for everyone ranging
from families and complete beginners to low
handicap golfers who wish to improve their game.
The combination of the range and the reconfigured
course will attract new players and enable them to
experience the game at their own level.”
Upon a successful application, construction could
begin early next year allowing the facility to open at
Centurion Park in Winter 2021 or early 2022.

Championships,
Challenge
& Charm
Welcome to The Northumberland Golf Club

Founded in 1898, The Northumberland Golf Club is steeped in golfing
history, designed in golf’s Golden Age by Colt and Braid, the world famous
golf architects. The friendly club regularly hosts national and regional
championships, including the Open Regional Qualifier.
It’s challenging course set in and alongside Newcastle Racecourse, is
constantly evolving but is still accessible to a wide range of golfers. It is a
pleasure to play all year round.
Please get in touch on 0191 236 2498 or visit

thengc.co.uk
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NEW CEO WATCHES OVER HEALTH
AND SOCIAL CARE
Healthwatch Newcastle and Healthwatch Gateshead provide an independent voice
for people who use health and social care services in these two areas. Here, new Chief
Executive Siobhan O’Neil tells us about her new role, her visions and aspirations.

Tell us about Healthwatch
The Newcastle and Gateshead Healthwatch teams are part
of an independent network that covers every local authority
area in England. We provide community engagement, research,
evaluation and assessment services within the fields of health,
wellbeing and social care. We also provide training and skills
development for our volunteers and the wider community.
As part of our statutory powers we can request information from
health and social care commissioners and providers. We’re also
able to 'enter and view' health and adult social care premises to
gather the experiences and views of service users, their carers
and relatives.
One of our main roles is to ensure that commissioners and
providers listen to the views of their local communities in order
to seek continuous improvements to their services. We find
out what people like about these services and what could be
improved. These views are shared with those with the power to
make change happen. We also help people find the information
they need about health and social care services in our area.
What previous experience have you had?
Most recently I was CEO at Cygnus Support, a mental health
and wellbeing charity based in Ashington, providing counselling,
coaching and wellbeing services across Northumberland. I’ve
worked in the Voluntary Community and Social Enterprise
sector for much of my career and had the privilege of working
with the North East Special Needs Network, Involve North
East, Gateshead Voluntary Organisations Council and Disability
Gateshead. Prior to that I worked in social housing at both
Your Homes Newcastle and Home Group, including roles as
Neighbourhood Manager in Benwell in West of Newcastle and
heading up customer engagement.
I’d say that each of these roles has allowed me to contribute
something positive to my new position and I’m looking forward
to meeting the challenges ahead.
What attracted you to the Healthwatch role?
Looking at my career, the common thread is around ensuring
that people are involved and engaged in decisions that affect
or impact on their lives. I firmly believe that people should have
a voice and influence over the way services are designed and
delivered. In terms of Healthwatch, the attraction is the same;
gathering people’s views on health and social care services
(what’s working well and where improvements are needed) and

sharing these with organisations and services that have the remit
to make changes.
What challenges do you see for Healthwatch
during COVID-19?
The biggest challenge is making sure that we respond to
everchanging advice and guidance, and finding ways to continue
to deliver our services safely to people across Gateshead and
Newcastle without losing sight of our priority areas. From
a personal point of view, I’ve been appointed at a time when
my team are working remotely. Although Zoom and other
technologies are amazing, I miss the social interaction that
normally comes with an office-based role.
What is your vision for Healthwatch in
Newcastle and Gateshead?
That through our work listening to people and sharing their
experiences of local health and social care services we can ensure
that the services provided are the best they can be.
Due to the current pandemic, health and social care services
are being tested to the full and it’s important to maintain high
standards and seek improvements where they are needed.
Because of this, it’s vital that we engage with everyone, including
those from our diverse communities. We’re here to make sure
that all voices, views and experiences are heard by service
providers and commissioners.
I also want to build up our network of Healthwatch volunteers.
Our volunteers attend many functions and events and come from
all sorts of backgrounds. They are currently meeting regularly via
Zoom and get a great deal out of working with us, including
practical experience of teamwork and a better understanding of
health and social care provision. They also get to have fun and
make friends too. They are an invaluable part of our organisation
and crucial in helping us gather the opinions of the public.
What do you like to do out of work?
My family is very important to me and keeps me busy. I love
cooking and baking, especially trying new recipes and making
food for other people. My passion, however, is running. I’m a
member of Newcastle Frontrunners Running Club and try to run
at least three times a week. I took up running around three years
ago and recognise how beneficial it is for my mental and physical
health. A great start to Saturdays (preCOVID) is my favourite
parkrun around Saltwell Park, Gateshead.

How can people get in touch with Healthwatch Newcastle or Healthwatch Gateshead?
Newcastle - telephone: 0191 338 5720, email: info@healthwatchnewcastle.org.uk, website: healthwatchnewcastle.org.uk
Gateshead - telephone: 0191 477 0033, email: info@healthwatchgateshead.co.uk, website: healthwatchgateshead.co.uk

Image: The Bigger Picture agency.
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HOSPITAL TEAM GO THE EXTRA MILE TO SUPPORT
LOCAL FUNDRAISER

Kind-hearted staff at a Teesside hospital were so inspired by the fundraising efforts
of a former soldier, they decided to mirror his efforts, whilst helping raise further
funds and awareness.
The team at Nuffield Health Tees Hospital
took part in a range of activities mirroring the
epic 1,100km ‘Two Volcano Sprint’ challenge,
undertaken by Sunderland-born Derek
Gamblin who raised over £4300.
Derek and his supporters at Nuffield Health Tees
Hospital came together to raise funds for mental
health charity, Middlesbrough and Stockton
Mind. Whilst Derek’s challenge saw him take on
a 1,100km cycle ride, climbing 24,000 metres in
elevation across two mountains, the hospital’s
challenges were slightly less extreme.
Staff, their family members and friends decided
to take part in a OnePointOne Challenge, inspired
by the distance Derek aimed to cycle. Participants
had to come up with an activity that incorporated
1.1 or 11.
Many took part in activities such as a 1.1-mile
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dog walk, 11 keep-ups with a football for 11
days or baking 11 cakes. The hospital was able to
raise an additional £500 due to their efforts. As
participants were actively sharing their activities,
it wasn’t long before word of the OnePointOne
Challenge and Derek’s fundraiser travelled across
the North East.
Students at Durham School were particularly
keen to get involved and with guidance from
Nuffield Health Tees Hospital, took up their own
OnePointOne activities in aid of the same great
cause. The school has raised an additional £4000
for Middlesbrough and Stockton Mind and with
donations still coming in, the total amount raised
by all three parties is yet to be combined and
counted.
Ross Huntley, Sales and Services manager at
Nuffield Health Tees Hospital explained: “As both
a healthcare provider and employer, Nuffield

Health Tees Hospital is absolutely committed to
mental health and emotional well-being as part
of a genuine connected care experience. This year
the pandemic has caused so much disruption,
many of the fundraisers staff were hoping to
participate in were cancelled.
“When we heard about the herculean task Derek
was undertaking and why, we all knew we had
to do something to show him our support and
contribute to his fundraising. The OnePointOne
Challenge really lifted spirits throughout the
hospital and was a real opportunity for staff to
have some well-deserved, light-hearted fun. It’s
been amazing to see students, their teachers,
families and friends coming up with challenges.
manner of course and the atmosphere was
fantastic.”
SAS and special forces veteran Derek decided
to raise money for Middlesbrough and Stockton
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Mind having seen his own family members
experience mental ill health. Derek added,
“Although I’ve travelled the world with the
armed forces and now live in the Middle
East, I’ll always consider the North East to be
home. I know the people there are incredibly
generous and if I can inspire them half as
much as they have inspired me then this will
all have been worthwhile.”
Derek had originally targeted raising £1,000
but he has exceeded that. Lorna Routledge,
fundraising officer at Middlesbrough and
Stockton Mind explained the significance of
the fundraising efforts: “One of our projects
to provide mental health support to children
costs £5,000 to run for six months. Between
Derek, the team at Nuffield Health Tees
Hospital and the Durham school, they’re
making a huge contribution that will allow us
to deliver that project again, at a time when
our services have never been more needed.
“On behalf of Middlesbrough and Stockton
Mind and all of the people we support, I want
to say a huge thank you to everyone who has
shown such creativity and endurance to raise
this amazing sum of money. You’re all heroes.”
For more information on the OnePointOne Challenge and to see some of the activities in action, head to Nuffield Health Tees Hospital’s Twitter
page @NuffieldTees.

GP URGES PEOPLE TO PRIORITISE
THEIR MENTAL HEALTH

mental wellbeing on a day-to-day basis, Dr Singh
shares his top tips below.
Maintain a good diet
Although junk food may appear appealing at the
time, the long term implications of persistent
over indulgence can lead to weight gain and
other health-related problems such as type two
diabetes and heart disease.

A GP at Nuffield Health Newcastle Hospital is urging people
to prioritise their mental wellbeing and to seek help via their
GP surgery, after new figures predict a rise in mental ill
health due to Covid-19.

SAD is often linked to reduced exposure to
sunlight during shorter winter days and can
present itself in similar ways to depression, with
symptoms including persistent low mood and
interrupted sleep.
Dr Pip Singh, GP at Nuffield Health Newcastle, is
urging people to seek help if they’re experiencing
persistent low mood and other symptoms

Nuffield Health Newcastle Hospital.

As we go through what is left of this year and into
the next, many will be feeling the mental strain of
the pandemic, whilst others may be experiencing
the symptoms of Seasonal Affective Disorder
(SAD).

Dr Pip Singh, GP,

The Centre for Mental Health has predicted
that up to 10 million people, almost a fifth
of England’s population, will need new or
additional mental health support as a direct
result of the pandemic. The shocking statistic
re-emphasises the need for better mental
health awareness and discussion, beyond the
official awareness days.

Do some cardiovascular exercise
This can be from very basic home-based exercises
such as short walks to more intense exercises
such as running, swimming and gym-based
training. Alternatively, there’s a variety of guided
home workouts available online. The goal is to
increase your heart rate, as by doing so the brain
will release endorphins and they can have a
positive impact on your mood.
Find time for your hobbies and interests
If your hobbies have been temporarily suspended
due to the pandemic, could you look for a new
hobby or interest? Is there something you have
always wanted to do, that you may now have
time for?
Maintain alcohol within sensible limits

associated with mental ill health, as the right
diagnosis can determine the most effective
treatment options.
There are several ways people can look after their

The government guidelines suggest 14 units
of alcohol a week for both men and women.
One unit is the equivalent to a small glass
of wine, one measured shot of spirit or a
half pint of normal strength beer. Although
alcohol will give you an immediate sensation
of relaxation, long term overuse can lead to
lowered mood and health problems such as
heart disease, diabetes and certain cancers.
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Talk to people
The pandemic has led to physical distance
between loved ones, friends and families. Staying
in touch via platforms such as WhatsApp,
Zoom and Facetime can help keep you feeling
connected. If you do not have access to
technology, could you revert to an old-fashioned
method of communication such as letter writing?
Communicate with your partner
If you are in a relationship, ensure you look after
one another. You may be experiencing extra
pressures on your relationship due to childcare
requirements, being furloughed or working from
home. If this is the case, being open and honest
when communicating and finding time to listen
and support one another can help.
Address any financial concerns
you may have
If the pandemic has impacted you financially,
don’t suffer in silence. Discuss your situation
with citizens advice who can advise you on what
further financial support is out there.
Don’t be afraid to use helplines and
resources if needed
If you need someone to speak to as you’re feeling
overwhelmed or isolated, many charities including

Samaritans and MIND offer telephone support.
However you’re feeling, there is support available
at your GP surgery. Most GP surgeries have access
to care navigation teams who will signpost you to
an appropriate agency that can help.
Use free apps
For those people who have access to smart
phones, apps such as Calm and Headspace can
help provide you with ways to manage anxiety
and stress. If you do not have access to apps,
speak with your GP as the care navigation team at

your surgery will often have further information
on available resources.
Remember that you’re not alone
Keep speaking to people when you can, keep
going and doing the things you love. Many
things are currently out of our control and it is
important not get too caught up in this. Focus on
the aspects of your life that you can control and
the things you can do to help raise your mood. If
you’re struggling please reach out for help, GPs
are here for you.

To book a GP appointment at Nuffield Health Newcastle Hospital please contact Outpatient appointments on 0191 2125232 or Newcastle.
appointments@nuffieldhealth.com
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MICRO-NEEDLING IS HAVING
ITS MOMENT
Forget expensive lotions and potions to make your skin glow, microneedling is the stimulating treatment that is taking over the beauty
world. We speak to aesthetics expert Dr Steven Land to discover how
revolutionary this treatment really is...
Suitable for all skin types, micro-needling
is a procedure that uses very small needles
to puncture the top layers of your skin, so it
stimulates it into repair mode. I know, it sounds
scary, but it’s virtually pain free and the benefits
are so worth it.

So, it’s the perfect boost your skin needs, especially
in preparation for spring and summer months. It’s
one of our most popular skin treatments here at
Novellus, and all over the world actually. It’s loved
by the likes of Kim Kardashian and Jennifer Aniston,
and let’s face it (pardon the pun), who doesn’t want
skin like theirs?

Suitable for all skin types*
	Micro-needling is a highly effective
procedure for smoothing and reducing the
appearance of fine lines and wrinkles, as well
as targeting crow’s feet, chicken pox scars
and sun damage.
	Improves skin tone, skin texture and
pore size.
	Reduces the appearance of scarring and
stretch marks and is frequently used as a
procedure for treating textured acne scars.

Not only is micro-needling one of the most
successful ways of preventing the first signs of
ageing, the procedure has also been proven to
improve the appearance of scars, sun damage and
stretch marks, by boosting collagen, increasing
elastin production and promoting cell turnover.
After treatment, collagen will start being produced
within 48 to 72 hours, meaning your skin may look
a little red until then, but be patient, better skin will
come. The main aim of micro-needling is to create
youthful looking skin, and after a couple of sessions,
most people will notice a significant reduction in
fine lines, crow’s feet and deep forehead wrinkles.

Benefits of micro-needling
Micro-needling is a brilliant treatment for
addressing a myriad of skin types and concerns,
whether you want to plump fine lines and
wrinkles, induce a deeply hydrated glow or
reverse the appearance of sun damage, microneedling could be the answer:

	Has the potential to tackle and lighten
hyperpigmentation and reverse the
appearance of sun damage.
	Rejuvenates and boosts the skin for a fresh
and youthful appearance.
	Evidence also suggests that micro-needling
is effective in stimulating dormant hair
follicles to thicken hair and address hair loss.
Dr Steven Land
As a multi-purpose, non-invasive skin treatment,
micro-needling can treat a range of concerns, from
ageing or acne scarring to hair loss. If you think
micro-needling could be for you, or if you have any
further questions about our treatments, please feel
free to reach out to me, I’m always happy to help.

*Although micro-needling is widely considered
to be a safe treatment that provides so many
skin-boosting benefits, we do not advise
performing the treatment on open wounds or
if you have active acne. It is also worth noting
that those suffering from inflammatory skin
conditions such as eczema, psoriasis and
dermatitis should also avoid micro-needling.

To book in a consultation with the team at novellus aesthetics call: 0191 695 0450, info@novellusaesthetics.co.uk
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STAYING
POSITIVE
Let’s not beat around the bush,
this year has been challenging
to say the least. Who could have
predicted not only a pandemic,
but the monstrous implications
that have come with it.

We all now understand how things out of your
control can have a hugely negative impact on
your life and wellbeing, so let's look at the things
you can control and make 2021 a year of positive
change!
We all need to try to put ourselves in a strong
physical and mental state while keeping our immune
systems strong.
Returning to some sort of normality and consistency
in 2021 in all facets of life is key. Let me advise you
on health, diet and wellbeing.
Ditch the word diet, bin the quick fix plan that only
works in the short term, lose the unrealistic goals,
think positive, think sensibly, take time out for
yourself and set new targets and this year you can
push on to what you have wanted to achieve for
years.
Everything is in your own hands, make subtle changes
which are realistic and will last over time. Not only
will you look much better but will feel energized and
positive throughout the year.
Here are some ideas on changes that over time, not
just through January, could be life changing:
- Move more everyday! Take every opportunity
to walk/exercise eg while on the phone walk, on
your lunch hour exercise, take the stairs not the
lift. Moving more means burning more calories and
brings that feel good factor.
- Make time not excuses. Replace idle time on your
mobile phone to do more productive things eg to
cook fresh food or go for a run/walk or simply take
time out to relax, I think we could all learn from this.
- Returning to normal life post pandemic. Make
sure you keep the interaction with your family and
friends consistent, it will help you all.
- Eat smaller portions. It's simple and it works,
eating less calories per day means weight loss and
will improve your self confidence.
- Buy smaller plates. You can trick your mind into
thinking you are eating a large meal if the plate is
full.
- Cut out snacks between meals. Eating more
protein at your main meals should help, it will keep
you fuller for longer.

David Fairlamb

- Try to limit the amount of bread you eat per
day. If you cut down from four to two slices, you
would have saved 730 slices of bread calories a year.
- Ditch your scales! Use your clothes plus how you
feel as a real measure of your progress. Work towards
fitting into a pair of jeans, dress, or shirt.
- Be mindful of your sugar intake. Four grams is
equal to one teaspoon, more than eight teaspoons
for an adult is above the recommended amount.
- Until there is a vast reduction in the sugar
content of most cereals, stop eating them! Pull
back on these and you will have taken a big step
forward in reducing your daily sugar intake. Eggs for
breakfast is the way forward.
- Drink water. Keep your body functioning well and
stave off hunger by sticking to a daily routine of
drinking water - an adult should drink about two to
three litres a day. This will also help with your energy
levels.
- Take the word diet out of your vocabulary. Eat
fresh healthy ingredients where possible. Bulk your
plate out with vegetables alongside lean meats and
fish.
- Cut down/replace carbs. Replace potato or white
rice with a cauliflower version and instead of cooking
noodles try replacing them with spiralized courgette.

This will hugely cut down your calorie intake and
actually tastes good.
- Find an exercise routine or class you enjoy. This
way you are more lightly to attend regularly and give
100%, leading to better results.
- A mental approach is just as important as a
physical one. Try adding a yoga or relaxation class
into your regime, this will help keep you calm and
positive.
- Take your time implementing these changes. Try
adding one of two ideas every few weeks, this will
help keep you focused.
Let's face facts, if you are battling your weight and
failing, you need to make changes.
Even if you only follow a few of the above tips you
will see a big difference over time. In fact, in over
20 years experience as a personal trainer, when done
correctly and consistently, I have never seen them
fail.
Do not take your health and wellbeing for granted,
they go hand in hand and have a hugely positive
effect on your mental health.
Make 2021 a year where you make time for yourself,
regain your path in life or find a new one.

DAVID'S SUMMING UP
Do not take your health and wellbeing for granted, they go hand in
hand and have a hugely positive effect on your mental health.

David Fairlamb Fitness www.davidfairlambfitness.co.uk Mobile 0771 3640899
Facebook: David Fairlamb Fitness & SugarCleanLean Twitter @DF_Fitness & @SugarCleanLean
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COMMENT WITH...

barryspeker@hotmail.com

‘Good tidings he brought, Good news of a sort?’

This was our PM avoiding being a modern
day embodiment of ‘How the Grinch Stole
Christmas’. No latter day Ebenezer Scrooge
is Boris. When announcing the ‘time limited
Christmas dispensation’ he issued a warning not
to blow the fight against the virus, which is not
going to declare a Christmas truce. Said the PM,
‘Yuletide will be the season to be jolly careful!’
So vaccine or no vaccine, the tier system or worse
will be with us for some time. It is an unenviable
struggle to balance the economic interests of
thousands of threatened businesses, countless
jobs lost or in jeopardy with the concerns of the
elderly and vulnerable in the face of considerable
risk, severe illness and death.

“
”

...You’re a bum,
you’re a punk
You’re an old
slut on junk...

There are still calls by some for Christmas to
be cancelled this year but fortunately some
celebration is now officially authorised. We
can gather three families together for up to five
days, to overeat, drink to excess and argue about
everything from what not to watch and who
bought that awful present? Think of the strife. But
will this mean I may have to go and actually watch
Newcastle United again?
To some such as Cliff Richard, Christmas is
about Mistletoe and Wine. Not this year. We
must stick with the wine because the dangers of
kissing strangers or anyone under the mistletoe
may attract the attention of the Covid police.
The Tenbury Wells mistletoe auction, held for
the last 160 years, has been cancelled. If you see
any mistletoe make sure it is socially distanced
and has a warning sign. Fortunately the Health
Protection (Coronavirus Restrictions) Regulations
2020 allowed the lockdown opening of shops,
stalls and farms selling natural Christmas trees,
essential goods.
The arrival of an effective and reliable vaccine is
the only saviour for the country and the world. It
is a credit to the scientists to have produced this
(nearly) within a break neck schedule compared
with the usual time taken for such developments.
The logistics of vaccinating millions of people are
daunting. Will there now be a Vaccine Tsar to take
control and achieve this?
Delivery, storage and administration of two doses
to these millions, selecting the acceptable priority
and sequences, persuading the vulnerable and
the unconvinced. There will be problems with
the conspiracy theorists, the 5G hoaxers and
lunatic anti-vaxers as well as those denying the
effectiveness until more research guarantees the
vaccines are 100% safe and effective.
The government needs to ensure public
confidence in the process so that allegations of
delay and criticisms of incompetence with care
homes, test and trace, changes in lockdown
restrictions, confusion with graphs, data and
statistics do not obstruct the mass vaccination.
And the 2021 Vaccine Tsar is..........?
The sounds of Christmas may be slightly
restricted as woke purists have attacked the
nation’s favourite seasonal song - no, not White
Christmas although that may be next. It is Fairy
Tale of New York from which Radio 1 has excised
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the words ‘slut’ and ‘faggot’ although the song is
uncensored on Radio 2 and Radio 6 Music.
Is the theory that oldies would not be offended
but millennials will be? The song by the Pogues
and Kirsty MacColl is about a couple on their
uppers uttering insults at their state and fate:
‘You’re a bum, you’re a punk
You’re an old slut on junk
Lying there almost dead on a drip in that bed,
You scumbag you maggot
You cheap lousy faggot
Happy Christmas your arse
I pray God it’s your last.’
The 1987 song is tame compared with the lyrics
of many modern raps. It is somewhat pretentious
that Radio 1 thinks millennials need protection
from a nasty word. Sean MacGowan said he could
not think of another word to rhyme with maggot!
Such prurient censorship now affects the
British Library which has compiled a dossier
of 300 individuals and institutions which may
have ‘benefitted from colonialism and slavery’.
The poet Ted Hughes (poet laureate in 1984) is
included. He owned no slaves but an ancestor,
Nicholas Ferrar born in 1592 was involved with the
London Virginia Company - a mere 428 years ago.
Ferrar died childless in 1687, so hardly an ancestor
at all. The museum has apologised to Hughes’
widow.
Christmas fare should be enhanced this year
following the detailed instructions from Nigella
Lawson on how to create double buttered
toast with a sprinkling of sea salt. This can be
combined with the classic recipe from Delia
Smith concerning how to boil an egg. A real
change from the complications of ordering a take
out on Deliveroo, complete with sprouts, parsnips
and Christmas pudding.
Merry Christmas to you all and best wishes for a
Happy 2021, escaping from Netflix and reengaging
with the outside world.
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